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Letter from the Editor

The Nexus Calendar of Interests

The new Nexus .... ot only are we chedul
ing more r adings and exhibit for students,
faculty, and the public alike-but we're getting
ready to schedule a Literary and Fine Art
Publication Showca . Thi v nt will allow
you-th arti t, you-th writ r t me t staff
memb rs, h arr ading from n w and up
coming writ r , vi w th works of cuttingdg arti t , obtain publication information,
purcha e copies of publications you never
knew existed, and so much more. I remind
everyone to keep their eyes open, for you're
likely to find us in a place you'd never think to
look. Now, I want to take the time to extend a
hearty 'Thank You' to the people who have
helped with this issue:
First and foremost, I want to recognize my
staff-they didn't meet needs and expecta
tions, they surpassed them entirely. To Joanne
Risacher, Ed Davis, and Kevin Jensen, to Dr.
J~es Thomas, Dr. James Hughes, Dr. Henry
Lunouze, Dr. Gary Pacernick, and other mem
bers of the English Department, to Robert
Sweeney, and other members of the Student
Media Committee-THANK YOU! To quote
a phrase by James Heller Levinson, I believe
these people are "cultural imperatives!"
KaytHoke,
Managing Editor

Month of June
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1 Front Street Gallery
30 Within th month of June, Dayton, Ohio
Memb r of the Imag Co-Op, Scott C op r,
Jack B wman, and Andria Schmitz, will di
play fin art photographic print . Som print
may b n al to th public
Fr to the public
INFO: 228-2846 (call for dat & tim )
4

Nexus' New Look
If you look up the word ' exus" in the
dictionary, you'll find that it means'... a join
ing or fusion'. With that definition, Nexus'
great history and it's potential for the future in
mind, I et out to create a n w identity and
look for Nexus.
My fir t goal a Art Dir ctor/Graphic
Designer was to create contrast on the page;
not only between the titles and the body text,
but also between the text/ images and the pa
per. This serves to make Nexus easier on the
eye and easier to read, and I hope that it helps
to set us apart from the status quo of literature
and art journals. Another goal of the redesign
was to present the work of the writers and
artists in their best light. I hope that these
goals have been reached.
I would like to thank Kayt and the Nexus
staff for the opportunity to work on such a
great project and I look forward to the next
issue.
Ron Callahan,
Art Director/Graphic Designer

Nexus

Nexus Student Literary Reading and Fine
Art Exhibit, 7:00 P.M. at Wright State Univer
sity, Dayton, Ohio; Creative Arts Center in the
Contemporary Arts Gallery. Readings and
exhibit of student craft-including an open
reading
Free to the public
INFO: (513) 873-2031

Poetry In the Park
Park of Roses Gazebo, Columbus, Ohio
10 7:30 P.M., Readings by: Timothy Russell,
George Looney, and Marianna Hofer
17 7:30 P.M., Readings by: Roy Bentley, Barbara J.
McCullough-Cress, and Linda Hollingsworth
Kafouri
24 7:30 P.M., Readings by: Beth Leslie, Gretel
Young, Daran James-Dodrill
Free to the public
INFO: Ed Meyers (614) 645-7995

12 Yellow Springs Street Fair
Downtown Yellow Springs, Ohio
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Over 150 booths of arts, crafts, ethnic foods,
and live entertainment
Free to the public
INFO: Donna Parker (513) 767-2686
6

Music In the Air
Columbus, Ohio
Over 200 free, outdoor performances at nine
city park locations-featuring music, dance,
theater, weekly poetry readings, and
children's events. Through September 6.
Free to the public
INFO: (614) 645-3800

Nexus
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The May Show
Cleveland, Ohio
Op n daily except Mondays
Cleveland Mu um of Art, 11150 East Blvd.
An annual juri d exhibition of painting ,
graphi , photograph , culptur , and craft
by arti t and craftsrn n of Ohio' W t m
R rv . Thr ugh ptember 5.
F for parking
INFO: (216) 421-7340

10 Summer Art Festival
Akron,Ohio
Akron Art Museum
70 E. Market Ave.
The first in a series of three festivals that
celebrate cultural diversity through art, music,
crafts, and foods
Free to the public
INFO: (216) 376-9185
17 Tri-State Pottery Festival
19 East Liverpool, Ohio
A celebration of the area's pottery heritage:
pottery tours, international doorknob tossing,
pottery olympics, tabletop contest, and midway.
Saturday, June 19 at 5:30 P.M.: Grand Parade
Free to the public
INFO: Richard Blatchford (304) 387-1300, x443
18 Herb Days
20 Gahanna, Ohio
Friday, June 18: 4:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Saturday, June 19: 10:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M.
Sunday, June 20: 11:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M.
Behind the high school, 180 S. Hamilton Rd.
Plants, products, and fcxx:ls for sale; demonstra
tions and cooking classes by famous chefs;
storytellers, roving entertainers, and a 3000plant demonstration herb garden
Free to the public
INFO: Bonnie Geroux (614) 471-1048

26 "'Keep the Tradition" Pow Wow
27 Xenia, Ohio, 10:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M.
On the grounds of Blue Jacket outdoor Drama
Native American crafts, dancing, singing, and
foods. Sponsored by the Miami Valley Council
for Native Americans
INFO: Guy Jones (513) 275-8599
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MONTH of JULY
1 Front Street Gallery
31 Dayton, Ohio
Fine art display by Beth Edwards and Jean
Koeller
Fr to the public
INFO: 228-2 46 (call for dat & tim )

9 Afro-American Fe tival
11 L rain, hio
To b h Id at th Holiday Inn. A we k nd of
Afro-Am rican cultur awar ne program
and nt rtainm nt
INFO: Gerald Evans (216) 366-5656
Great Mohican Native American Pow Wow
11 & Rendezvous
Loudonville, Ohio, 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. To
be held at the Mohican Waterslide
ative American cultural tribal dancing com
petitions, including the Tlalcopan Aztec Dane
ers, crafts, and foods. Robert White Eagle,
Master of Ceremonies
INFO: Patty Shannon or
Allen Combs (419) 994-3103
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17 American Traditions: Selections from the
Elmer R. Webster and Robert A. Titsch
Collection. Through October 3
Dayton Art Institute Exhibition
INFO: (513) 223-5277
30 Art In the Garden
Lima, Ohio. Open daily
To b held at the Art Space-Lima 65/67
Town Square
An exhibit by Ohio artists that features
garden decorative items such as sundials,
stepping stones, and metal sculptures
Through September 3
INFO: (419) 222-1721

MONTH of AUGUST
1

Front Street Gallery
31 Dayton, Ohio
Fine art display by Deb Fanelli and Rick
Washington
Free to the public
INFO: 228-2846 (call for dates & times)
14 Art On the Lawn
Yellow Springs, Ohio
10:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M.

6

Mills Lawn School, WalnutStr t. An op n
art and crafts how spon or d by the Villag
Artisans Cooperative
Fr to the public
INFO: R bin Zimm rman (513) 767-1209
15 Art On the Commons
K tl ring, Ohio
11 :00 AM. to 6:00 P.M.
To b h Id at th ivi omm n .
ale f juri d fin "rt and rafts by arti t
throughout th Midw t. In lud mu ical
ent rtainment
INFO: Kathryn Palmer (514) 299-0294

When You're Thirteen
Ted Cains

Nexus

Literary
Contest
First Place:
Fiction

22 Photography Exhibit

Through October 17, Troy, Ohio
To be held at Troy-Hayner Cultural Center
INFO: (513) 339-0457

MONTH of SEPTEMBER
1 Front Street Gallery
30 Dayton, Ohio
Group show of fine art
INFO: 228-2846 (call for dates & times)

MONTH of OCTOBER
1 Front Street Gallery
31 Fine art display by Don Vanderbeek
Free to the public
INFO: 228-2846 (call for dates & times)
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Yellow Springs Street Fair
Y llow Spring , Ohi
Ov r 150 booth of art and craft , ethnic
fo ds, and live entertainm nt
INFO: (513) 767-2686

22 Contemporary Art Exhibition

Through December 5, Dayton, Ohio
Dayton Art Institute Exhibition
INFO: (513) 223-5277

Ted Cains

FUTURE EVENTS of INTEREST
Literary and Fine Art Publication Showcase
Date and time to be announced in October 1993
To be held at Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio. Featuring Ohio Literary and Fine Art
Publications, poetry and fiction readings, open
readings, fine art exhibits, discussion sessions,
displays, publication information, a nationally
recognized writer, and much more!
Sponsored by Nexus.

Nexus

Ted Cains is a second-year
graduate student at Wright
State Ll11iversity, pursuing
the M.A. in E11glish with the
creative thesis. He currently
works in Wright State's
Office of Public Relations as
a11 editor and writer.
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When you're thirt n, wh n you enter junior school, when
horm n hav b com your n w b t friend, and wh n you
don't know wh th r y u h uld b with th girl down th
tr tor with your b t fri nd inc kind rgart n, it' impor
tant to have a plac to go-a plac that no on know about
and wh re you can go to think by your elf with ut your
parents or anyone else inter£ ring.
I had such a place--the old hideout where my best friend,
Philly Peterson, and I used to play in grade school. It sat
behind an old factory on the other side of the railroad tracks
behind Phillys house. o parent would dare go there; the
tracks were like a force field that would only let me and Philly
through. Even my little brother Lou wouldn't venture be
yond the tracks. Of course, that could've had something to do
with us telling him about all the serial killers hiding back
there. You know, the ones that prey on seven-year-old
children? Well, perhaps we were a little cruel, but when
you're thirteen, you have to do what you can to keep your
territory safe from invaders.
The factory itself was a machine shop that ran only during
the day and closed at five o'clock. Philly and I used to meet
back there every evening after the adults had gone. We had
built spaceship cockpits, like those in the movies, out of
broken wooden crates, rusty barrels full of who knows what,
and bits of discarded metal. Philly always wanted to play the
evil empire because he liked to dramatically squeeze the life
out of his pri oner and then ay ''I have you now'' in a low,
rumbling voice. Of course, I played the hero and married the
beautiful princess every time--that is, when Philly didn't kill
me, which happened on a regular basis. But I triumphed
every once in a while, which would give me gloating rights,
for I got the princess and Philly got laser bolts up his butt.
"Ah, but we evil lords have harems of beautiful girls
waiting for us back home," Philly would say. "All we have to
do is snap our fingers."
''Yeah, right," I said. "But how many married storm
troopers do you know?" I asked this as if marriage was
something to look forward to.
He shook his head. "None," he said. "But, of course, I
never get too close to the people I work with." A typical
Philly-answer.
We would have spaceship battles, trying to shoot each
other down, and one of us would inevitably crash-land on
some alien planet. The other would follow and try to capture
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the first. The game usually ended with Philly
standing over me, pointing a wooden sword
carved from a broken two-by-four at my
throat and laughing maniacally, like the bad
guys were always suppo d to win.
We had topp d playing the gam the year
b for ; w wer b coming t enag rs and had
to act r p n ibly.
aid our par nt . But I
think w ju t gr w ut of it. Or mayb Philly
and I w r growing ut f ach th r. That
happ n top pl , I'v h ard. v n to b t
friend .

One evening in late August, with school
just a few weeks away, I went to the hideout
and found Philly there. I hadn't expected him;
he and his mother usually had dinner at this
time. Besides, I hadn't seen much of Philly
that summer. I had spent most of the summer
helping my father expand our garage and
Philly had gone to Chicago to spend time with
his father. I hadn't known he'd come back.
Philly lay relaxed in the cockpit of his old
spaceship, his feet sticking out the window.
He wore his football helmet, which, at one
time, had doubled as a flight helmet.
"Hey!" I shouted. He didn't look up.
"You're going to get sucked out into space if
you keep that window op n." I kicked th
side of th ship.
"Shut up, Toby. I can breath in pac if I
want to."
"You can't breathe in space, you doofu .
There isn't any air."
He laughed. ''Listen who's the doofus!
How do you think you hear your lasers go off
out there. There's got to be air to carry the
sound waves."
I shook my head at the display of Philly
logic. 'Want me to get in my ship?"
"Nah. I don't feel like it today." He looked
at me, then rolled his eyes. ''Where'd you get
those shoes? Jesus, I leave for a little while and
everybody get delusions of stupidity."
"My mom got them for me. What's wrong
with them?"
Philly climbed out of his ship. ''They're
cheap and they look stupid. Besides, they're
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not the kind I wear."
"I'll nev r let a pair of high top touch my
feet for a long as I liv !" I aid.
"Listen to th do fu ." He to k off th
helmet and to d it into th hip. 'Won't
need that wh r w 'r goin'," h ann unc d
dramatically. H h ad d for th trac .
"C m on. L t' at."

*

*

*

"Philip! Dinn r!"
We h ard Mrs. Peter on's call one w
cros ed the tracks. We slid down th hill and
slashed through the barrier of pine trees
behind Philly's house, as if Mrs. Peterson's call
was a cry of distress and only we could save
her. We exploded through the last of the pine
trees and into Philly's backyard. We stopped
suddenly, prepared for anything-when
you're thirteen, you tend to exaggerate every
thing, even going to dinner.
Mrs. Peterson stood just inside the screen
door. "Philip! Dinner!"
"Coming."
"Toby! Dinner!" My brother Lou squ ezed
his way out the door, dragging Philly's
monster of a St. Bernard behind him. Lou had
just entered his mimic-stage, repeating every
thing he heard, sometime at the most inop
portune mom nts.
Philly called "Dirt!" and th dog cam
running. They tackl d each oth r.
"Oh ye , Toby," aid Mr . P ter on. "Your
mom want you home for dinner too."
"Can Toby stay for dinner, Mom?" Philly
asked from underneath Dirt.
I jumped on top of the dog. 'Why do you
call him 'Dirt'?" I asked.
"Rememb r in history when Mi s
Weaslebreath aid there's nothing older than
dirt in the whole world?"
''No."
'Well, the way I figure, since Dirt is older
than me, he has to be at least as old as dirt.
Right?"
I shrugged. More Philly-logic.
''So I call him 'Dirt'.''
"Philip, don't be wrestling with Simpson,"
said Mrs. Peterson.

Nexus

"Besides, it's a better name than 'Simpson',"
Philly whispered. I had to agree. ''I'm not
hurting him, Mom."
"He'll get mad at you and bite your arm
off. Then where will you b ?"
"Oh, he's arml . Get it? Annl !" Philly
broke into laughter, putting Dirt in a headlock. I
laughed too. Dirty lped.
I t d up and grabb d Lou, turning him
up id d wn, hi h ad inch fr m th
ground.
"H y, doofbrain!" called Philly.
''What!" Lou answered.
''Why don't you go home and tell your
mom Toby's going to eat here?"
I dropped Lou on his head. He yelped.
''Yeah. Go tell Mom," I said.
Mrs. Peterson stepped outside. ''I suppose
he can stay for dinner."
''Thanks, Mom." Philly grinned.
Mrs. Peterson smiled sincerely. ''Thank
you for asking so nicely."
"Go." I pushed Lou toward the driveway.
'What's masturbation?" Lou blurted.
Philly looked at me and I looked at him.
We looked at Mrs. Peterson, who looked at us.
Then all of us looked at Lou. Lou grinned.
''You don't need to know what that is/'
said Mrs. Peterson.
Philly laughed. "Come on, Mom. He wants to
know."
J/He doesn't need to know."
''I know what it is," aid Philly.
Mrs. Peter on took in a short breath. J/How
do you know?"
''I'm a teenager. I have to know these
things."
Lou jumped up and down. "Pete said it's-"
Mrs. Peterson pointed the finger of death at
Lou. "Don't even."
''What is it, doofbrain?" said Philly.
Mrs. Peterson pointed at Philly. "And I
don't want you around that Pete boy-"
J/He said it's when you jack off!"
We looked at Lou again, who stood smiling
in the driveway, obviously proud of himself.
''You two get home," Mrs. Peterson said
calmly.
Philly broke into laughter again, choking
Dirt. Dirt yelped.
Nexus

''What's jacking off?" I whispered to Philly.
''I'll tell you later."
"Philip, get inside and finish packing," said
Mrs. Peter on. ''You two get home. I'm
calling your mother."
"Packing?" I said to Philly.
"Later. The u ual, okay?"
''Right."
"Go!" hout d Mrs. P t rson.
I grabb d Lou by the arm and dragg d him
aft r me. "Com on, tupid."
"But I know what it is!" Lou hout d as we
rounded Philly's house. I heard Mrs. Peterson
tell Philly again to get inside and finish
packing. I wondered why he would be pack
ing if he had just gotten back. And if some
thing was up, I wondered why he hadn't told
me.

When you're thirteen, you think you have
all the answers to all the important questions.
You know the girl down the street likes you
but she's just too shy to say anything. You
know how far you can push your parents and,
if you go too far, you know how to sweet talk
them out of any punishment. And you know
you're best friend is going to be your best
friend forever.
Well, at least you think you know all this.
My house sat two blocks down at the end
of the street, next to the small church where
Philly and I used to go to Sunday school. Our
expanded garage now took up half the back
yard-my father's dream was to buy a boat to
put in the garage. I think he just wanted it as a
trophy of some kind, because years later, after
he bought the boat, we never used it. It just sat
there on display.
It took a long twenty minutes for us to get
home-plenty of time for my parents to get
angry. I could tell that Lou knew I was angry
with him. Maybe it was the way I didn't speak
to him and walked three paces in front of him
the entire way home that tipped him off. All I
knew was that I didn't even want to see him.
When we reached the house, the driveway
was empty, and I peaked into the garage and
saw only my mother's car. My father hadn't
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come home yet, which created better odds for
me. On -on-one with my mother, arm d with
Lou's undeniabl stupidity-I couldn't lo e.
I op n d the er n door and hoved Lou
through, following him insid . We went to th
dining room, wh r my mother wa s tting
th tabl for dinn r. By th n, I had th main
thru t of my argum nt plann d ut.
"I Dad horn y t?" I a k d, v n th u h I
kn w th an w r.
"Loui , g up tair and wa h up."
"What are we having, Mommy?"
' othing. Just go up tairs."
Lou left the room and I heard him tromp
up the stairs as my mother arranged the
silverware. She stopped, then leaned against
the back of a chair.
I smiled. ''Dinner smells great, Mom."
She glared at me. ''Where did he hear
language like that?"
I hadn't foreseen the direct assault, which I
took as only a minor setback. I could still
salvage this. '1 gue s Philly's mom called
you, huh? Well-"
"Answer me, goddammit!"
And, suddenly, I didn't~ouldn't-say
anything.
'We try to teach you-that's it. You' re
grounded."
"But I didn't do anything!"
"Maybe this'll t ach you ome re pon ibil
ity, then. Go get ready for dinn r." Sh went
into the kitchen.
"How long am I grounded for?" I called
after her.
'1ust go," she said.
I turned and slowly left the dining room,
hoping she would call me back to tell me that
I wasn't really grounded, that she had made a
terrible mistake.
But she didn't.
My strategy had failed, my fallback posi
tion of desperation collapsing. I had been
blown out of the sky without so much as a
fight.
I went upstairs and found Lou washing up
in the bathroom. I pushed him away from the
sink and grabbed the bar of soap. "You dumb
little shit. I got grounded for your screw-up."
Lou sat on the edge of the bathtub, staring up
70
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at m . I kn w he didn't und rstand, but wh n
you're thirt n, trungs like that d n't matt r.
"You're o stupid," I aid, drying my
hand . "D n't v r talk torn again."
I 1 ft him itting th r . A I w nt into my
r m, I heard him tart t cry. I cl d th
d r.
*

*

*

Wh n y u'r
n, y u find ut what
r b llion r ally i . And you don't v n hav to
be angry to reb 1. But it help . First you tart
reb lling at the little thing . That night, I
didn't go down for dinner when my mother
called. Instead, I remained in my room
stretched out on my bed, staring at the ceiling
mural of the solar sy tern. And when my
mother looked in on me a few minute later, I
didn't even look at her. She asked if I was all
right, but I said nothing. I just do ed my eye
when I heard the door shut.
After a while, I heard the door open again.
My father came in and sat next to me.
'You upset your brother, you know," he said.
I said nothing.
He sighed. ''Toby, he's too young to
understand things like this. Just like you're too
old to act like this."
I looked at him.
"I kn w you' r angry with your moth r.
But you houldn't b ," h aid." h wa more
angry with m for working lat . I'm afraid
you got caught up in that."
At that moment, I realized that there were
things affecting me that I had no idea existed.
Like my parents' and my brother' feelings
hell, I didn't even know they had feeling .
I tried to stay qui t, to reb 1against my
father, but it didn't work. I gu ss I wasn't
angry enough anymore. "But I didn't do
anything," I whispered.
He smiled. "I'll talk to her later about your
punishment. See if I can get you a lighter
sentence."
"Okay."
"But your mother does have a point. Lou is
your brother and you should help look after
him a little more. You are thirteen now and
you understand things he doesn't yet."
Nexus

''I didn't know being thirteen was such a
big re ponsibility," I said. ''I don't think I want
to be a teenager anymore."
He smiled and rustled my hair. "Don't
worry, you'll grow out of it. Th n you'll g ta
job and hav a family, and you'll be talking to
your on lik thi ."
d," I aid. I
w I'm r ally d pr
mil d up at him.
'Y u'll be fin ," h aid.
h 1 ft, h add
that I h uld tayinmyr m forth r t fth
night, until my mother cooled down. I agreed.
When th do r closed, I thought of Philly.
He wanted me to meet him at the hideout
later-that's what "the usual" meant. Again, I
wondered why Philly had to pack. Was he
going somewhere else this summer, perhaps
to visit another relative in a faraway city? If so,
why would he go with school just a few
weeks away? And why hadn't he told me? I
had to know.
I jumped out of bed and put on my jean
jacket and tennis shoes-the ones my mother
had bought for me. I thought of how angry
she would be if she found out about this. I
thought how I should instead go down and
apologize for whatever I had done. That
seemed to be the thirteen thing to do.
But I didn't. There would be plenty of time
for that tomorrow. And if I got in trouble
again, I would just have to deal with that
when it happened. Then it struck me that that
wa al o the thirt en thing to do, realizing
what you had to do and doing it.
So, I left my room as quietly as I could. I
went past Lou's room but decided to turn
back and look in. He was asleep and I decided
not to bother him. As I shut the door and crept
down the stairs, I made up my mind to
apologize to him tomorrow, too.
I heard the television on in the living room
and looked around the comer. My father was
in his chair with the remote control and a
stack of file folders on his lap, and my mother
sat on the sofa, the quilt she was making
draped over her. They weren't speaking,
which could have been either a good sign or a
bad sign. Again, tomorrow.
I went quickly into the kitchen, which was
dark, and out the back door.
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On the way to the hideout, I saw the girl
from down the str t. She was chaining her
bicycle to th id f h r hou a her moth r
call d h r in for th ev ning. Th girl notic d
m and miled, th n h ran quickly in id . I
kn w h lik dm ;itwa bviou. But th n
again, o many thing I thou ht I had known
had b n prov n wrong in the pa t f w hour .
By th tim I got to the hid out, th ky
had darkened to a navy blue. I gues ed it to be
about eight or eight-thirty. Philly was again in
his spaceship, staring up at a bank of ap
proaching clouds. A cool breeze blew and I
realized I hadn't worn a heavy enough jacket.
I stood waiting for Philly to say something,
shivering with my hands pushed deep into
my pockets.
"Some of the best clouds form at night,"
said Philly.
I looked up. The clouds appeared full and
powerful in the moon's brightness, their edges
crisply highlighted. There was a brief flash of
lightning.
''There's going to be a storm," said Philly.
"Could be heat lightning."
' o. Smell the breeze? There's going to be
a storm."
I nodded. ''Maybe."
"I didn't know if you were going to make
it."
"I got grounded for what Lou said. I had to
sneak out."
'You shouldn't have done that. This
could've waited until tomorrow." He still
stared at the clouds. "I'm sorry. It was my
fault. I shouldn't have told the little doofbrain
to say what-" He laughed. "-what mastur
bation is."
'1 still don't know what it is."
He looked at me quickly. 'You doofhead.
You really don't know, do you?" He shook his
head. '1 thought you were just screwing
around."
I shrugged.
After a slight pause, Philly took in a deep
breath. 'Well, you know when you...uh...well,
you know...uh..." I'd never seen Philly
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stumble over anything before. I smiled; it was
a nice change. Finally, he managed to say it.
"So that's what it is," I aid.
''Yeah." He laughed, then so did I.
"I didn't know they had a name for that," I
aid. "I thought ther was ju t something
wrong with m ."
''Th r i . Y u're a doofh ad."
"Oh, thi c ming from th king of th
doofh ads."
Philly laugh d. "Score on for Toby. You're
learning, kid."
We laughed until we couldn't laugh
anymore. When you're thirteen, you don't
realize how important laughter is. You just
take it for granted until it's gone. I climbed on
top of the crate next to Philly's ship. I sat and
waited, but Philly said nothing.
Are you going so mewhere?" I said
quietly.
''Why do you ask that?"
''Your mom said you had to pack. ..."
Philly looked back at the clouds. I waited.
"I'm moving," said Philly.
''When?"
''Friday." It was Tuesday. Three days.
''Why?"
"I'm going to like with my dad." Philly
looked down. ''Mom and him reached an
agreement or something. I guess they think he
can take better care of me, and since they have
joint custody..."
''You don't sound like you want to go."
He looked at me. ''It's not that. I mean,
when I was with him this summer, we had a
lot of fun. I mean, it was great. But..."
'13ut what?"
'1 just don't like them deciding for me." He
looked back at the sky. ''They didn't even ask
me."
I waited. Actually, I couldn't think of
anything to say. Then, I asked, ''Why didn't
you tell me?"
He glared.at me. ''Why all the questions? It's
no big deal. This shit happens, you know?"
Now I really didn't know what to say. We
sat in silence for what seemed the longest
time. Then, I wondered how best friends were
supposed to say goodbye.
''When will you be coming back?" I asked,
0
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omehow knowing the an wer would b
never.
''Mayb Christma . To e Mom. Or h
might c
u . I'll have t
how
choolg
I at t
.
hilly
and I w
o
lt
ad, but
b
b t fri
limb d
.
Philly
.
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*
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I scanned the stars for any sign of Philly's
spaceship pursuing me. othing-I breathed
a sigh of relief. I was flying though enemy
space, only a few light years from home. But I
knew he was out there somewhere, watching
and waiting.
An alarm went off and I looked behind me.
Philly's ship was closing in. I knew this would
be our last battle-undeniably the battle of a
lifetime.

Communication
Leigh Perry

"Go check if the plants need water," she said
'
as if it wer a irnple thing.
Und r my fing r, th oil
i w tt r than du t, dryer than mud.
Whatto ay?
I wish the plants were yellowing,
l~aves crisping along the edges
like a cookie too long in the oven:
death, at least, is a universal language.
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Red Haze
Diane Reed

The Id Ch vy cru h d any ag bru h or crub that to d
in ur path lik a tank n a d , rt mi i n. nc in a whil a
r adrunn r r ja k r bbit h pp d pa t th b am f ur n
h , dlight, but th rwi th r w, no ign of lif in thi
wa h d ut riv r b d w w r u ing a r ad. It I k d lik
fu king Mar out th r . My h art wa b c ting o hard, I
jump d a littl ach tirn a ro k hurl d up again t th und r
belly of the metal b ast. I thought for sure when we tarted
that it would fall apart and we'd be caught. There was dust all
around; it was even seeping into the car. We must have
looked like this great big cyclone whipping across the fucking
wasteland. Lucky thing the cactus only grew beyond the river
bank which shielded us from view. Run over one of tho e and
this escape was over. Another rock flew up against the side of
the damn Chevy and scared the shit out of me. It ounded like
a fucking gunshot. What if they had guns? We never thought
about if they had guns.
umber Thirty-two laughed when he saw me gasp. He
aid I was just a scared bitch and I told him to shut-up, but he
laughed more. I call him Thirty-two 'cause I don't know his
name. It's kind of the thing you do when you're inside 'Cause
you don't really want to believe you're there. You just tell
people your cell number and let 'em fucking think what they
want. Mike's doing the driving. I don't know why he told me
his name, but he did. That was only after a while, though. He
wr te it on a piece of paper that h ent through the heat
vent . He wrot a lot of other hit, too. Gu you can't h Ip it
when you got nothing 1 to think about.
He aid h 'd en me on th girl ' id of the Comp und
all the way from where the guys take their smoke breaks.
Claimed he'd been dreamin' about me ever since. At first that
was hard to swallow, considering it's not like I do my hair
everyday or anything. The Pound ain't no fucking beauty
shop. But I gotta admit I didn't mind getting the letters. The
loneliness really do a numb r on you, a fucking number.
That is what makes me wonder if I'm crazy for going
through with this. You get to the point inside where the first
person who says shit to you becomes your fucking best friend.
Add a few letters on top of that and you're practically hitched.
But Mike's notes are probably the only thing that kept me
sane. He's really smart-he hot-wired this car. Then again,
that's what he was in for, so he might as well be good at it. He
said he was sure we could make it, and that he'd take good
care of me, just trust him. He claimed he had a lotta money in
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an account somewhere. Grand auto's been a
good busines for him, I guess. I assumed a
guy like that oughta have the brains to get us
out without gettin' hurt, but I got a habit of
overe timating p ople, p cially when
th y'r good lookin'. Th funny thing i , it wa
m who figur d out that th y 1 av th gat
p n for ab ut two minut during ur la t
mok br ak wh n th y tran p rt th night
taff in. I'm not actly tupid ith r.
t
when it count .
Another piece of gravel swung up and
cracked the windshield. This time I held in my
scream, just barely, but I didn't fool anybody.
Thirty-two was practically in convulsions-I
coulda killed him. The faster we moved, the
more Mike seemed to be gettin' high off it. The
river bed was smoothing out, at least from
what I could see in the back seat, so he started
gunning the thing. He's been gripping the
wheel and staring out ahead of us like a
glassy-eyed fool for the last fifteen minutes.
Spooky fucker, I swear, not at all like the guy
who wrote the notes.
We're about forty-five minutes from the
Pound, and it's black as hell all around. There
just ain't nothin' here. Thirty-two is such a
dick-he hasn't stopped screamin' since we
made it out of the gate. I just wish he would
fuckin' shut up. I've hit him several times, but
it's like he's delirious or somethin'. I wouldn't
have brought him into any of this, exceptin' he
stole my letters in the vents on the way to
nineteen, which was Mike's number. Those
paper clips fastened together worked real
well. This was all Mike's idea of course. He
was recruiting people to go. He doesn't mind
Thirty-two, figures he'll come in handy some
how. Dumb-shit. I gotta wonder sometimes
about Mike.
For some reason, Mike coasted to a stop.
Maybe he just wanted to breathe some fresh
air. I've been coughing myself 'til I thought I
was gonna choke. He switched off the head
light and put the thing in neutral. Then he got
out. Thirty-two finally shut up-major
miracle. It's so quiet now, it seems like it's sac
rilegious (or however you say it) to slam the
car door. We just nudged 'em shut. Me and
Mike and Thirty-two stood on top of the river

bank and looked up at the clear black night.
There are so many stars out-it's almo t like
they're right on top of your face, they looked
so clos . Mik went down and pulled ome
wir s from th engine until it was morbid si1 nt. Th n h cam back and r ach d his
h nd up to th ky. H could hav b n ju t
tr tching, but w opi d him and did it, t
Itwa alm t lik y u uld h ar th tar
whip rin'.
Th n t thing w did wa fu k. All thr
of u . W got back in that tank and it wa
arms and legs ev rywhere. I don't know who
got put into what, all I know is it was great.
The windows steamed up and Thirty-two
started that screaming again but this time I
didn't care. It was like the first time I could
feel my body in months, feel the blood rush
ing through it. Touch my skin and feel the
moisture on my hands, on other hands, on a
rounded ass, and Mike's cheek. Don't know
what they woulda done if there hadn't been a
girl there. Guess they would have fucked each
other.
We ended up this grunting heap of flesh,
just heaving up and down until we couldn't
breathe no more. Mike sure didn't seem like
the jealous type, but I wasn't exactly getting
particular either. I thought Thirty-two was
gonna die from the shock of sudden pleas~e.
He was sucking air like h would breathe his
la t. I finally scrambl d out of the tack on the
back seat and sto d naked in th darkn s,
filling my lungs with that clear desert breez . I
ran my fingers through my hair and breathed
like the wind was a narcotic. There was no
dust anymore. It was just me and this desert,
almost free. One of the guys threw my clothes
back at me and we got dressed and left that
shit-load of metal to rot out in the wilderness.
It'll probably turn into a fossil.
Mike pointed to some yellow lights shining
beyond a small ridge and we walked towards
'em. It was the Mexican border, a town called
Agua-something. Took us about half an hour,
and it hurt like hell when you ran into a cac
tus, but pretty soon we were almost there. I
was scared there might be rattlesnakes on the
rocks, but Thirty-two said they hide when it's
dark out. I never believe anything Thirty-two
Nexus
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says. He laughed at me for askin'. Mike put
his arm around me for a while to guide my
steps, and he told me to hang in there. When
we got over the last hill, I could see the border
gates and guard , and my heart started beat
ing outta control. Sounds stupid, but once in a
while I h ld my hand over my ch t to make
ure it tay din there. It felt lik ev ryb dy
mu t b abl to hear it. I hop d th guy
didn't. I couldn't tand that laughing. Mik
noticed that ther weren't any wardens ther
from the State Juvenile Compound, but maybe
the dumb-fucks hadn't figured it out yet. Ei
ther way, Thirty-two said we ought to hop on
the back of a truck or something and stay hid
den.
Thirty-two pointed to a moving van and
crouched down to make his way towards it.
But before he stepped into the light I called for
him and grabbed the back of his jacket-I
could see inspection officers opening the rear
panels of that van to investigate the insides. If
we were going to cross the border, we were
gonna have to just fuckin' walk through the
turnstiles like goddamn tourists. Thirty-two
shook my hand free from his jacket like he was
real irritated and told me his name was Steve,
not a number. Wished he hadn't told me that.
I whispered the plan to Mike, and he
cupped my face in his hands and just looked
at me, like he was doing some thinkin'. Then
he said to walk tall and casual, like we were
just spoiled rich kids goin' out to a fuckin'
cheap Mexican dinner on daddy's credit card
or somethin', and he kissed me on the fore
head. I tried to imagine bein' the daughter in
some big white house, or even Mike's girl
friend all set up in a nice condo, but my heart
was pounding through my ears again and I
couldn't forget what the hell we were doin'. I
slipped my hand up to my chest and told my
self it was worth it. It was all worth it. Even if
we got caught at the gates, an hour of freedom
from the last ten months of hell made every
minute sweet.
Me and Mike and Thirty-two walked down
the hill to the gate. I could have socked Thirty
two, he was strolling like he was duded up for
Sunday church or somethin'. It was so fuckin'
obvious. I knew we'd get caught. I knew it. I
Nexus

kept repeating, '1t was worth it," under my
breath and then I walked through the lights
and pressed the bars of the pedestrian turn
stile with my arms. The guard just nodded to
me and I'm in another fuckin' country. This is
Mexico, for Christ' sake! I felt like electricity
pump d through my whol body. I made
long stride pa t th gat to a dim lit tr t
and waved my arms. I couldn't b li v it! Th
boy wer following right b hind me, and if
Thirty-two tarted scr amin' again I was go
ing to murder him this time-I'd get away
with it here. But he didn't. He just held his
stupid-ass mouth open 'till I thought the stars
would fall in it. We made it! Oh God, I
couldn't believe it. I started running. It's like I
didn't even think about it, my body moved
without my brain saying shit. Mike weaved
back and forth in the alley I'd headed into
with his arms outstretched like fuckin' wings.
Thirty-two just tried to keep up. This time it
was me-I just started hollering. I had to let it
out. It was like all the stale air of lock-up fi
nally got released completely from my lungs.
We were free-free! I made this big long howl
as we darted in and out of a few alleyways
until I couldn't exhale no more and I collapsed
onto the dirty street. The guys fell down near
where I was and just started laughing.
Mike looked like a fish, he was gasping so
hard. Thirty-two was just in this ball laying
next to him, inhaling as much as he could. I
rubbed my face with my hands and looked up
at the sky again to make sure it was real. We
didn't say anything for a while, we just
breathed. Finally Mike said he could really
use a smoke, which sounded perfect to me.
The problem was, we didn't have any money.
You couldn't have anything back at the
Pound. I used to have this mother of pearl
knife with a little rose etched on the handle.
Carried it with me everywhere. But it was
gone now. I hate it when you think of some
thing you really want and you can't get it.
Guess I'd had ten months of that.
Mike said we needed to do somethin'
about cash, and he had an idea. He walked
onto a lighted street and went up to a man
leaning against the wall of a store that said,
"Curios." The tall geezer had gray hair and
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was chewin' this soppy old cigar. His eyes
looked like they'd seen everything come and
go and there wasn't nothin' gonna surprise
'em no mor . Mike was gesturing something
to him, then h pointed at Thirty-two's denim
jack t. Thirty-two started g tting huffy but
Mike told him to hut-up. H w come Thirty
two nly hut-up wh n Mik told him? Any
way, th Id man w nt in id th hop and
brought out a f w belt t tr d . Mik h k
his h ad and rubb d hi fing r togeth r lik
you do when you mean mon y. Thirty-two
looked pissed, but he said "Dinero" to the guy
and the old man nodded his head. I'll be
damned-Thirty-two does know something
after all. The old man looked over Thirty
two's jacket and make him take it off to in
spect it. Thirty-two looked like he was ready
to hurt somebody, but he gave it to him any
way. The man threw his cigar down in the
street and felt inside the pockets for any holes
and shit. Then he went back in the store and
came out with some bills and coins. I didn't
know if this was good trade or not, but it
wasn't my jacket.
Mike took the money and said, "Let's go
celebrate," and he headed over to this beige
building with a bunch of festive red lights
over the windows. It must be a bar, but it's not
like it said Coors or anything in neon over 'the
door. We walked in and it was obvious we
wer the only white idiots there. They had this
cheap hitty music going and the black
haired, fat woman sitting down and the man
with her behind the counter eyed us when we
walked past 'em. I thought Mike would just
go to the counter and ask for some cigs, but he
went over to a table in the next room and
planted himself. Me and Thirty-two followed
him, but I felt really stupid, us being the only
white kids in the middle of this joint acting
like gringo customers or whatever. A thin
lady in a lacy white dress came over to Mike
with a shot of something on a tray and offered
it to him. He just looked at her and didn't take
it. He kept staring at her and it made me ner
vous. She walked away and Thirty-two whis
pered to him, 'What are you doing? Let's just
get some smokes." Mike glared at him the
way he can that makes you shut-up instantly.
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Such a weird mother-fucker, gives me the
chllls. Pretty soon the man from behind the
counter walked over and said in English,
"What would you like tonight?" Mike anw red, "What do you got?" Th man mo
tion d to a row of girl sitting in a balcony
abov u in what lo k d lik Spanish party
dr
. Mike n dd d lowly and put hi two
fin r t hi lip and tar d up at th man.
Th man m ti n d u t f 11 w him and h
lead u up th tair . Me n' Thirty-tw
look d at ach other like w were thinking th
same thing: Mike was out of his mind. It was
probably the only time we ever agreed on
anything.
This real smiley woman with blood red
lipstick met us at the top and she lit up and
nodded to whatever the man said. Before he
was finished speaking Spanish, she was bus
tling us off to some other girls and waving at
him to get out of her face like she got it al
ready. The man grumbled and disappeared
downstairs and I felt a hand grab my elbow
and start ushering me to some other room. It
was a chick-maybe a little older than me,
maybe the same age. She was wearing this
turquoise cotton dress with ruffles all over the
bottom of it and a pair of patent leather Mary
Janes. Her hair was long and sorta red, but not
really-like it was normally brown but had
been hennaed to death. Before I could think
about it, she shut the door behind m and
looked at my face. Sh reached up her hand
and stroked my hair, then ran it through her
fingers whispering, "Ah rubia...muy bonita,"
as she gently pulled it towards her and felt it
on her cheek. I started to panic as it began to
dawn on me what was going on, but I didn't
know what to do.
The girl leaned over to a drawer and
brought out a joint and lit it with the flame of
a candle from the dresser. Her lips were pink
and the candle light made her skin look like
the color of caramel as she sucked hard on the
rolled paper. She closed her eyes and handed
it to me and I took a drag looking straight at
her. I thought about how I'd never made it
with a woman before. I wondered if the other
guys were scared. Probably not Mike. I looked
around, but it seemed like the room was comNexus

pletely sealed. I couldn't even see the outline
of the door. Between the effect of the joint and
my own scattered thoughts, I couldn't have
made my way out to save my life. I knew I
was gonna need a few more drags to deal
with this.
Sh didn't
m to mind that I wa hogging the dop . Sh ju t miled and ran her
fing r down my n ck to my br a ts. Mik
ur kn w how to c l brate, th fuck r. In
som way it wa w ird 'cau sh looked
kinda like a littl girl, with her soft ey sand
small lips, and that frilly dress on. But her
kisses felt just like a man's. My body craved
the contact that isolation had robbed me of for
so long, and I felt myself surrender to her like
a lost child. But inside, my confused mind was
fighting a war. I couldn't make sense of any
thing. Why would Mike tell me to "trust'' him,
then leave me alone with this whore? I didn't
even know where the hell he was. In a strange
way I felt so alone, more than in the Pound. It
was like I'd been lead by the hand to the top
of a cliff and then abandoned there for what
ever fate delivered.
I closed my eyes as the high really started
to swirl around my brain, and for a moment a
feeling of peace washed over me, like it was
gonna be alright. I felt as if my soul were
reaching higher and higher, and I should just
go with the momentum. I could almost touch
the stars, or were they the candles on the
dresser? I wasn't sure if I was falling or rising
anymore, but I could hear the Mexican girl
purring, "You like it, trust me baby, you like
it." It felt so good to have all the worries fade
away, just melting off my being. For a second
I thought I could see Mike's face and his lips
making all those promises from his letters. But
then the image vanished, and I began to real
ize the joint I smoked was no ordinary shit. I
suddenly felt like my feet were hovering over
my head, and there were hands moving all
over my bare skin. I didn't even notice she'd
taken my clothes off. I couldn't tell if I was on
the floor, or on the bed, or what. All I could
see was her mass of red hair covering my eyes
as she roamed all over my body. God this was
fucked-my heart was beating faster than at
the border and I wasn't sure if it was 'cause I
Nexus

was feeling good or getting scared out of my
mind. The skin on my face and body tingled
like it was rising up off of my bones. I saw my
flesh float into the air and divide into little
droplets that disappeared into the dark,
musky corners of the room, leaving my soul
behind.
Then I looked down at my hand and
er am d. My fingertip w r ju ts ctions of
sk 1 ton clutching th b d sh ts. Th M xi
can whore lift d up her hair and laugh d. Sh
laughed for an hour, maybe it was a minute,
but her face looked like it filled up the entire
room, except it wasn't hers anymore. She
turned into a man with gleaming red-brown
skin and shiny white teeth who cackled at me
forever in the dark. He laughed, "Trust me,
baby," while everything in the room had
turned the color of blood, like I was in Satan's
fuckin' haven or somethin'. I was afraid if I
moved, my bones would fall to pieces and I
would die, but I was too scared to stay pinned
beneath that huge devil's face.
I saw my jeans lying on the floor and I
headed for them. A high-pitched woman's
voice started commanding, Dinero! Dinero!"
and other shit in Spanish, but I didn't under
stand the words. I could hear the door burst
open while I was putting on my shirt and sud
denly a pair of large arms had me by the waist
and hurled me through a smoky window. I
saw the building rise above me, then I crashed
down on the pavement and blacked out.
When I woke up it was almost light out. I
turned my burning face to the cement and
saw the smear of brown-red blood that had
dried beneath my head. The red lights from
the windows still cast a glow upon the street,
and I saw two bodies holding their heads in
their hands a few feet away from me. One was
sobbing. It was fucking Mike and Thirty-two.
Mike crawled over to me and said Thirty-two
wanted to go back. He thought he'd broken
his arm. I guess the money Mike had got for
the jacket wasn't a good enough trade for
three whores and some mega-drugs. The
dumb-shits. I looked over at Thirty-two, who
was still crying with his arm held tight against
his chest. I hadn't really noticed before how
totally filthy this street was. It stunk like hell.
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I tried to move and pain shot through my
hips. I still felt so drugged-I couldn't really
react. "What are you gonna do?" I asked Mike
slowly. My tongue was all thick and heavy,
like my whole mouth was made out of rubb r.
He put my head in his lap and started wiping
the bl od off my fac . His ey 1 k d frightn d for th fir t tirn . "Oh, baby," h mur
mur d oftly. It wa th n that I realiz d I mu t
ff than I thought. H g z d out on
b w r
the tr t for a while like h wa afraid to x
arnine me too dos . Then he said real deter
mined, ''I'm gonna head for the interior." He
began licking his hands to remove the blood
off my brow better and softly stroked my fore
head. As he smoothed his fingers over my
temples, he whispered, "Corne with me."
For a moment, it seemed like he gave a
damn, like I should believe all those things
he'd written before in the Pound. My heart
beat slow and hard and my chest ached. I
tried to concentrate on what to do. Inside, I
knew I wanted to ride off with Mike and a
stolen car into a magic land filled with warm
days, sunsets, and freedom. I tried to look up
at his face for assurance, but my eyes kept
fallin' out of focus. The red lamps that shined
on Mike's head made his brown hair look the
same color as that bitch upstairs. It scared me,
and I checked my hand to make sure it still
had flesh, wondering if thi was all just a
freak d nightmare. Then the big fear r turn d,
only deeper and worse than at the border or
in the whorehouse. It surrounded my inside
like a rope that was gonna squeeze me to
death. God, I couldn't go back to the Pound
they'd keep me 'til I was eighteen. I wouldn't
survive six more months of fucking walls. But
what future was there with Mike? He studied
me with those spooky eyes, like when he's
filled up with an idea that I've learned by now
might get somebody killed. He said he was
gonna go check on Thirty-two and placed my
hand carefully back on the pavement.
I laid there shaking and paranoid, rubbing
the dried blood between my fingers and imag
ining what the hell it would be like living in
Mexico. No matter how hard I tried, I could
only pictire Mike leaving me when I needed
him the most, or risking my life for his next
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joy-ride. Maybe he'd even try to pimp me out
for "busin s." There's no tellin' what om
guy mean by "taking car " of a w man. It
uddenly
m d lik a wav f pi rcing r ality cam ver m , ace rnpani d by th pain. I
ju t didn't hav th n r y anyrn r to day
dr am f guy wh w r g nna h lp m
wh n I w
ut, lik I did in 1 k-up. Wh t
w r my
dd mn h i ? I didn't
n
kn w fu king pani h! I n v r th u ht fr dom w uld b u h a bit h.
Mik h Ip d m t m f t and I tart d t
limp with him down th all yway. His arm
felt warm and secure, and I couldn't help re
leasing myself into his strength. But I forced
my heart to remember the rule I musta vowed
a hundred times in the Pound: when you get
yourself free, you don't never go back to shit
that pens you up, no matter how good it
looks. We spotted a few cars parked at the end
of the street, squeezed in between two build
ings. Mike ran over quietly to see if there were
any keys left in 'em, and held up his hand in
victory when he found one. I felt real dizzy
and he said to sit inside the yellow car 'till he
got back. He was gonna ee if Thirty-two
wanted a ride to the gate. Once inside, I aw
that the keys were in the ignition. Thirty-two
was hobbling along slowly with Mike sup
porting him, walking towards the parked cars.
B fore they r ached the end of the all y, I
tarted th y 11 w car and ba k d up. Th y
came runnin' in tim to e rn haul out nt
the next str et as I er ch d th wh ls r al
loud. I looked in the rear view mirror and all I
could see were two figures standing in a cloud
of reddish brown dust. The dirty haze kept
me from seein' their faces.

Karen Grows Younger
Mark Owens

thin hair r ach b hind h r h ad
h r ch
ti ht n
y

buta

curvin h r
t th ky
h r tum
h r jaw unlocks
and her eye flow saying
YesYes i Can fly

Mark Owens is a junior at Wright State University
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Nebraska Summer Night
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Shirley McKee

r
t th
rolling in
a th rawr

ard w,

·

du t blo ming a
bla k f g r lling
into the updraft o

n

,

hand
· ld

m

snap of leather
crack of whip
the long parched cry of a forgotten calf
in the scent of unmown gra s

Self Portrait

supply the tintype proof of home tead
a sod house and dangling rough-h wn window
pegged beside the door
hear the cacophony of sandhill crane on the Platte
a workhorse team dragging home after sunset
grasshoppers in a pasture of sleeping sunflowers

Scott
Cozzolino
Scott Cozzoli110 works at the
Guardian nnd is n,1 active
111e111bcr of both tire Imnge Co-op
and Front Street Gallery. He
aspires to one dny ozu11 n11d ride
a Harley.
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Genoa After the Rain

Eulogy

Nils R. Bull Young

ow that the evening rain is fini h d, w aunt r
with umbr lla do ed pa t tr t com r groc ri
that r mind DiSalvo of h m . H ' drunk
and g t
nfu d ab ut th fac at th count rs,
blurting ut Italian from th wrong nd of th b
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t.

We drag him along with taunts and laughter
until we come to the other side of the city gate,
crossing the plaza by the fountain where a father
splashes water on his young child's face.
Beyond the arch with the Medieval crest on the keystone,
the streetlights shimmer on tight plastic skirts
and high heels clicking on the edges of the sidewalk.
Only DiSalvo knows what to do. He speaks the language.

Nils R. Bull
Young
Nils R. Bull Yo1111g is n 11011dcgrcc graduate st11de11t wit!,
pln11s ofn11 evc11tu11/ M.A. i11
£11glish. A co/lectio11 of Iris
short stories, Intersection,
ims pulilishcd by T11g11/011g
Press in 1990.
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If I were to begin by telling you that last night I watch d
someone die, I would first have to d fine what exactly I meant
by the key words in that statement, namely: 'watched,' ' ome
one,' and 'die.' At this point you, the critical audienc , ar
probably asking your lf why you should care. You must un
derstand where my need fits in: my need to put down this
experience so that it may be analyzed by a disinterested ob
server, my need to have this story observed. I feel that this
preliminary defining of terms is in order so that you can com
pletely grasp the meaning of them before I go on to describe
to you the nature of the event and my relationship to it. The
complexity of the relationship implores clarification further
than that which I have so far given you. But I do not see how a
simple definition of terms will help because the minute I give
you answers you will just have more questions like stock jour
nalists: who, what, why, where, when, and how. I realize I
will have to describe the situation with liberal use of imagery
and detail because I don't really see how my simple answer
ing your questions in a straightforward manner will help you
to grasp the totality of emotion I wish to convey.
There is more to the word 'watched' than merely 'seen the
event taking place' or 'having looked on while it took place;'
the word 'watched' implies an intent interest, an almost
voyeuristic attitude on the part of the one watching to the one
watched. I saw the scene of onlookers, the family, surround
ing the mat on the floor on which lay the dying, and I was a
god who had set this clock in motion when I joined this circle
and was now helpless to stay any pain. And yet, because the
watcher is part of the scene, the person must know that they
are being watched, although they might not know specifically
what the watcher is looking for. It is also a dedication on the
part of the watcher to record in minute detail the reactions of
the individual as the event happened to them. Next I must
elucidate for you upon the concept of 'someone.' Yet you al
ready have a clue by the fact that I left it ambiguous-I did
not give this unknown person a name, gender, or even a rela
tive age, and I suppose that you could go into my motive for
being the watcher-but given the sensitivity of the event I am
trying to impart to you, I do not feel that I can be a disinter
ested observer and still relate the facts, were I to clear any am
biguity and tell you, "Conor, male, age three."
And now, of course, your questions begin: 'Who is he,
what is your relationship to him, how did he die, why did he
die, why were you watching, could you have stopped it, who
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are you?" And I do not feel your que tions are
of a natur to elicit an w rs that b t convey
the delicate feelings involved h re. How can I
hon tly an wer uch qu tion and xplain
th ir philo ophical connotation wh n their
v ry natur i ba d up nth a umption that
I hav an implicit knowl dg f th w rking
f th univ r and th m , ning tta h d t
it many my teri ? I, h w v r, d n t pr um t p ·
any u h kn wl dg f, n r
do I claim to know how to go ab ut to gain
any, if it exi ts in the first place.
Yet first, please be so kind as to let me fin
ish my preliminary definitions. I must insist
upon this clarity before I embellish my tale
with extraneous information such as the in
herent symbolism in the event. This will re
quire the use of metaphor and imagery on
my part-the part of the watcher-in order
that I may infuse you with the enormity of
emotion and significance of the experience.
One such example would be the metaphor of
myself as a god watching, which I used ear
lier. I can convey the emotion of helplessness
by comparing myself to the deist god. When I
joined this family as a friend, a caretaker, I set
our relationship in motion. And now, I have
no power to stop the slow ticking of pain I feel
from knowing this dying boy, his mother, his
father. So I watch them, and learn what I can,
hoping that with th n xt interlocking of gear
I will know...more.
To return to my expo ition, the la t word
whose specific meaning has not been defined
for you is 'die.' Grammatically, in this particu
lar sentence 'die' is the object compliment for
the verb 'watched.' This means that 'die' is
being used to modify the verb 'watched,' in
order to let you know what it is specifically
that is being watched. And perhaps, I will
now employ the use of imagery sooner than I
had anticipated, for in order to explain the
importance of 'die' to you, I find that I must
rely upon comparisons. When you think of
someone dying, what are the thoughts that
first enter your head? But no, I am afraid that
particular approach will not be at all suffi
cient. Presumably, I have gauged you, my
audience, correctly. I hope that I have and feel
that I must in order to tell you this story in a
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way that will be prop rly appreciated by a
particular audience. I must first have calcu
lated a to who that audienc might b . And
taking into account all of my pr umption
ab ut you, my audi nee, th fir t thing that
c m to my mind i that n h uld n v r
pr um . Y t non th 1 , I pre ume to pr um th t th fir t th u ht y u hav had
wh n Im nti n lh w rd 'di 'is a in magraphi th ught al ng th lin
f th, t
mingly imm rtal and oft n mi guid d ntity
familiarly known as Hollywo d. ow you
blush, or nod your head at the perceptivene s
of my assumption. Have you thought of the
poignant death bed scene, where every hair is
in place, and every secret is revealed? Or did
you picture the shoot-em-up version, the one
where the hero sustains fifty bullet wounds
and has every extremity severed-yet lives?
Either way, it will not do.
I find that I must pursue yet another line of
exposition in order to transfer to you the expe
rience of dying. And when I contemplate it
further, to die today is a very different experi
ence from what it once was. I have seen
people die before, and I have seen them dead,
and perhaps you might have also. ow, of
course, you shake your head sympathetically,
pat my hand, and '€xplain condescendingly
that ye , well, of course it was different this
time, for it wa a young child. The d ath of a
child i always harder for they hav yet to live
their live . But again, you have mis d my
point, and I will ascribe the fault to my own
person, for lack of description concerning the
word 'die.'
If I were to request of you a second time to
describe to me the images that you conjure
when I mention 'die,' you would probably
come up with something very civilized, like
we are all used to now a days. Chances are it
would involve a hospital room of some sort
be it of the stark white or pretentious home
like variety is irrelevant-and the person dy
ing would be duly ascribed the status of 'pa
tient.' They could no longer be considered a
person with all of the various tubes ~d i:ne
chanical instruments connected to therr lifeless
body thereby forming the ludicrously named
'life support system.' There is no life in the dry
Nexus

husk that lays on the clean white sheets before
your tearful eyes. And most likely the cene
which you are thinking of has, somewhere in
its cript, the ominous sugge tion to "pull the
plug." But thi is not at all th image I wish to
submerge you in. I am afraid that we must
delv back, b yond ho pital r om , to mor
barbarian tim . And th imag that I wi h
you t maintain I will provid f r you in th
v nt that it i f r ign to you. Thi imag i
that of a p r on activ ly dying; hav you ev r
seen and heard this before? It is not solely be
cause I experienced for the first time the death
of a child that I feel I have something of im
port to convey to you: but because I heard the
death rattle. Even if you have never experi
enced this, you may remember a bit of poetry
that reminds you of that which I speak.
The boy lay on a mattress in the middle of
the room. At times it was a raft adrift on the
water, and we were pirates fighting the sharks
that swam all around. Yet they were not
overly scary given their resemblance to a vari
ety of stuffed animals. At other moments it
was a fort, and we were robbers who had sto
len Daddy's watch and were hiding out with
our treasure. But now it was a mat in the
midst of onlookers, now it was a death bed. It
began that day at 4:00 P.M., as a dedicated
observer I meticulously checked my watch,
and the time wa precisely 4:00 P.M., when he
began choking and turn d blue. We did not
let him die then. Instead, his father turned the
boy's head to the side so that he could release
the stream of mucous that had blocked his
airways. And I, the concerned friend, left run
ning in the October sunshine, not realizing
until my feet scraped the gravely asphalt that I
was barefoot as I ran calling for a mother who
had gone for a walk, a rest, to hurry and come
home that she might helplessly watch her son
die.
When we arrived, moments later, breath
less and dried eyed, he lay there smiling up at
us, Daddy's watch clutched in one hand and a
toy shark in the other and we set sail while his
mother and father shed tears of exhaustion.
They did not cry for long though, for we all
knew that it had just begun. It was not until
later, after hours of watching him go still

again and again while we held him, yearning
to hear the rattle that let us know that he was
breathing again, as we watched his rosy
cheeks slowly go from blue to ashen, yet hop
ing that this would be the last time, that we
would never hear the di joint d, wet wheez
ing com from his rack d body again. It was
th n that r proach tin and th fath r won
der d aloud why h av d th boy from chok
ing on a tream f mucou at 4:00 P.M. and w
look d at him and aid, "Becau he is your
on."
The boy also knew that it had begun, and
so also commenced the naming. The toy
shark, the stuffed camel, the plastic dinosaur
were subsequently bequeathed the appella
tion, Conor, by the boy. With eyes that were
beginning to cloud over, almost impercepti
bly, the boy implored that the grandfather
who knelt in a comer of the room not pray, for
while the cadence was familiar, his young
mind could only remember the oft repeated
and now unutterable prayer, "Now I lay me
down to sleep." Later, the estranged grand
parents, holding hands as they furtively whis
pered while rocking back and forth on their
knees, would be of no consequence to the boy.
His eyes had completely clouded over, and
while he would blink twice when asked to an
answer to his parents inquiry-could he hear
them, the deeper and implied question con
cerning his soul carefully couched in this deli
cate manner? He would also blink twice on
his own with eyes that at once pleaded with
his parents for their intervention of his pain
and looked past them to nothing, covered by a
film, and we were denied our answer. And
while that was much later, after the naming, it
was before the breathlessness of the onlookers
as the death rattle was commencing every five
minutes, after three minutes of silence.
Sometime during the evening we ate a
meal. It was simple, bread and soup and wine,
made from gifts from friends and neighbors.
The boy could not eat, but we sat beside him
and he presided over our meal with his dis
tracted, ephemeral presence. There was a
single lamp lighting the room from above
and, through tears, it shot down rays like a
star to the spot where the boy lay. Mother and
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YOU GOTTA LAUGH

Father sat side by side with their backs against
the couch, urrounded by f rgott n animal
that no one had bothered t mov , with th
boy on th ir lap, wrapp d in a blank t to k p
him warm. Th grandpar nt w r kn lin ,
and all w r il nt, waiting f r th r lling
br ath that you uld
m up fr m hi
b w 1 and thr ugh hi b dy t
1 w, w t, ta cat bur t.
And I, I wa on th c rn r of th mat,
watching, p ri ncing, waiting, and lik v
eryone el e, trying not to let the sob of elf
pity escape my own beleaguered throat. Later,
after the final silence, the last wait, but before
the bustle of reality, I left. We had set with
Daddy's watch all night timing the silence as
they grew longer and longer, and finally, in
the dawn of a new day, at 7:08 AM., we real
ized that we were holding our own breath
and slowly let it go as the boy, Conor, never
would. I left quietly with no goodbyes, done
watching, as the civility of the world began to
encroach and 'arrangements' were made for
the form who lay on the mat, arms out
stretched at his sides, all alone.
ow you must discern for yourself why
have I told you this story, and what is it all
about? Was my purpose to convey to you the
symbolism of reincarnation, thus sparking a
philo ophical di cu sion on death and the
cone pt and th qu tion of the reality of verus the n ed for an after lif and the everla t
ing question of the existence of a soul? Or, was
the purpose of this particular story, told in the
manner in which it was told, a mere vehicle to
expose myself to: a thinly veiled exposition
into my character, motivations, and experi
ences-which by conveying to you I had the
lofty ideas and expectations that you might
come away with a better understanding of
human nature and the purpose of life and the
role that death plays in everyone's life. Or was
I, more clandestinely, attempting to expose
your own character as an active participant in
this story, for since you have come this far, I
now know something about you that I would
not have had you not listened when I told you
that last night, I watched someone die, and
now, so did you.
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i.
my cou in th lma had xt n i ns
kinda lik th on janet jack n us d to hav
but h r 1 k d lik 1m r glue
and carp t thr ad wa holding it in
sh look d like a group of camper
us d her head for arts and crafts
no one said nothing to her
she thought she was looking good
when thelma finally got that stuff out of her hair
man was her ma happy
she gave thelma's hair the first good washing it had in
months

thelma bought herself some of that vidal sassoon shampoo
and conditioner
thinking it was gonna make her hair soft manageable and
bouncy
soft and manageable maybe but definitely not bouncy
the girl ain't got but two teaspoons worth of hair
i didn't say anything to her though
at least she did wash it
and it did look better not necessarily good
but it's not like vidal promised her anything
how many black women you see swirling
outta that salon chair strutting their stuff in designer clothes
ii.

my brother he's eighte n
young black male and still alive
that's got to be one for the record books
alex bags groceries after school and on weekends
not as lucrative as the drug trade
but he's gotta leave something for the frat boys
alex' s a real "centered" kid
doesn't wear any of those 130 dollar shoes
with the pumps and the air bags
he doesn't have to
he's not some tenement kid
some hopeless angry urban slum dweller
who "ain't got nothing"
my family isn't that poor
there's a movement away from poverty
everyone's lower middle class or working class
or economically disadvantaged
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however some people have been pu hing for an underclas but
that would hurt p oples' feeling
could you imagine b ing a m mb r of an undercla

ma cleaned house and cooked dinner for the master's family
(oops freudian slip) i mean the man the man the man hmmmm
i mea~ for ~he guy who owned the farm she grew up on
yeah 1 can JUSt see ma in a virginia slims ad
"in 1956 you used to clean house and cook dinner
thirty years later you're doing the same
what's holdin' you back baby''
but like i said she se m to njoy it
she' happy enough

iii.
my broth r he' a go d kid
rta r mind m of my fath r
you'r probably thinking
n gr
r fr am ri an
or bla ks r african-am ri an
orwhat ver
don't know their father
but my father used to work pretty hard
until the accident
now he's disabled or
should i say
a person with a disability
or better yet differently abled

V.

i don't want to end up with four creaming kid
when i was little
i wanted to be an actress
i wanted to take lessons at the community theater
but they cost money
ma said ~he wasn't about to waste money for me to act a fool
so when 1 was fourteen i decided to become a model
because i was tall
and playing basketball
isn't a way out for girls
not even black girls

dad gets a check every month but
he isn't driving a cadillac
not that he wants one you know but
he really should get more money
guess all that field work in alabama
doesn't count for anything
now
he gets an entitlement
that's a lot more than mom can say

my friend donna played basketball in high school
she was good
got a scholarship to play ball in college
she thought she was going to be a star
no shoe or soft drink commercials for her though
no line of athletic sportswear
now she _teaches ~ over at the high school
anyway 1 thought 1 was going to model

iv.
mom doesn't get anything for the work she does
he's a cook and a doctor and a lawyer and a chauffeur and so on
with no chanc for money or advancement
there's jobs curity
guess someone will always need something from her
because she knows stuff

~ signed on at this agency when i was sixteen

learned how to walk how to sit and how to smile
for a reasonable annual fee of $75.00
which i paid in 3 easy payments of $25.00
which took most of my me donalds money
miss antoinette le gere who ran the place drove a mercedes
m?st of our shows were for n charity''
~ss le gere thought charity began at home
1 ~ot ,out of the modeling business when i was eighteen
d1dn t seem worth it
eighteen is over the hill in modeling
so i forgot about vogue
vogue has forgotten about me
every five or so years ethnic is in
you've seen the covers
a si~ter dressed in some african headdress thing
while the real clothes are modeled by white models
soi didn't become a super model
guess now i'll have to be a role model
1

ma knows the price of everything within a hundred mil radius
when double coupon day is at the pharmacy
when they put out the reduced fruit at the grocery store
you know "reduced for quick sale fruit" don't you
the brown rotting stuff that's in
shopping carts in back of the store
sometimes it's called value priced
it has the huge glow in the dark
flourescent orange stickers on it
ma tells me about sales at the grocery store
like its a big deal
she says "tracy they've got a special on milk
.99 a gallon with coupon limit of two"
i' m sitting there like ma get a life
she seems happy enough though
but doesn't she have dreams
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vi.
i' m in college now
not beauty chool
not junior coll ge
but an hone t to goodn
four year institution of high r learning
and i'm d ing w 11 of cour
i am only a fr hman
i'm maj ring in ngli h
y ah that' right "i b majorin' in ngli h"
i'm going to b a writ r
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i' m determined that i am going to become a writer
but every once in awhile i look at my life
i look at where i've come from
ilook
then i start laughing
it's like everything is a joke
it's all a joke
if you take things too seriously
it's over
at two o'clock in the morning when you're studying for an exam
after going to classes and waiting on tables
you just start laughing
when people ask you what you father does
and even though it's been nearly twenty years you say
he's disabled now''
11

when you know that your brother will end up bagging groceries
until he's twenty omething
when he'll probably die in some random handgun shooting
maybe at the store
can't you just see it
he's dead
blood everywhere
over the pa "clean up in aisle seven"
when i see the way people at school cringe
when i slip and say things like
i seent it yesterday"
it's funny
when you're as tired as hell everything is funny
it's a joke
right
you've gotta laugh
you've gotta laugh
11
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The Biggest Man In San Marco
Joy Ellen Parker

Every day I think I will tell them, especially when he walks
down the main str t with hi newest on his arm. He exagger
at s the strut so that th silver gun handles on his hips will
catch th morning light and sh pr n in very hop window
and say omething like:
'1' m glad you are with me, Senor Ramon, some man
might grab me right on the street."
He says, "You'd like that," and they laugh. Always her
high patter mingling with his low rumble. People turn to look
at them but no one says anything because he is the biggest
man in San Marco.
He comes into the place and orders a drink for her, no
matter that it is in the middle of the day or that he hasn't lifted
a finger to do his own work in his own place. It is the eyes
that anger me the most, the eyes of the customers watching
him as if he were a tiger loose from the zoo, afraid but admir
ing-and the eyes of the newest one, full of contempt for me
behind the counter. She sees the gray hair under my scarf, the
thinness of my cheeks. She doesn't seem to realize his hair
would be gray too, but he makes me dye it every Sunday be
fore Mass. The black stays under my fingernails. His eyes are
the worst. They pass over me without a flicker. I am not his
wife or even a person.
I wonder if he is afraid to meet my eyes because of the
dreams. At least I know he will not stay with her in the night
because of them. He must have me. This gives me satisfaction
and I think, "No I will not tell them today, but tomorrow,
maybe."
The newest one finishes her drink and sashays out of the
place after running her hand like a whore across his neck.
They all act like that around him. It's what he likes and no
mother will tell her daughter not to go near him, no husband
will tell his wife to keep her distance. After she is gone, he
leans over the bar and asks about the takings and the sup
plies. He never wants to play innkeeper in front of them. I tell
him about business. He gives instructions about the payments
and how much to water the whiskey.
Why don't you come and do it," I always complain but in
a low voice. He never answers me, only drinks and rises to go
on his rounds. This is what he does all day, swagger around
town, pushing the gun belt off his middle and sucking in the
nervous conversation around him. They cannot see it. He is
like wet wallpaper that peels away to show the boards be
neath. They won't see it. I could peel him like an onion in
11
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front of the whole town, I think, but I do noth
ing.
He head for the door and runs into one of
them on the way out. Th y alway chaos t ·
place to tart it, more of an audience. The
all young
d. Rag
babi
fr m th
mi ht
hav
r on th
hain
·
want
f
th
it, pig
.
make me ick. What would they do if they
knew? The taring tart , neither of them
move.
''Leave my girl alone!" says one of the ba
bies, or more original, ''Your mother is a sow."
The peach fuzz on the challenger's cheeks and
chin trembles with his daring. The pigs shake
their heads and pretend to commiserate. They
love it. His eyes narrow. I felt like laughing
the first time he struck that pose but now I am
too weary. Every day the same thing.
"Move!" he says. One word shows his
power; lesser men need more. The child
stands like a tree and is felled by one blow on
the head with the butt of his gun. This usually
ends with a boy on the splinters of a table,
reaching up to touch his bleeding scalp in dis
belief. The biggest man in San Marco kicks
him a few times to make sure he get the me ag . A few of them d cid to attack at thi
point, th sound of the hamm r of th gun
clicking back stops them.
They are always sure he will fire. Of
course, he never does. He only says "Out!"
and watches them scramble for the door. The
guns are just for show, he would never use
them. That is part of what I could tell. But the
pigs are sur he u ed the guns once and he
can again. The sigh through his mustache as
he kicks the remains of a table, implies there
has been no one worth it.
One day there is a new one. He has curly
dark hair that seems to catch the light, and the
beginning of a mustache. He wears a patched
blue shirt, a black and green poncho, and
faded chinos. A small iron cross hangs from
his earlobe. This one has put himself directly
in the way. He stands very lose, one hand flat
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on the table, the other hook d by a finger in
the gun b lt on hi waist. Thi on is different
than the others who have crawled into th
light aft r th bigg t man in an Marco. Most
f th m wer quaking with agerne to fight
a th y am n ar him. Thi on i not in uch
a hurry. M t fall, th y ar diff r nt. I
an
th m
n from acr s th r m. Th 'Y
r v ry bright and un l udcd with d ubt.
Th
y know wh t truth. , and th y
thr ugh him lik n oth r h v .
''You hav kill d a man?" th voic i mat
ter-of-fact and still.
He puts on hi usual air of having an
swered this question enough times and begins
to edge his hand toward his gun.
''You want to be the next?" This hangs in
the air waiting to be taken up. He is not used
to being pushed to say a sentence, and he lets
the danger of his glance build. I think this may
be the fight he cannot bluff his way out of.
Then the weight of one of the legs blocking his
path shifts just enough to let him pass. I can
see by the eyes of this one that it is not over
yet. I begin to be afraid about this child but I
am not sure why.
He comes home as the church clock is toll
ing nine, earlier than usual. I am surprised.
Did he and the newest one fight? The place is
quiet. They all retreat to their mothers when
the sun goes down. It is not as if they have
j bs to go to. The women do it all. H wip
non~xistent weat off hi brow and hang up
his sombrero. The gun belt will wait until w
are in the bedroom. He finds a chair and
groans into it. His joints never creak for the
girl, I am sure.
"Did you ever see that Ragbag in the place
before?" he asks.
"I've never seen him in town before."
"He was near me all day today. Even when
I couldn't see him, I could feel his eyes jabbing
into the back of my neck. He will be trouble
before long."
'Maybe, he's a big one from somewhere
else come to try you out," I say. I want to tor
ment him.
"No, he doesn't have the look. He's too
scrawny. It's something else. By Santa Maria, I
ought to just break his head and worry about
Nexus

it later. All day he follows me. He looks like
he's asking me some question with his eyes,
one he has the answer to already. I don't
know what it is and I don't want to know!"
This is spoken as a hoar e whisper, the
most words he has said to me in age . Hi face
is in his hand . I wond r if he i finally crack
ing. How will that look, th bigg t man in
San Marco running nak d through th main
tr t, howling lik a w If, or curl d in a ball
under th b d lik If und him that day.
''You might find it hard to break that one's
head," I say. "He looks as though he can use
that gun."
"Then I will shoot him."
"Yes, you," I laugh, "the biggest man in
San Marco."
I like the fishy pallor of his face. o
screaming at me about the mess or the takings
today. He is really bothered for the first time
in a long time. I am angry that I feel concerned
about him. So what if some stranger knocks
him off his roost? The old, fat fool did nothing
to earn it in the first place, and he has given
me hell ever since. Still, when he does not an
swer the jibe, I go to him and lay my hand on
his shoulder. He does not smack me or tell me
to be about my work. He is still as stone.
"Come upstairs," I tell him, '1 will fix your
dinner."
The next day I watch and see that he is
right. The stranger does follow him every
where. He is like a buzzing fly; you take
your eyes from the place where it has
landed and it appears somewhere els':', but
always circling. What attracts this fly to
him? Is there something in his smell? The
stranger takes a room. I hesitate to give it to
him. He is beginning to be noticed, whis
pered about. I think I allow him to stay be
cause the fat one is getting more and more
nervous as he begins to realize he will have
to do something about this challenger to
reassert his authority. All through the day,
they stalk one another. I never see the
stranger eat, all day and night. I ask. He did
not come to town by wagon or on foot. No
one knows how he came to San Marco or
who he is. He seems to know me. He watches
with that clear glance. I do not like it.
Nexus

The next day as the biggest man in San
Marco finishes his usual swaggering walk
through town and comes back for a drink, the
stranger comes down from his room upstairs
and meet him just outside our place. I leave
the counter and go to the window, breaking
my rule number on . Word travels. Alma t
th whole town is watching befor either of
th m ha mov d an inch.
"What do you want?" H peak fir t and
a qu stion! Thi i not a good ign.
''You go to Mass?" Thi i not what he is
expecting at all. His hands are clenched on the
guns now. The stranger does not wait for an
answer to his question but speaks in the same
still voice he used before:
"I am an angel of the Lord," a gasping
giggle from the mouths around. The stranger
ignores it, "Being the biggest man in San
Marco, you have come to the attention of the
Lord of Hosts." Those eyes shift to me for a
moment. I feel a kind of current in them like
electricity but the most frightening thing has
nothing to do wih that. As he looks at me, I
feel a connection between us. I am sure he
knows all I have ever thought or prayed. He
knows. The eyes turn back to the biggest man
in San Marco, who is standing with his mouth
open.
"The Almighty God has sent me to tell you
that you will die three days from now. He
hopes you will use the time remaining to you
wisely. So speaks the Lord." He tries for the
gun but whatever is in those eyes, stops him.
The stranger turns his back and begins to
walk back toward the place, the chickens scat
ter out of his path.
The stranger pauses and turns halfway,
"Oh, by the way, He did not expect you to
believe me." He snaps his fingers and there is
a burst of light. He seems to be made of glow
ing fire. The cross at his ear blazes brightest.
"Heed my words, 'the truth will set you free'.
The Truth." The light is gone, no one is sure
they really saw it. Some fall to their knees and
begin praying in loud wailings. Some begin to
laugh loud and nervous laughs. I watch the
stranger, shrunken and ordinary, go into the
place. The hand of the biggest man in San
Marco has come out of the holster with the
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gun at last, as if his hand were a spring, coiled
and released. The ound of the gun going off
makes everyone jump including me. I did not
think it was po ibl .
The bull t burrow into the w od f th
do r dram . Th trang r d
n i
r t p. H g
traight up th tair . I
li t n to th ound f hi f t c b v . Th y ar
t lling vulg r j k out id , making fun of th
n wh are praying, and lapping him n
theback.Id n'tl kathi fac b au I
know what I will
. I aw that am whit
look the night he "earned" his r putation.
What did that last warning about "truth"
mean? If he tells the truth will he be free of the
sentence of death? I am believing this crazi
ness. I try to think sense but all I can think of is
how the stranger looked when I first aw him,
with that black hair that seemed to catch and
reflect light and that iron cross and tho e eye .
I see the glowing fire-thing again. The priest
has gone to serve the other small towns along
the border and won't be back until Sunday
morning.
The biggest man in San Marco comes in
slowly. o one follows him. o one wants to
be in the same place as the madman/angel/
demon. Through a fog, I wonder how long
and how much this will hurt my business.
Three days, the stranger said. I pour a traight
whiskey and drink it without taking a br ath.
The ound of feet ha topp d up tair .
''This can't b happ ning." Real weat i
running down his face now. "He is totally
crazy. We need to call someone." I am too
tired to laugh at him.
"They expect you to handle it, you know
that. There has been no one else since--"
"I know, I know, Christ, do you ne d to
bring that up?"
"He brought it up first. I wouldn't call on
Christ so vainly with him upstairs. You don't
know who might answer."
He begins to pace up and down and wave
his arms. "How can he know about-that.
Don't tell me you really think he is an angel?!"
"Perhaps." I am thinking again about the
night of the riots. Geraldo Diaz had been stuck
in jail three days for calling the Mayor's wife a
whore, which she was. When they let him out
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it wa after the Mayor' men had worked on
him a while. He seemed to b cov r d with a
carp t f blood. In tead of linking home he
sto din th tr et, calling th Wrath of God
down on th Mayor, reminding ev ryon of
th vii th May r had don and demanding
th p pl ri up and b rid f him. H wa
th bra
t, tupid t m, n I ver kn w. Th
Ma r -hot him d ad fr m th wind w of his
ffi . It
m d that-b for th
und of th
gun h d v n di d-th ang r again t th
Mayor that had simm r d a long time over
flowed into the tr ets. People broke into
buildings, looting and arming themselves.
Some of the police joined them and the rest
ran. The revolution had come to San Marco.
I was with the rest as they surged around
the Mayor's office in the "police station",
screaming for justice. They got bullets instead.
The people wavered, afraid to go forward,
unwilling to go back. They outnumbered him
a hundred to one, but he had been mayor so
long the mantle of the devil was on him. He
seemed invincible to them.
After a long time he called down, ''You are
all a bunch of cringing rats. If you have a
problem with me, we will ettle it man to
man. Send a man in if you have any down
there. Perhaps he thought they would be
hamed into cringing horn to their beds, but
v n d g will turn and bite ventually. A
m ting of all th m n wa held in front of the
mayor' door. My man would have snuck
away, but he saw my eye on him. We both
knew he was a coward, but in those days he
was not about to let me see his shame. It was
decided that the only fair way was for the
men to draw straws, old and young exluded.
The lo r went in to face the mayor. If he was
shot they draw again. This was stupid. All th
women knew it. The advantage of numbers
would be lost but the pride of the men had
been hurt. To save it they would rush one by
one into the jaws of the devil.
Seven men tried and died before he had a
turn. I gave him the gun I stole. He went in
the front door. I was hoping he would have
the sense to shoot off the gun, slip out the
back, and claim he missed. I wanted him a live
coward-not a dead hero. There was silence
Nexus

except for the weeping of the women whose
men had gone before. He went in. No ound
came to us. After a time, omeone began to
yell at the mayor for om thing to do. In the
pau es b tw n th h ctoring w h ard a
muffled shot, and th n, later, anoth r. The
hous wa v ry qui t.
"I am ing in," I aid nd did. 0th r f 1low d m . Wc arch d differ nt r ms. In
th b dr m, I found th may r in a p ol of
bl >0d with hi gun in hi hand. It I k d lik
hf- had blown hi own brain ut. In th d ad
ai · I heard a obbing br ath. It 1 ad me to
v\ here he was, under the bed.
"What are you doing there? Get out!" I
n .anaged to pull him into the light. He blinked
a me and began to babble.
''Is he dead? The back door was locked, the
downstairs windows barred. I came up here
to find a way out and met him. He said he
would do my work and pointed the gun at
ne, I dived between the bed and the wall. My
g;un went off when I dropped it. I heard an
other shot."
"Get up, quick," I told him. "Take both
guns and come with me. Don't say anything."
I could hear the others in the hall behind me.
When they came in, I told them the lie that
had come to my brain like divine inspiration.
The tale of the gunfight of my man and the
mayor was told around San Marco for
months.
ow h wa not o big, looking at m with
that scared goat look.
''I will go and see this angel," I say. He
does not look pleased at this. I wipe my hands
on my apron to steady them and go directly
upstairs. Before my father converted this
place, it was a very fine house with many
floors. We live upstair in three rooms and
rent out the rest. The angel is in the highest
room and I must climb far to get to his door in
the attic, an old trap door in the ceiling. The
only light in the room when I enter comes
from the small round window that overlooks
the street. This boarder of mine is lying on the
bed, his high, scuffed, brown shoes are
crossed, and his hands are behind his head.
He doesn't look at me.
''I don't believe you are from God."
Nexus

''Why not?" His tone of voice tells me he is
not worried about my unbelief. He asks be
cause he is curious and never takes his eyes
from the ceiling.
"First, I don't b lieve a me enger would
b ent by God to tell that one anything. He is
an old sinn r and pray as often a he washes.
cond, I don't believe a me enger would be
waiting around in h r if on wa ent."
"I wa not nt in an w r to any pray r of
your hu band or ju t to warn him. I will go
wh n my word happ ns."
''Who el wer you sent to warn?''
'·1 think you know that like you know ev
erything else. The question is, what will you
do?" His eyes shift from the ceiling and he
looks at me like Moses looked at the Pharoh:
expectation and accusation mixed, a chal
lenge. I shut the door and clatter down the
steps as if the devil is on my heels. Perhaps he
is.
"What did he say to you? You look white."
He is very white himself.
''Nothing, more babbling-did you want
me to order more whiskey?"
"To hell with the whiskey, Woman! I have
less than three days to live!" He storms away,
to where I am not sure. I am only glad to have
him gone so that I can think. I think no good
thoughts that night. He does not come back.
There is finally something that can frighten
him wor e than dreams of the mayor's leaking
brains. The crows and hens croak and cackle
all day the next day. They think he ran away. I
think he went across the border into some cat
house and is trying to get drunk enough to
come back.
I go to the stranger's room again•. He is lying
just the same as before, staring at the ceiling.
''I don't believe you are an angel," I say.
''You never told me why God cares."
"Why do you care, Alonza?" No one has
called me that since I was a girl. It reminds me
of Ramon when we were courting. So long
ago....He is looking at me again. It drives me
from the room. The second day passes with a
hint of storm.
''Is that loco gone?" he asks when he comes
back early the next morning, looking sandy
eyed and hung-over.
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" o, I am folding laundry. Where have
you b n?"
"It i th third day and I am not d ad y t,"
he ay with a wan mil .
"It i nly ix in th morning. Th r i a lot
of de y I ft/' I c y, n t ur why.
H i lik a wolf gnawing his 1 g ut of a
trap c.11 day.
P opl avoid him. t n on th c n I till
ha , not 1 ft th c tti . I go up th r , ain and
find him itting on th dg f th b .
"What did that m an about th truth t
ting him fr e?" I ask.
"There is nothing to fear in the truth. Is
there? I just deliver the messages. The inter
preting I leave to others, I will tell you one
thing, you should u e a duller knife."
"What?"
He lifts his shirt and poncho, howing the
bare skin underneath. "It can be soft as real
skin or as hard as ob idian. You have your
best carving knife up your sleeve and I
wouldn't want you to break it." I run, and his
laughter, like sliver of ice, stabs at my heels.
The day aches by. I am between despair,
rage, and hilarity at my stupidity. He paces.
Very few come to drink. I wonder if he is close
to telling the truth. The day stretches into
night, hot and ery till. Almost unlooked for,
midnight come . The church clock count the
h ur : one, tw , thr ....
"It is midnight and I am not d ad!" H
jump up and down, grab my lbow and
kis d me hard on the mouth. He runs out
into the street shouting, "I am not dead! I am
not dead!" I follow, very frightened. He is
twirling in circle and dancing to the mu ic of
the old dim clock chime . He does not se
what I do. The angel appears in the middle of
the street. The angel looks very terrible, like
lightening and thunder boiled together. On
the twelfth chime, the biggest man in San
Marco stops his whirling dance and clutches
at his chest. He falls like a rotted tree in a gale.
I run to him. Others that he woke from uneasy
sleep come milling around.
"I have to tell," he hisses. "I have to tell,
listen to the truth.... " I stab with the carving
knife from my sleeve as the last sound of the
chime fades away. I slip the knife into my
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apron pocket and let off a cream.
"Look!" I yell. "H 's wounded,
blood. H tabb d .
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William Meyer, Jr.
William Meyer, Jr. creates not only images, but poetry
as well. He currently lives in Texas.
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An Interview With
Herbert Gold

Tears

Martin Blinder, M.D.

INTRODUCTION
Thi pa t y ar, a in o many y ar, you'd
hav to b willfully illit rat and living in a
bathysphere on eptune not to have read
something written by Herbert Gold, author of
some twenty books-fiction and nonfiction
and articles beyond number, ranging from
investigative journalism to travel and humor
pieces, and published in a continuum of peri
odicals that stretch from TV Guide, through
Playboy, and Travel & Leisure, and on to the
Paris Review. When not in Big Sur, Paris, or on
some remote Micronesian island gathering
new material, Gold is ensconced in a San
Francisco book-encrusted duplex that closely
approximates a Hollywood set designer's no
tion of what a successful, workaday writer's
home must look like, and whose windows
look out gloriously over the rooftops of the
city's faintly bohemian Russian Hill.
AN INTERVIEW WITH HERBERT GOLD
BLINDER: You've written novels, poetry,

travel articles, satirical essays, short stories, texts
for photographic studies-I'm sure I haven't cov
ered them all. Any one of these endeavors alone
could well constitute the entire body of work of
most writers. There are long distance runners and
there are sprinters, but you seem to run well in
both heats and in everything in between. How are
you able to fl-ow back and forth between these very
different writing styles and mind sets?

William Meyer, Jr.

GOLD: Well, for me writing is partly an
athletic activity and partly a mental and emo
tional one. Going from writing a novel to writ
ing a poem is in some ways as restful as going
from writing a novel to driving a taxi (which
I've often imagined that I would do some
day).
B: As I recall, one critic has suggested that you

would drive a taxi quite well.
G: Right, Another recommended that I
should become a professional tennis player.
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ith r ugge tion was int nd d a a compli
m nt.
B: Well, if you had not became a writer, what

might you have done?
G: Actually, I set out to be a teacher of phi
losophy-to be a philosopher. I set out to
know-to answer the questions of meaning,
beauty and truth, to solve all the problems of
the universe. I believe some of that impulse
has survived in my writing, especially my
early writing where I think I sought truthful
answers. Now I'm more interested in truthful
questions.
B: And lies... ?
G: Lying is essential. And play. I was much
more earnest when I started. But as I've ma
tured as a writer, I've gone toward childish
things rather than going away from them. But
there too, periodically switching from writing
purely fanciful, imaginative stories to an essay
about the real world is, I find, refreshing.
Writers who talk about being blocked might
try writing something entirely different. Re
cently, as I gues you know, I did a story
about the Guardian Angels. Now I'm working
on a piece about "ice," the new smokeable
amphetamine. I'm doing that in the after
noons, while, in the morning, I'm writing a
book about Haiti. A completed book that will
be coming out in February of 1990, Travels to
San Francisco (Arcade Publishing-Little,
Brown), represents this idea, this imperative
to get out in the world. It's a group of fables,
descriptions, personality profiles, neighbor
hood evocations about this place where I
live-San Francisco. Everything you do nour
ishes you. If you were to take Flaubert as a
model and think, 'Tm going to spend my
whole time making these perfect sentences in
my ivory tower with my ivory-colored word
processor," then-unless you're Flaubert
your writing is going to get thinner and thin-
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n r. The juice will run out.
B: Does your 1.oorking as journali t impact

what you do a noveli t, and vice versa?
G: I think it' on f th r a on I'v n ver
b n bl ck d a a nov li t. My j urnali m ha
f d my fi ti n writing. probl m f rm ny
Am rican writer i that th y writ the tinterting first n
1ab ut th) pr bl m f b ing
mi ·tmd rst od by th ir par nt , c nd th n th y
writ that int "'r-. ·ting
nd nov 1( b ut th
problem of b ing mi und r t d by their
fir t wives, and then th y write that lot l
intere ting third novel about the problem of
being misunder tood by their second wives
and later ones. It's monotonous and repeti
tious. But by getting out in the world I've had
other subjects present themselves-not that
they haven't be n connected with the Oedipus
complex or with my own life and family
problems.
Often people have one or two books in
them derived from their own sadne s, so the
books are written not so much from imagina
tion but from personal obses ion. But the peron who goes on to write his or her entire life
has the vocation of pinning tales and using
words to master reality. If I weren't allowed
to write, my oul would starve. In order to
give meaning to my life and control my expe
ri nee, I have to u my imagination with
word.

B: Correct me if I'm wrong-but it eem to rne
the non-fiction books, the magazine articles-that's
what's really paid the rent...?
G: o--a couple of my novels made a lot
of money. ow admittedly, most of them
never did, and I do get paid quite well for ar
ticle , but you're never going to get rich writ
ing them. I write them b cau e I want to.

B: Rumor has it one's not going to get rich
writing novels.
G: Well, that's really not true. Even if you
write a book that just does okay commer
cially-maybe has a book club sale, some for
eign rights, maybe a movie option-you can
do quite well. Several of my books have been
reprinted a half dozen times. You can get a
few thousand dollars here and there for trans
lation rights ...

B: You're big in Rumania.
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G: Yeah, and wh nth y free Albania, a whole
n w market will open up form . So I write what
I want t writ , wh th r it' articl or tori or
n vels, and th m n y tak car of its lf.
B: ls there a downside to doing o many tliing~

well-say a failure to be clearly identified with n
pnrtirnlar genre, thereby creating recognition prob
I 111' for you in the marketplace?
: Y . I'v m d , d
nt living larg ly
b
u of th gr at v lum f my work; but
th r ' n d ubt that if I had writt n 1 , if I
were id ntifi d with a c rtain thing-:
When Father' wa a be t eller (and it did
very well, very well- fifteen or ixteen weeks
on the ew York Time Bestseller List), my
publisher and readers wanted me to go on
and write more "sensitive studie of Jewi h
life in America." But my next book was totally
different and there wer cries of rage from
publishers and readers.
I've been called o many things in my life
that I feel that I've had more live than a nine
lived cat. I was called "a Jewish writer," and
some people think of me only as a Jewish
writer. I've been called "a Cleveland writer,"
"a mid-we tern writer," "a atirical writer."
I've been called "a California writer"-that's
the latest one. I've been called "a young
writer," I've been call d "a middle-aged
writer," and maybe pretty soon I'll be called
"an old writer." It' obviou ly b en hard to
pla em . Th b t car r move i pr bably to
write one en itive p tic book and then 1 tit
be known that you're suffering a great deal
and spend the next 25 years writing the s c
ond one. Makes it easier for the biographers.

B: How does the creative process differ for you
in these various kinds of writing, if it does?
G: Well, it' obvious that joumali m report
age and travel writing are in one sense ea ier.
There's no pos ibility that you won't get the
story if you have eyes and ears and legs to get
you out there. If I am interested in a subject,
there's no way I can not get the story. You
record the colors and you listen to what
people say that is touching and funny and
absurd and wonderful. Things happen to you
when you're out there getting the story. But
with a novel or short story it's very different,
it's much more tricky and dangerous and difNexus

ficult. And I think deeper because you have to
make it up. And sometimes your mind won't
cooperate--sometimes the story just doe n't
appear. Quite often I'll begin to write a short
tory or a nov 1and I don't know if I'm going
to finish it. In mo t ca
I do, but a few I've
worked on for month and month and
m nths and ultimately n v r finish d.
Aft r writing v ral hundr d pag on
thi on particular nov 1, I put it under my
newborn baby who was ju t 1 aming to sit up,
for her to sit on while eating. A year or so
later, I thought, ''Maybe I shouldn't have
abandoned this; I'd better take another look
and see what I've got." But the pages were all
stuck together with the things that ran down
and out of the child.
Something of this sort has happened to me
more than once. You have no guarantees. If
you had a guarantee, it wouldn't be interest
ing. If you work from an outline, (and I know
this is contrary to what many advise) you lose
freedom, you lose adventure, you lose all the
things that make a novel worth reading.

B: When things don't work, especially after
you've seemingly gotten off to such a good start, do
')(OU find some common threads, a recurring reason
zt breaks down halfway or two thirds of the way
through?
G: I usually find the story simply wasn't
worth it. You begin with something that
eems fascinating-a character or a problem
or a conflict, and then it develops that it
d~esn't develop. I'm not usually depressed by
this as long as I've got food in my mouth and
I'm able to think, "Okay, I've learned some
thing. I've explored it. I found it is a dead
end." A dead end is obviously not as profit
able as an end that's not dead, but you've
learned where not to go the next time." And so
I usually take a few days off and then start
something else.

B: _Say an interesting ch.aracter, or perhaps
some interpersonal conflict, has sprung forth in
')four mind and you decide you'd like to write about
zt. What determines if it's going to be a short story
as opposed to a novel? Do you consciously make
that determination or is it made by the characters
or by the nature of the story?
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G: The characters and the story decide that
a I go along. A number of my novels actually
began as short stories. A Girl of Forty was pub
li hed as a short story, but it kept nagging at
me and I kept worrying about what happens
to Suki, th protagoni t, after my story nded.
Long aft r it had be n published I found she
wa till aliv in my mind-I wanted to know
what happ n d n xt. So I went back and put
Suki into what turned out to b Chapter Two
of a novel. And as it started to develop, this
sexually liberated woman of forty who
doesn't want to grow up, was very likely to
have had a child. So her son came into the
story. Well then, what effect are her carefree
affairs likely to have on him? What was the
relationship of the son going to be with the
men pursuing his mother? So thdt became
more complicated and gradually the story
(now no longer a story but a novel), darkened
as I saw the suffering. It started as a social
comedy about a woman who keeps looking
for a fresh love. But a boy-fatherless, lonely,
feeling his mother's betrayal, who never
knows what man is going to be having break
fast with him in the morning-that's not com
edy any more.
All right. What if the boy liked one of these
men? Then I imagined that my narrator,
Frank, who had a worshipful admiration for
this charming Suki, would form an attach
ment to her son, sort of adopting him, and I
had to imagine how that would work. And
what about his father-Suki's ex-husband?
Why doesn't he give his son any of the father
ing the boy needs? So he had to come into the
story. What's his life like? Okay, he has a
wife-he's somewhat hen-pecked and he's
got new children and so he's discarded his
first kid.
So the book built up for me as a kind of
mosaic, tile after tile. Then after I'd done all
that I had to read it again for balance, decided
I needed Alfonso, the intelligent, laughing,
cynical black detective, someone modeled on
a man I knew in Haiti 30 years ago. I needed
him for his image of solidity, someone
strongly connected to reality. But once having
put him in the story near the end of the book
in the first draft, I knew I wanted more of him.
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So I got him in earlier, had him be a friend of
Suki's. There' a sugg tion that Suki relat to
all men exually-that there had b en an affair
b tween the two of them.
In oth r words, for me at 1 ast, wh n you
tart brooding ab ut om thing, you d
1p
all kind of imag and new thing tart t
cur. And a thi light hort tory b am a
n v 1, it chang d it f ling, it d rk n d. Th
la i pr d n t f r th t i H ml t.
he k p ar i , gr t mi writ r t th
am tim h ' a gr at tr gic writ r, nd Ham
let is a very funny play in addition t b ing
the tragedy of the Prince·of D nmark.

B: Then are your books ever finished? I mean, if
you had a magic wand, would you be standing
outside the printer's shop as the trucks are coming
out to deliver your books to the bookstore, pen in
hand, to make just one more change or addition?
G: Well, at a certain point, while the thing
is still alive, I keep adding and tinkering and
changing and fine tuning and so on. But it
reaches a point, usually after the galleys have
been read, that I set up a sort of protective am
nesia. I tum off because I want to go else
where and do another book. Maybe sometime
later it'll come to life again, but mostly at that
point, I know it's over because my stomach
tells me, and my brain doesn't give me any
thing more to write.

B: Your dialogue is remarkably pungent and
epigrammatic, yet reads very real, very natural.
How are you able to achieve all that?
G: Through tylization. A w kn w, wh n
you simply transcribe actual conver ation, it
tends to promote sleep. The dialogue repro
duced verbatim from legal depositions, for
example, is usually leaden. But when you're
inventing dialogue for a novel or a short story,
you're able to choose leitmotifs, tones, phras
ing that connotes character and economically
conveys important elements about the
speaker. But it's not real speech.

B: So, then, it has to sound real inside the
reader's head, but wouldn't necessarily sound real
if two people sat down and read it out loud to each
other?
G: No. That's why if you try transposing
the dialogue of a book directly to a film script,
it isn't going to work. Recently a screenwriter
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how d me hi draft fa ript f r my nov 1,
A Girl of Forty. Ir ad it and had t tell him the
dial gu wa n' t ri ht. H wail d, "But it'
tak n dir ctly fr my ur b k." And that was
pr ci ly th pr bl m.
writing g d dialogu i n ta matt r £having t p
b tw n y ur ar . It h t do with
ttin a rhythm, ttin t n .
lit, you
ow, if J'v don my j b c an
w uld a pt th 011vention f my di 1 gu . It
w uldn't n
rily un lik th p pl
y u mi ht
rh ar nth tr t, but ou
w uld
pt it in it
nt t.
In v ry f rm th r ar conv nti n . W
think of the movi a "a r alistic form," yet
the figures on the creen are 30 ft. high and
perfectly flat, and when real people make love
in real life, they don't have 120 violins playing
behind them. So even film, which is a urned
to be a more reali tic medium, is in fact quite
stylized.

B: Your novels, many of them, eem to me emi
nently cinematic-though they're dialogue-driven
and there's a lot of abstract thinking and internal
dialogue that's hard to translate to the screen, your
strong narratives and characterizations would
make for good films. And, as I recall, at least one of
your books did indeed become a T. V. movie. What
has your experience been with tho e who would
tum one of your books into "a major motion pie- ·
tu.re?"
G: I must tell you that I've long thought of
my If a th mall ption king. Many f my
b oks have b n ption d v r and v r
again without ev r b ing made into a movie.
But of cour , with each option corn a check
Salt, the book that became a two hour CBS
movie of the week, was optioned at least 13
or 14 times before it was finally filmed. I was
almo t disappointed becau e once it wa
mad I could no longer hop that it might b
made, and in ome re pect , hope i more fun
than achievement. And of course there'd be
no more options-at least for that book

B: Did you do the screenplay?
G: There were 3 or 4 different scripts writ
ten, including one that I collaborated on, but
mine was not the one finally used. They
changed the book a lot. They even changed
the title from Salt-which didn't seem sexy
Nexus

enough to them-to ''Threesome," which
sounded more lubricious. I was, on the whole,
contented with the film, although a movie of
the week shot in 21 days with a budget of a
few million dollars obviously won't have the
production values of a theatrical release. Any
way, I enjoyed the experience and don't make
too much of it.

B Have any other books of yours come clo e?
G: L t'
e-David M rrick wanted m to
write a cript for Father . H hung up on m
wh n I told him I had writt n th bo k and
thought h should get orneon els to write
the movie.
Anthony Quinn also wanted to do Fathers.
He brought me to Paris and we talked about it
the whole day. Toward the end of the day I
realized he desperately wanted to make the
film, but he desperately loved the book, he
desperately wanted to make the film, but he
desperately hadn't read the book yet. He'd
been given a one page summary from some
one who said it would be a good project for
him. I figured this out when finally, after a
meaningful pause and in that wonderful deep
resonant voice, he said, "What kind of dances
do old Jews do?" And I said, ''Mr. Quinn, you
want to make Zorba the Jew?"

B: I take it that never went any further?
G: That one didn't go much further, no.

B: Can you give us a typical day or a typical
week? How do you usually organize you time?
G: I'm not an organizer of time.

B: How then do you usually disorganize your
time?
G: The only thing that I usually like to do,
and I guess this is about all the organization I
have, is to write early in the morning, before
the mail, before the phone rings, before all the
distractions. I try to write fresh from my
dream life. Probably I've been writing all
night by sleeping and the words come very
fast and fresh and impetuously in the morn
ing. If I wait till later in the day, it's harder
and, I think, usually not as good. I even used
to write before I'd wash my face-sometimes I
couldn't see because of the crud hanging from
my eyelashes. I would just get out of bed and
go immediately to the typewriter, which is on
the way to the bathroom, and then a little

while later I'd realize that I wanted to pee, and
so I would interrupt the work and go to the
bathroom and wash my face and do other
things.
B: You find your sentence structure changes

with a distended bladder as opposed to aflaccid
one?
G: W 11, the sentence structure when you
write in that kind of rush b come your natu
ral br ath, your natural breath under pr ure.
You can I an it up lat r. And o, th lat
morning or th aft moon is the time for cl an
ing up ntences. But if you get something
that comes fresh out of a dream it's going to
have a certain energy. As Nabokov said about
Gogol: "He built the firm foundations for his
books after he finished them." This is what I
do. I pour it out and then organize it, then
outline it, then structure it... After I've fin
ished it. The structure's got to be there al
ready. A bridge can't be held up by paint, but
you may discover the underlying structure
worthwhile, as you go along.
B: Do you find any other settings conductive to

writing?
G: Sometimes I'll take a clipboard and sit
outside or go to the beach. Sometimes, if I'm
lonely, I like to go to a cafe with a notebook of
some sort. Just being surrounded by the socia
bility of a cafe--especially if I don't have to be
sociable myself-is emotionally warming. I
wrote my first novel in cafes in Paris, and I
find that association stimulating and pleasant.
In fact, I started out to write a doct~ral disser
tation in philosophy, only to find it was much
easier to write a novel in a cafe than to write
philosophy because I didn't need to bring ref
erence books along. I would ride my bike, and
then when I had a thought I would stop and
buy a cup of coffee and write. Then I'd ride
my bike some more. That worked. And going
back to what I said about getting up in the
morning and writing immediately-if I want
to have a second run that day, a good place to
do it is in a cafe. So I'll do some of my writing
at home on a typewriter, a non-electric, non
word processing, old garage sale manual
typewriter, and some of it with pen and note
book in a cafe.
B: What do you do with your first drafts?
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G: I go through them very, very carefully. I
try to write the entire first draft before I look
back at any of it so that I have something of its
br adth and structure down. And of cour
wh n I get to the end of the book, I'll know
th things that wer wrong and hav t b
changed in chapter on . I put a h chapt r in a
eparate folder becau som tim a I'm
writing along in, say chapter eleven, I'll r member something that happen d or hould
have happened in chapter three, and I'll make
a note to myself-"her eyes were blue." I
won't write it out that way. I'll just write a
little jiggle that something has to go there, so
that it all adds up and comes together. In
other words, as you come to the end you get a
stronger sense of what should go in the begin
ning.
B: I know that very little of what you write fails

either to be published or find an audience. Has that
always been true? Even in the beginning?
G: Not at the very beginning-fortunately.
I wrote a lot when I started writing and I
started writing very young. My first efforts
were in poetry. Then I wrote a novel when I
was in college, which wasn't published and
shouldn't have been. At some point I sold it to
a library. Recently, a magazine editor hap
pened to read it and wanted to publish a
chapter, and of course I didn't even r memb r
it at that point. He sent me a Xerox of that
chapter and I said, ''No, you can't publi h
this." It would destroy me. But generally any
thing I like gets published now. Sometimes it
takes a while and even now there are no guar
antees as to where it will appear. I'll write a
story and think maybe it'll be published in
Playboy or the New Yorker where ome previ
ous stories have been published, but instead it
will end up maybe in Tri Quarterly, or maybe
in San Francisco Focus. Where things get pub
lished is not a point of honor with me. I write
to get an audience and sooner or later I find
one, even for stories that had a lot of trouble
getting picked up.
One story of mine, some years ago, was
rejected by all the magazines I thought it
should go to, including The Atlantic. Then the
editorship at The Atlantic changed and so I
sent it to them again. Again it was rejected.
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Th n, y ars later, th r wa y tan th r editor

at Tile Atlantic, and I ubmitt d again and h
t kit. And th nit wa lat r t k n b n f
th
y arly priz
11 ti n -I think it wa
th 0. H nry Priz
c nd it', b
n pub
li h din b
, c nd it' b n anthol gil d, it'.,
b nr print datl a tl lim"'in ngli.h,,nd
it' b n tr, n, l t d. Y t initiall I h, d , lot
tr ubl g ttin il publi ·h d.
B: What do you think tlze proble111 was?
G: It wasn't in them d that wa th n
thought to be the right kind f tory. Later th
world moved on, or perhap th arrogant wa
would be to ay "I educated the world."
B: In any event, the world did catch up with

you at last.
G: It' till catching up. I hav unpubli hed
stories right now. I have no doubt that they
will be published, but they've b en around to
a couple of places and haven't been accepted.
But I suppose, in time, they will be.
B: Your novels have been published under the

imprinteur of a number of publi /zing lzou e . That
seems to fly in the face of the cliclze that certain
publi hers go with certain kind of writer , that
certain kinds of writers are Random Hou e au
thors, and so on ...
G: Well, th id a of a tabl publishing
hou i on that r ally d n't p rat any
mor . What i h pp ning is that th u hit
m I'm hanging publish r, I'm a tually
following an dit r, and edit r ar alway
going from place to place. I w nt fr m Dial t
Random House becau I lik d my editor at
Dial who had moved to Random Hou . I had
a number of books published at Arb r, and
then when my ditor ther , Donald Fin ,
left-actually h wa thr wn ut by the
Hearst Corporation which had bought Arbor
House-I went with him. Lately, it's become
even more complicated because publishers are
being gobbled up by conglomerate . My mo t
recent publisher was owned by Gulf & We t
ern. I was invited to ew York to lunch with
my editor and he directed me to come to o.1
Gulf & Western Plaza. While we were having
lunch they changed the name to the Para
mount Building, since Gulf & Western (some
one called it Engulf & Devour) had it elf been
engulfed and d vour d by Paramount. So I
Nexus

don't v n know who own th publi hing
hou that I'm publi h db .

TraveL in
Arcade, b ·
found that
out t writ
uth r." I

·.,

·
.I
nd

ry tc n.
B: How large a role Im~ your ngc11f played i11
your literan; life. Do agent sm1e primarily to in
terface behveen you and publisliers, or do tlzei; ac
tually generate work?
G: I have never look d to my agent to gen
erate work for me. My agent for many, many
years was a go d friend, and h was very
good at n gotiating contract , gav me a kind
of initial r ading, in ulat d me fr m the pr sure of publi her . But he didn't gen rate
busine s, never went around trying to find me
jobs. In fact, he tri d to di courage m from
doing certain kinds of work: I like doing
magazin article , but he thought it wa n't
economically u ful.
B: Wa he speaking to hi ow11 bottom line
or.... ?
G: o. He f It that although man of my
novels haven't mad money, a few had done
very well, and that it wa more en ibl for me
to dev t my If ntir ly to writing b o .
f th m didn't work v ry w ll,
1 tt ry eff t g in f r u -th
more tick t y u h e, th b tt r your
chanc . Buth accepted that I want d to
write storie and article , and h 'd end them
out, and was alway delight d when ome
thing old.
B: Do you think it' harder or ea ier to become
a writer now and earn a living at it than it was
year ago when you embarked 011 your career?
G:When I tart d writing, it wa very hard
to make money a a erious writer. And it's
still hard. But there are more publishers now
and more books published. Inter tingly, it's
~ery difficult getting that second novel pub
lished. It's much easier to get the first one
~one-I know people struggling to get pub
lished for the first time don't believe this, but a
publisher, seeing a manuscript that has prom
ise, might well say, "I'll take a chance on this."
Then the book do n't do w 11, or d
n't get
Nexus

r vi w d w 11, and wh nth writer com in
with anoth r b k and th publi herd n't
f 1it' b tter, r a t p upward, that writ r
ha had it. It' n v r ea y t g t publi h d, but
th r ar c 1 t of littl pr
, uni r ity
hou ·, and th r ar alway individual pub
Ii hers wh m, b undul ptimi ti . Ir , 1il ~ ryb d w, nts to writ c nd man c r
fmstrat db , u th) can't g t publi h d.
Th d n't und rstand, 1 kin at bo ks that
om out, why a great numb r of bad b oks
g t publish d where their good on do not.
Well, it has to do with ome publi her's mis
calculations, and there are a lot of those.
B: Do you see ome common reasons why ·writ
er don't write as ·well a thetJ could or are unable
to ucces :fully market their work?
G: Tw differ nt qu stions. Some writer
fail to do their b t work because they're not
devoted enough to their craft. They ru h to the
window for the applau e of the crowd before
they've fini hed the book, or they're too eager
for the ca h reward or the publication before
they'v atisfied the intrinsic needs of the
work.
As to marketing and finally getting your
tory or your novel published, you imply
have to b p rsistent. You have to do th b t
that you can d and b lieve in it.
w nd rful n v 1, Joyce ary' ''Th
H r ' M uth," wa reject d by tw nty- ix
m ri an publi h rs b fore it wa finally ac
cept d (I think by a hous that had alr ady
rej cted it). William Kennedy' Ironweed was
rejected by Viking Pre . (Finally, Saul Bellow
wrote a letter of upport, it got published by
Viking, and won a Pulitz r Prize.) I don't
m an to y that a bad bo k i going to b
published if you keep s nding it around, but
the promising things I see, or the promising
writer that I see who are not published, very
often are people who are in too great a hurry.
The profes ion still has too much glamour, a
sense that maybe you can become rich and
famous. It's too tempting, and people will say,
"I've just typed The End, therefore the thing is
finished." Well, when you've typed The End,
that might not be the end for you.
I think the most important thing a writer
can do is take his or h r time, celebrate his or
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her world, and bring it into th writing. I en
joy th world and don't us my writing in r
d er to cap it. I use my writing to ma t r th
inchoate exp rien e I find ar und m . Lik
Dylan Thoma , I u d t think I wr t in ord r
to mak magic, but in fact I writ in ord rt
mak th unr al r al and th n th r al unr al
again. S , it' a tran formativ activity. You
want to make magic, y u want to mak p etry, and you want to make even the po try f
the world cannily uncanny.
B: Would you take a look at the volatility of
your success. You had brilliant critical and com
mercial successes sandwiched in by books that, as
you said a moment ago, may have lost money for
their publisher. Seems to me it's one thing to be
struggling, hoping some day you'll arrive, and you
accept rejections and bad experience along the way
because you know you haven't made it as a writer
yet; but quite another thing when you have ar
rived, received critical acclaim, money's rolling in,
and out comes a book, maybe two, maybe three,
that don't sell at all and are not well received.
G: I prefer it that way. I don't want to pro
duce a "product." I'm always trying some
thing new and I'm not interested in repeating
success. After Fathers was published, my pub
lisher wanted to do a Mothers-you know,
another sweet, warm, loving b ok. W 11, at
that point I preferred writing th vicious, an
noying satire that wa my next book, and it
made my publisher unhappy, reviewers un
happy, and the reprinters unhappy. Evi
dently, my readers were also unhappy. But
that's the only way I can write-I don't write
for money. I don't write for the publisher . I
write for the entertainment I get from the ac
tive imagination, and the only way that works
for me is if I don't repeat what I did before.
B: What's been the toughest thing for you about
being a writer?
G: The rest of life.
B: The writing is easy, is it?
G: Yeah. Writing is-well there are difficul
ties. I occasionally have trouble finishing a
book and that's very frustrating. But writing is
something I just enjoy doing, so I don't under
stand writers who say it's agony. I don't know
why they're so masochistic. If writing is
agony, then don't do it. Writing's like making
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Evelyn Gainey-Brady
Dr. Blinder i theauthor of six books, including the best

seller Lov s, Kill r , Hu band , Wive . He has also
written for the stage and creen.
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Evelyn Gainey-Brady is a student at Wright State
UniversihJ.
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How To Make A Poem

How Do You Show Someone the Sky?
(for Jack Collom)

Christien Gholson

Clint Frakes
1. Rub two ticks tog th r.
2. Fail to pr du ) ev )n a spark (th, t' ok, it' th nd f th
20th century). Go g ta match.
3. Light it.
4. Stare into the face at the blue center of th flam .
5. Inside the eyes of the flame's face ther is a woman waiting
in a room of torches burning honey.
6. She opens her robe, showing you her body of window :

P int to th' pink

throw your rm at th ornnge
fa t t b m, uv
with a hop
to a cloudward thought
or put yr butt on the ground
& think about everyone
you ever knew
mayb kip dinner or
just sit ther & 1 ok at it
until the mail go out
when it' purple
oon to be gone
& everyone' going home
cars u ing headlight now
it's charred almon
in a moky um of
near night
then uch a plain gray
oon th whole day
is wall w d by the
bla k glove of gypt
tom rr w' Japan
&yr fa & ,rm
still th r
on th tabl

One window looks out onto the crow that sl ep
at the end of your bed every night;
Another window looks out onto the guitar string
in the ice-light music shining off the winter branch
One window looks out onto a flernish woman lifting her bundle
of fire-twigs in the snow, then limping into a yellow-lit laundromat;
Another window looks out onto a beachcomber disapp aring into arni t
while you read the prayer he left crawled in th and for the
blind waves to carry back out to ea.
One window looks out onto the corpse of the on you love;
Another window reveals globe of bathwater running down the warm b dy
of the one you love, each on whi p ring aft r a different de ir .
And ther ' a window that show you raping th ·cal from your own
face and finding the head of a whit worm that lip fr m your
terrified grasp back down to it home coiled tight in id your n k. ..
("How long has it been there?" you a k the woman.
'1t' s always been there," she say .)
7. Be careful, all of the e window ar mirrors. If you are thinner that
fog you might slip through the gla -cracks and fall into a ton r om,
sitting at the edge a dust-b d with a tone woman, both of you taring
at a small patch of light on the stone floor, forever. Remain in your
body at all times.
8. The match flame will eventually bum down to your fingers. Scream.
Swear. You':e <:>n your way back from the sacred to the profane.
9. The woman ms1de the eyes of the flame will flash her words in the
sun of your fingers for awhile. This is called pain. This is her
reminder that spirit and flesh are one and the same.
10. Order your dreams for the waking world.
11. Bow to the four directions.

o!

Christien Giza/ en currently writes and lives in
De - Moine, Iowa.

Clint Frakes currently lives and writes in Boulder,
Colorado.
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Appointment

nightwalk

Dana Jill

Sean A. Lawrence

H had aid "list n"
Sh tri d to chan th ubj t
Talk about th pr tty-fac d wait r
Talk about th lady at the oth r tabl with th
Long string of pearls.
What he said could be avoided
What he said could be ...
The wind blew sleet clapping onto the window
Her watched ticked
The dog lay still at the bedside.

th r dol n
p rfum d cir
fr )m loth dry r

m lding
with th late night bouquet
of rotting leave
fried food at a local inn
burningwo d
and a lone ome grill
breathe deep
deeper
the odor
of human activity
any movement
is far away

animated
in a shadow box
framed
in quare
f waffl -color d light
thickamb r
yrup
incande cent hue
humanity
und r plate gla
all ar pri oner
of the night
while i roam free
unshackled
breathing deep
deeper
on the outside
looking
in.
Sean A. Lawrence writes to us from Laura, Ohio.
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Geometry of the West

Everything

Kenneth Bullock, Jr.

Ted Cains

Th g om try f th W
Tu umc, ri and th P
dl and nta
Inf mo, El Pa o
A planet of tabl s
&mountains
Lush desert plains
Taciturn people
Windsongs
Shake the seeds
From broken mouths
Colored memories
Of red & black days
Pain & thirst, glowing
Glory of sunsets
Milky stars of
A flagrant past
Monument bluff &
Sacred lands filled
With bones
Wi e men gallop
Weapons glinting
Sun-black fac
Ey of volcano
Paint d gho ts
Powder horn
mangled horse
Light is a ghost
Light is a weapon
Thoms of winter
River of pl nty
Snake demons
Water wraiths
Smokeless dunes
Pungent thorns
Curl of sand
Purple night
Invisible rain
Longhorn jawbones
Signature of life.

t

Ken Bullo k, Jr. writes from hi lzome: Laurel, Mas aclwsctc;.
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thing. ot ct
fraid of th,
n ar . . afraid of:
k and
la
l
past the
neighbo
big German h ph rd
barked and c
t him like the bull in the
bullfight, only to b caught and chok d by it
chain. And h
aid. He wa afraid to
tand un
au lightning might
trike an
id to tand ben a th
powerlin b au a wire might break and
fall on him. He wa afraid of ele tric fans and
their blade ; he wa afraid of cat and their
claw . He wa afraid of going to church and
went only becau he had to. H wa afraid to
get pr n ts at Chri trna b cau he might
not g t what h want d and h didn't want to
offend anyone; h wa afraid to gi e pr nt
becau h didn' t want to buy m on th
wrong thing. H wa afr, id of Val ntin ' Day
and of th girl n t-d r and of talking n th
t leph ne-h n v r , 11 d anyon . H wa
afraid of h l; h \ , fraid of g tting bad
grad b au hi· par n might puni h him.
He wa afraid t dri b au hi car might
tall while er ing a railroad track. H had
heard of uch accid nt n the evening new
and he becam afraid of th v ning new .
Train d railrn nt and plan era he , torna
do and arthquak . H wa afraid f di eas and tarvation and of th B mb and of
the Pre ident. He was afraid that the Cold
War might begin again and that the ozone
layer might be lo t and that he might get
AIDS. He was afraid that abortion might be
come illegal becau se a future girlfriend might
become pr gnant and he wa afraid of chil
dren. But he was also afraid of women and he
avoided their glance . Friendships and rela
tionships, commitments and marriage. He
wa afraid to hav a good time and he was
afraid to tak any kind of ri k. He was afraid
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of literatur and art, f perfo tion and immor
tality, of tim , nd space. l le was afraid to b od might n t e ist, nd
liev • in ,t :i b aus
h ' \ as afraid to wa te hi faith. But hew
afraid not to bcli
in God b cau
od
might exist and punish him for hi di belief.
He topped going to church. He wa ven
afraid of hi family, of his mother and his fa
ther. And of Sunday dinners with them. He
stopp d going there, too. He was afraid to go
out of his house, o he didn't go out of his
hou e. Ever again. S on he was afraid to look
into a mirror. ow he wa afraid of every
thing.

Two
She didn't love everything. ot yet any
way.
She had always loved the simpl things of
childhood. Swingsets and stuffed animals.
Merry-go-rounds, climbing tr es, and presents
on Chri tma morning. Her brother reading
Winnie the Pooh to h rat b dtirne and her
dream of bear · and tig r · and thing that go
bump in the night.
he loved Sunday hool and Bihl t ri ah and hi ark, Jonah and th whale,
and the upp r in a mall village called
Emmau.
She loved soft kittens and dancing puppies.
Sh loved how caterpillars change into but
terfli , bringing with th m n w lif ; he loved
the brilliant yell w of a dandelion in full
bloom and it return to its beginning, a soft
breeze sweeping it seeds from its stem.
She loved new dresse in the fall and new
friends at school.
She loved the alphabet, from A to Z, and
all the numb rs, as high as they go. Spelling
bee and fractions, research papers and trigo
nometry. She voyaged beneath the sea with
Jules Verne and traveled to the moon with
Apollo 11.
History, art, economics, foreign language .
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Cains
Everything

Anthropology and biology.
Her first kiss.
On the night of her prom, sh look d into
the mirror and compar d h r elf to tho
around her: h r hair wa too traight, h r y
mall. Th
w r n t blue, h r br a t w r t
oth r girl w r
pr tty and h w nd r d if
h would ev r b pr tty.
She wi h d to und r tand why h r b dy
changed, why it had to b come new and awk
ward.
She loved learning about the inner work
ings of the human body and she wanted to be
a doctor. Medical school took her west.
She loved the sunrises of Arizona and the
sunsets of Colorado; she loved the sound of
hard Arizona rain on her rooftop and the taste
of newly fallen Colorado snow.
She loved watching meteors burn white
across a black sky and imagined them to be
angels streaking through Heaven.
She loved singing in the church choir.
She fell in love with the man of her dreams
and imagined their life together. She loved
how he lightly kissed her stomach and the
back of her neck; she loved the sensation of
soaring while making love and the feeling of
floating when she woke in his arms.
She loved when he told her h wa b auti
ful.
She loved their marriage and h r car r
eaming home to him at day's end, sitting in
front of the fire, feeling secure in his arms and
knowing that this was where she wanted to
spend the rest of her life.
And when his career called him away, he
did not sleep alone. She woke every morning
in the arms of God.
She loved God and all He created.
And when she went to the mirror, she
stared at her sensuous curves, the richness of
her brown eyes, the flow of her deep red hair.
She was beautiful.
Now she loved everything.

Three
Once there was a man who thought he
knew everything.
The man lived in a box and he thought he
had everything he would ever need or want in

th
wit
fri

x with him. Thi wa not a r al b , one
·
· , th kind ur n w r -

h

1

1t

tp r n
well. But mo
all and
shaded with gray. Sometime the man opened
a side like a door to look outside. But he never
came out and no one ever went in. If someone
tried, the side would udd nly do and
would ne r op n again.
Thi man thought he knew love and hate
and all the other emotion . But he did not
know fear. He didn't know how to be afraid.
He thought this unimportant, however, b cause he didn't ne d to be afraid-he had th
perfect face for ach individual. All he had to
do wa have each ide of hi b
how a dif
ferent emotion and choo which ide to dis
play and the right time to display it.
And
w th worn . And he
had a
bright!
i n·
e
man
WO

to

othe

the

WO

I

I

"I didn't know I had to," h aid. ud
d nly, th id h pr nt d to h r gr w
dark r.
aid. "But mo t
p
n, no matt r
"I'm n t n1 t
."
"I kn w th t,"
'd. "Wh t, r you
afraid f?"
" othing," th m n , id.
"But...."
'What?"
And the woman aid, God ee only the
one per on, you know." And she left him.
ow the man both loved and hated the
woman. And he did not know why. Perhaps it
was becau e he knew he wa right, and he
couldn't admit that. All he did know wa that
the box he had worked o hard to construct
suddenly shatter d. He cursed her. The ides
were gone and now he stood exposed. He still
knew all of the different emotion , but now he
could feel any numb r of them toward any
one p rson.
ow he felt afraid.
0

fi-

nally mad lo
·d
.
er
She began t
fac ,
r
.
pped
by his offic and w how
th
he worked with, mo t of whom h either r
spected or hated or manipulated. She also saw
how he acted toward friends when they would
have dinner with them and she compared his
actions to how he reacted toward her. She real
ized he had carefully created different faces for
ead1 person he knew, sometimes presenting a
different history, or version of his history, to them.
He was a different person to each one of them
and the way he manged faces rarely faltered.
One day she asked, 'Why don't you act
like your elf all the time?"
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he thinks of his thumbnail

Untitled

Jonathan Levant

David Gianatasio

w c
in in
amp

file '
urbu
th 1

b n utt

c kin

fli

th

teeth in the ashtray lik the gh ts f er ams
slam dunk that purs / / web that gla topped tabl
what is unknowable yet must be known
I

I

, i tra

urb

y

v rmin

must be imagined; what it must be like
when the unicorn in herd think of the m on
quickly auction off everything you' e touched
right on the half drunken line between us
the mirage we manage to maintain
trespass of torch by sneakthief starlight
upon the altar of our leep we foundation
the storm that daughter at ur 1
i would not wake you for th world

Untitled
David Gianatasio

I

I

my teriou prop rties of
electricity th I
ro enberg may have been
the greate t gertiu the
world ha ev r kn wn
in th final
of h r life

I

David Gianatasio works as a financial reporter in
Boston. His fiction, poetry, and reviews have
appeared in many publications--including Asylum.
His first poetry collection, Bend Backwards For
Sharper Reception, will be published by RASP
Books later this year.

Jonathan Levant's son, Travis, is 455 days old--which
coincidentally is the same number as lus publications.
Rn Iplz is his dog.
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blue night upon the flower

No Parking

Charlie Mehrhoff

a mall boy mak th ound f gunfir w /his m uth,
owell don.
i pray that i'll never b young in thi world again.

Untitled
Charlie Mehrhoff

convinced that we're all ghosts
because no one,
not one of us,
can r ally touch anoth r
then behind dignity and cl d d or
where the ruins of variou templ pi
where stained glass begs for light,
poetry,
for ears,

d tog th r,

Don Hartman

the poor,
mute and complicated by love,
get off
while the law,
freak of the ancients,
rots in scandal.

I

Ii
I

I
I
I

Don Hartman is a resident of Dayton,
Ohio and has worked with the Front
Street Gallery

Charlie Mehrhoff has published numerous poems i11
Nexus. He currently lives in Boulder, Co.
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Poem in Many Parts

Portrait of Denise Carter and her Violin

Giles Scott

L onard p nds his venin
p gg d lil< a c in f unlight
insid th 5th St. bar.
ight coming slowly, tale
and wound tighter than a dime,
its brittle chunks filling between
the creased knuckles
that still snap through his wife's face
with the terse ease
of a man cutting cards.
Glass of beer flat with the clock,
hollow as the jacket hung meekly
on the chair-back.
The stripper turning to him, side on,
pubice cut into a butterfly
his thoughts laying her body in water,
words passed between them perhaps
in the common bark
of a railway station,
conversation thinner

Scott Cooper
than the kin of her ankle
the slope of her breast
marked on his throat
like the print of damp leaves
pressed into clay.
All he waits for now is the hour
to fold one against the other,
lie flatter than the bed sheets
and shuck the brunt of the fan
that chews on him like an udder,
his craven hands braiding
away the walnut smell of her shin
weaving sills of bone
inside the caraway seeds
he spits into a bowl to his left.

11
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Giles Scott is currently lives and works in Neu,
Yark. He has had poems published and/or
accepted in magazines such as Impetus, Poetry
Motel, Echoes, The Hawaii Review, and Free
Lunch. He was al o the recipient of the 1990
William Herbert Carruth Award for PoetnJ,
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Scott Cooper has been an employee at Wright State
University since 1990. He exhibits his work
internationally.
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Spiderwoman

Mother Tourist
ChrisMcNew

I

111 men 'war
to k h r: h
b bb da upl
f tim and
went under.
othingbut
white waves.
She was stupid
to be out there,
crashing into
each wave like
an idiot touri t,
and then that
boy went running
out screaming
something, and
we stood at the
edge, between
earth and water
until he emerged
walking, our
moth rin hi
arm , Arthurian
and n arly nud ,
brav to bring h r
unto her furiou
family. And that
night, she rose
in the sky, high
over Jone B ach
and wa g ne,
going 350 lying down.
All the way to Ohio.

I

II

I:

David S. Hwang

I

I
I

Chris McNew was born in Dayton, Ohio
where he conti11ue to re ide and attend
Wright State UniversihJ, tZ1dyi11g E11glis/z.
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Asking Forgiveness of the Ohio
George Looney

Wounds ar n )t hoic s, and no ount
of gr ts on c riv r in northwc t
hio an he, I the distan e between u, .

The Ir qu i kn w y u fl w d
from th birth-w und of a woman
too pale to be more than a gho t.

The Iroquoi almo t gone, and you
dying, I want to come back and touch you
as if healing were that simple.

The resident water, the Black Swamp,
never gave birth to the sort of ghost
that could carve miles of shale and limestone,
granite and sorrow, hornblende and prayer,
and still haunt &oil like a lover.

I've een the bone of rivers.
In the outhwe t, sand
bum white, abandoned by water.
In ct rise from the river-du t,
gho t of what wa ,
cloud of them wounding the air
above the memory of rivers.

There's no river here to forgive me.
some nights nothing moves
But the dry breath of open mouths.

I want your body to remain. To heal me
d pite the di tance.
To flood my body and form a marsh
the Iroquoi would have
ettl d and loved and named Ohio.

othing wet has cut this land
since glacial rocks scarred line orne distant
and separate god might decipher.
Some night the local myth of water eep up
Like memory a king forgivene s
of th oil it lov d. The Ir quoi
would not hav nam d this
Ohio, this black and op n wound of wat r.

George Looney h.as recently published poetnJ in The
Literary Review (Charles Angoff Award winner),
Poetry East, Poetry, Black Warrior Review- and
others. He teaches at Bowling Green State University
and is Editor-In-Chief of Mid-American Review.
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norman the mormon & me

black shoes

Richard Davignon

James Norcliffe

drove

th s 'japoni a blossoms

700mil non topin12hour

. o earl

pausing

bright blu ·h
on the black
midwinter branches

only for gas mars bars co' -cola &
to pee

thi japane e student

o normie for gods sake please

o late

slowdown

red with embarras ment
ru hing down the
darkening treet

i pleaded o america were we to know
you better

o orry
0
rry

we might love you less he replied

he ay
o oft

weeping
somewhere in the a t texa night

James Norcliffe has been widely published in New
Zealand--mzd occasionally in Australia. His collection,
The Sportsman, was published by Hard Echo Press
(Auckland) in 1986, and a second collection, Letters to
Dr. Dee, appeared in 1992 as a part of the Hazard Poet's
Series, a joint New Zealand-Australia project.

Richard Davignon has been published in Spanish a11d
has appeared in Great Britain in Bogg. His chapbook,
Alice's Comix & Stori , was published last year l111
Inni frec/Full-Co11rt Pres .
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I

River

Whatever's Next

Christopher Woods

Margaret Robinson

Of our a m onl
night i b t.
But wh n you st al a riv 'r oulright,
mak c rtain that you f ld it ar fully,
completely, befor placing it in y ur
pocket. Make certain it do n' t leak.
Trust me. Many of us have been caught
this way. It is why you no longer see
us, folded away inside omeone else's
pocket.

I

I

Wants
Christopher Woods

From the window, moonglow shower the
room. Inside that ro m, in id a dr am, h r
hands gra p, dark again t brilliant heet .
Her fingers never stop their r ading. She
crawls through the dream toward a distant
voice that begs to be touched. A weary voice,
alive and calling for a long time. So long,
in fact, that she no longer recognize the
voice as her own.
Her cat, on the sill, watches her hand
then looks back out the window. Toward the
sky. When the moon comes closer, he will
gather it inside his paw.

Other new works of Christopher Woods' will appear in
Bogg and New Orleans Review. "River" first appeared in

REED (San Jose State, CA). "Wants" first appeared in The
Saturday Museum (Texas).
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Aft r Will nd Myra he d
th r fiv
y , th y marri. , pl nnin t ha
child.
Will w tw nty-nin . Myra w thirty. ur
y a.rs lat r, and aft r many doctors and t ts, the
Butlers w re till not par nts and were realizing
the odds against their producing a baby.
They didn't want to adopt. Myra said, '1
know it's selfish of me, but I want my own
child with my own genes." Will stayed away
from the adoption issue. The word "infertile"
seemed to hurt him more than it hurt Myra.
She suspected he harbored a secret faith that
one day, despite the fibroid tumors and low
sperm counts, a small miracle would happen
and she'd wake up pregnant.
In the meantime, to fill the gap and, as
Will put it, uGet some Ma and Pa practice,"
they went to the pound and chose a puppy,
naming the dog Josh. Josh had Collie ears, a
thick w hite ruff, white feet, and a feathery
white tail tip. After he lost his golden puppy
fur, his coat was more brown and shorter
than a Colli ' . Hi no e wa broader,
though till quit long and narrow, like
Myra' . Will took a nap hot of Myra and
the puppy in profile and ent it to his and to
Myra's parents. It pleased Myra to see that
she and Josh resembled one another.
Josh was affectionate and as bright as
dogs are supposed to be. The Butlers almost
returned him to the pound when he ate one
of Myra's brand new leather sandals, spar
ing only the buckles. Will wasn't pleased
when Josh ch ewed the tips off the rocking
chair rockers, an antique Will's mother had
given them. But little by little, Josh engaged
their most indulgent love.
It was like having a toddler in the house.
Josh followed them around and cried when
they went aw ay. He woke them in the night
and roused them a t dawn, poking his cold
nose into their warm necks. He had a belly
to tickle, and his plump body filled their
empty laps.
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" 11 thi fun, and n umm r amp, bra ,
r 11 gc," Will aid, mopping up a J h
puddl from th kitch n floor.
Will walk d J sh to the park in the morn
ing. Myra, who taught high chool English
nearby, hurried home on her lunch break to
take the puppy out. They did the evening
walk together and both taught Josh his man
ners. He got leaner, friskier. They threw sticks,
tennis balls, and a Frisbee for him to catch.
What Myra loved best about Josh was the
way he cocked his head to one side when she
spoke to him, as though he understood and
agreed with every syllable. '1 wish my stu
dents hung on my every word like that," she
said. Will liked the welcome he got when he
came home from his editing job: the big tail
wag, the ear-to-ear smile, the joyous bark.
The Butlers, like any dog owners, accumu
lated a number of "Josh stories." He was an
expert scavenger: he once found two hot dogs,
with mustard, in rolls-topped only by his
finding an entire roasted leg of lamb. Myra
told about the tim he swam out to a andbar
aft r her, braving the salt wat r and waves,
rather than b left b hind on the shore. Will's
favorite anecdote was about Josh's digging
under their backyard fence to go courting and
getting nabbed by the dog catcher.
''Wound up in the pokey and it cost us $35
to spring him," Will bragged. Will never actu
ally pronounced the words, "Chip off the old
block," but the phrase hung unspoken in the
air.
After a lively adolescence, Josh settled
down to be a cheerful, affectionate compan
ion. He lured them out for walks they didn't
want to take but wound up enjoying because
he had such a good time. He slept on their bed
on cold winter nights, and he got a lot of extra
petting when Will's mother died. Always tact
ful, he never remarked that Will was looking a
little tired or Myra was getting a few gray
hairs. On occasion, each of the Butlers con-
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fided in Josh-he was an attentive listener
and each reveled in his response: "What ver
happens, I adore you!"
Still, the Butlers k pt in mind that Jo h wa
a p t, not a kid. Thi fact got pr tty apparent
when th y all b cam middl -ag d tog th r.
Wh nth Butlers r ach d forty, Jo h wa a
ttl d dog of i -forty-tw in human y ar .
H snoozed more, hi j int got er aky, h put
on a few pounds. A the Butlers approach d
fifty, Josh out tripped them. Myra turned
forty-nine in September. ot knowing the
dog's actual date of birth, the Butlers had al
ways used Will's Columbus Day birthday to
count Josh's age. This October, they realized
that as Will turned forty-eight, Josh became
one-hundred-and-five.
The Butlers had to admit it-Josh had be
come arthritic and hard of hearing. He didn't
want to go to the park; he was content to sniff
around the yard, taking careful little steps. He
slept away most of his days and conked out
right after he'd had his taste of Will's roast
beef birthday dinner. Will leaned over to pet
Josh's silky ears and got no response.
"I'm not quite sure how this happened," he
said to Myra, "but all of a sudden we've got a
geriatric pooch."
*

*

*

Through the rest of the fall and winter, Jo h
showed more and more signs of aging. He drank
more and needed to go out oftener. Myra came
home on her lunch hour to 'water' him, as she
had when he was a puppy. Will got up in the
night to cany Josh outdoors-the stairs were too
much for him. Courting jaunts were a thing of
the past and, since he couldn't hear, he no longer
cocked his head. Mostly he slept.
When March arrived, a dreary month in
Pennsylvania, the Butlers had a week's va
cation. They planned to drive to Florida for
some sun and warmth with Myra's sister,
who had a new condominium. Before, Josh
had stayed down the street with friends.
This time Myra knew they couldn't leave
him. He was too frail and required too
much care.
"He could go to a kennel," Will said.

Myra aid, "I'v n
r 1 ft him in a k nnel
and I'm not ab ut to tart n w. It w uld br 'ak
hi h art. And min ."
h all d th ir t, Dr. Ja b , and t ld
h
. n.
his bladder r tenti
b
ur , th r,, r..,
1
it."
" o," , id M ra. h th ught of how
Will' m th r' la t d y had b n prolonged
by intensive car and a r pirat r and how
grim it had all been. Will' mother b came a
body for the doctor to pump air, drug , and
fluids into. Josh was already diminished to a
tenth of hi former being. He' beginning to
die, she told her If firmly, which is a natural
a proce as being born: a long a he' not in
pain, don't interfere.
But there wa till the probl m of the ap
proaching trip. A he told Dr. Jacob about it,
she felt h r elf talking too long and giving too
many details. She felt a though he were ask
ing for sympathy about th nightly and noon
waterings. It took her a long time to work up
to the question, "When hould we tart think
ing about putting him out of hi mi ry?"
"You'r obviously already thinking about
it. ur ing an old p t is a lot of work, and
you'v g tad adlin f rt
ming up w1th
thi vacation."
"But when will w kn
whc t' the right
tim ?"
"As long as you'r a king that qu tion, it
hasn't come yet. When it com , you'll knm.v."

*

*

*

Thew kend b for th y w re to 1 ave for
Florida, the Butler gav a party. Shopping,
cleaning the hou e, and preparing food
should have been a happy distraction, but
instead they argued hotly about how much to
spend on the des erts and whether to have a
bar or serve only champagne.
In the middle of the fight Myra said, "I
can't give a party. All I think about is that
damned dog."
They took Josh outdoors before the guests
arrived. During the party, he lepton their
bed. When they t ok him out again at two
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A.M., h
m d all right.
en
morning, wh n Myra
of
hk
. Whil
1
h
h 'd
r to
1i
udd nl
rd in two 1
whil
d up and b
t 11">
ry part of him.
1th
pas
·nm
m uth
op n,
1 tl
rk g
1 of the
d g b d. M ra had ne
·tn
troke,
but h kn wJo hha
ha
that
he was paralyzed. Only his si
d a he
slowly br athed.
She woke Will and together they stood,
Myra in her nightgown and Will in his paja
ma, looking down at the rigid animal.
"I'll call Dr. Jacobs," Will aid, pringing
into action.
"It's Sunday," Myra aid.
"I'll call the Vet School. They'll have some
one on duty. They could probably do ome
thing for him, or if it' hopele , they could
put him
le p."
"I ha
ate pr ion."
"The
no nic way to ay it."
"I don't want to mov him. L t's wait."
"I'm going to call th Vet School," Will
aid.
Myra lo ked at Jo h' whit whi k r , the
whit fur n hi muz7lc, th
ay the brown
from th top of hi h ad pill d ov r hi for h ad and mad a ma k around his y . Sh
ran the tip f h r finger up th white tr ak
between hi ey and across th top of hi
head. H didn't tir. Jo h's tongu was stick
ing to th d g bed. Sh dropp d ome water
on it to loo n it and th n lid a w t cloth and
a pi c f pla tic und r it o it wouldn't tick
again. He didn't lick hi chop . He didn't
move.
Will came back from the phone. "They said
since they've never see him before, they'd
have to do a complete workup. That's $50.
Their euthanasia fee i another $50."
''Do you want to put him through that?"
Myra a ked. "Being moved and the workup?"
'1' d like to have it over, for him and us."
They both looked at the quiet dog, so re
mote in his immobility yet so familiar in his
habitual re tful po e. When a baby' le ping,
Nexus

you d n't wake him, Myra thought.
"I can't do it y t," h aid. "L t' wail."
Will h k hi head, but h could
h
wa going to giv in. ''W 'd b tter put om
pla ti und r th dog b d." H f und a larg
pi
and tog th )r th y lid it und rn ath.
J h lay , b olutcl . till.
"I'll t, with him if ye u want to hav
breakfa t," Myra aid. h th ught h h uld
volunt r for th fir t hift.
They took turn taying in the bedroom, on
and off, all day. Myra graded themes. Will
read the paper. Myra went out for a walk in
the late afternoon, inventing the excuse of re
turning a book to ome friend . She wound up
telling them the whole story. They invited her
to stay for a drink.
"I'd better get home," he said, guilty that
she'd been gone so long. When she opened
the front door, Will called down to her.
"He lapped some water from my hand,
even though he still can't rai e his head! He
tried to wag hi tail!"
"Oh, good!" she answered, responding to the
pleasure in Will's voice, which she took as a tacit
apology for his being too willing to "put Josh to
sleep." At the same time, she felt disappointed.
She realized he'd been braced for th end.
Monday morning, he g t to hi f t and
stagg r d a f w t p . H was hungry and
thir ty. Myra put hi fo d di hon a tool be
cau e he fell down wh n h tried to tand,
lower his head, and eat-all at the same time.
Will helped him to go outdoors and to squat.
Before they left for work, they devised a
sling to go around Josh' stomach so Myra,
a s lf-de cribed ninety-nin pound weak
ling could help him take his noon walk. The
walk was crooked, zigzagging in short,
drunken bursts, but it had Josh's zestful
spirit. Somehow she managed to hoist him
up the five porch steps. "Gallant doggie,"
she told him, laughing, when they made it
to the top. Back in the house, she steered
him so he didn't bump into furniture.
Quickly, before she had to rush back to
school, she phoned Dr. Jacobs to tell him
about the stroke.
"I can give him cortisone if you want to
bring him in," he said. "Otherwi e, let him
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take it easy. Sleep. Rest. Go out if he wants
to."
"That's what we're doing," she aid.

happy to b laid back int

car.

to tho

w
t

*

*

*

Each day Josh impr v d. By Friday, h wa
walking in a straight lin and abl to eat from
the floor. He didn't eem to b in pain. H
thumped his tail when Will came horn from
work.
''He's a lot better, isn't he?" Will said.
Myra remembered the paralysis. ''He sure
is."
"What are we going to do about the vaca
tion?" Will said.
She had not one doubt. 'We're taking him
with us."
They stayed at home Saturday to give Josh
one more day of recuperation. Myra's best
friend, Kath, went to a play with them, and
during the intermission Myra caught Kath up
on what they had decided to do about Josh
and the trip to Florida. Myra was surprised
when she saw a warning in Kath's face.
"It's at least a two-day drive," Kath said.
'What will you do if... something happens?"
Myra's whole attention had been on decid
ing not to have Josh "put to sleep." She hadn't
really thought very much about "something
happening" during the vacation.
"I guess I haven't talked to you since last
weekend," she said. 'We were worried then,
but he's a lot better."
'Well," said Kath doubtfully, '1 guess
there are vets just about everywhere."
Sunday early they packed the car. Nor
mally Josh would have sat in the front seat the
whole time so as not to be left behind. This
time he scarcely noticed the preparations. The
back seat folded down to make a large flat
area where Will laid the dog bed with Josh on
top of it.
The Butlers left in a holiday mood, with
cassettes to listen to and books to read aloud.
When they stopped for food and gas, Will
lifted Josh out of the car. He swayed by the
roadside on his unsteady legs. He tottered a
few steps and drank some of the water they'd
brought in a gallon jug for him. He seemed

k

were forbidden by law to accept animal .
After supper, the Butlers drove into South
Carolina and found a motel just aero s the
state line. Will took Josh for a hort stroll.
Myra fed him his dinner, letting him eat mo t
of it out of her hand. Half an hour later, they
were watching the evening news when Josh
made a high pitched ound and got to his feet.
He took a drink. He turned around once on
the dog bed. He lay back down and the But
lers saw the convulsion of stroke happen
again. When he lay still after the pa m had
passed, his side was no longer moving.
They turned off the TV and waited for him
to start breathing again-Will kneeling on one
side of him and Myra on the other. Will said,
"Maybe he's just unconsciou ." Myra put her
ear to his rib but there wa no ound. Sh
couldn't b Ii ve it. H
·
·
·
ev ryway xc pt th
protrud d. Still,
1,
a hand ome and
alin
e
wasn't breathing and his heart had topp d.
How could it happen, just like that? She
moved over next to Will. They at side by
side, on the ugly r d and brown hag carp t,
and waited for their dog to br ath , or mov ,
or show some ign of lif -fiv minut s, ten
minutes, fifteen. othing changed. Finally,
Will put his ear to Josh's side again and lis
tened. "He's dead," Will said.
Myra felt like a child sent to bed with no
supper, for no reason, and with no idea that
forgiveness and a fresh day would come. It
wasn't fair. She put her arms around Will and
cried. She thought she'd been ready for Josh to
die, but she wasn't. She thought she'd ac
cepted the natural fact of death-wrong again.
When she felt Will weeping, too, her tears
changed from those provok d by inju tice and

ofr li f. At 1 a t it wa

over.
'What a g
'drag
h
1 t go of Will
uld bl w h r no .
"I didn't t 11 ou, "Will aid. 'Wh n It k
him ut b f r , th r w, ad gin th n t
yard th, th want d t g and
.1 didn't I )t
him. I mad him rn ba k in with m ."
"That' all right," Myra id.
'1 could hav at lea t 1 t him go and visit
that other dog."
"You did the right thing."
"Oh, dear." Will put his arms around her
and rested his head against hers.
"There' always going to be something like
that," she said. She thought of all the times
she'd smacked Jo h on the nose to stop him
from barking at visitors.
"What are we going to do now?" Will said.
"Sleep. I'm exhausted."
"I mean a bout him. Do you want to go
home so we can bury him in the back yard?
Or have Dr. Jacob cremate him?"
"I don't want to do either of tho e things,"
Myra said. "I want to do nothing. I have to get
used to his being dead. We'll figure out what
to do tomorr w."
They mov d Jo hon his dog b d to the
til d dr ing r m part of th m t 1. Th y
bru h d th ir t th and g t und r th c v r .
At two in th m ming, th y both w ke up, a
though by appointment, and both went to the
bathroom. Myra tiptoed uneasily past the dog
bed with its stiff, silent sleeper.
''Let' carry him out now," Myra whis
pered. "In th m ming ther 'll be p opl ."
As qui tly a po ible, sh op ned and
held the motel door, then opened the hatch
back of the car. With a soft grunt, Will
scooped up the dog bed with Josh upon it.
They covered him with a beach towel and got
back into bed.
"I feel like a grave robber," Will whispered.

*

*

*

Dr. orton, at the only veterinary hospital
in town, was a heavy-set man in his sixties.
Snapshots of horse , cows and hunting dogs
adorned his bulletin board together with

te timonial from atisfied cu tamer . Dr.
orton rai ed a pair f haggy, gray ey brow wh n the Butl r m ntion d er ma
tion.
"W don't do that," h aid. ' ob dy
ar und h r d
lhat."
Myra t th di tin t impr i n that 'w '
m ant m r th nth
t rinary h pita! p cifically. It m ant 'we uth Carolina Bapti t
in general.'
'What do people do?" Will asked.
"You saw that big restaurant just over the
state line, the one with the amusement park
and all? That man has a lot of money and he
had a dog that died. Had it embalmed. Had a
special little cement-lined coffin made for it.
Held a funeral and buried it in the family plot.
Had a headstone carved outta imported
Eyetalian marble. Cost him $15,000 time he
was done."
When Dr. orton had finished his story,
Myra had the feeling that she and Will were
supposed to laugh, but she couldn't do it. She
was grateful when Will said, with a wry smile,
''That's a bit more than we had in mind. What
do ordinary folks do?"
''People bury their animals on their own land.
People have an old hunting dog that's about to
go, th y might take it out to their woods, hoot it
and bury it. Th landfill has a trench for diseased
hogs and such. Your dog could go in there."
Myra's repugnance must have showed on
her face.
'1 guess that's not what you want. Let me
make a call. You ay you're headed south?
The body'll give you a couple days -more
time than most people think. Maybe some
body on down the road cremates."
Dr. Norton's end of the phone conversa
tion was un huh, un huh, un huh. "Charleston
or Savannah," he said after he hung up.
"Some funeral homes there cremate people. I
don't know about dogs, but at least they have
the equipment."
"Charleston's on the coast," Will said.
"Savannah?" Myra said.
'1t's on your way," Dr. Norton said,
"You'll be there by noon."
Back in their car, Myra said, "Maybe we
should just take him to my sister's and bury
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him in her yard. Though maybe that's not
such a great idea-her yard looked tiny in
those pictures she sent. And a condo -there'
bound to be all kinds of peopl coming and
going. She aid it's on a bu y tr t."
"I don't think we hould put thi n y ur
ister. W hould take care of it b f r w g t
th r if w can."
Myra glanc d into the back f th car,
where the early morning sun was ju t touch
ing the beach towel with brightness and
warmth. Josh, especially in his old age, had
always liked lying in a spot of sun. She slid
the Mozart Flute Concerto into the cassette
player and lay back in her seat to soothe her
self with music while Will drove. Rt. 95,
straight and wide and dull, for miles. That
was fine with her. Savannah was a long ways
away. Nothing had to be done till then. I sup
pose it's bizarre, she thought, to be driving
along a turnpike with a dead dog in the back
of the car. But right now, it's what I want to do.
The Southern sun also made Savannah
bright and warm. Will found a shady parking
spot. Palms marched down the street toward
a luncheonette.
Surrounded by Southern accents, the But
lers sat at a small round table and ordered
shrimp salad. Will took the fir t crack at the
pay phone and Yellow Pag s.
"Your tea looks like that instant tuff with
lemon and sugar," Myra said when he re
tume~.,She knew he liked brewed tea, plain.
Wills hand waved his acceptance of the
tea. '1 called two funeral parlors that adver
tised cremation. One said they only do hu
mans. The other wanted $200."
"You're kidding."
yYill laughed. ''Maybe they figure it by
weight. For a person, it's $800."
During Myra's turn, she tried the SPCA.
The person who answered the phone didn't
know anything. Those who knew were at
l~nch. She tried another funeral home, but she
d1dn' t succeed in making herself understood.
It was hard for her to think of Jash as a "dead
dog." When she began to use those words
about him, she detached herself from the
whole situation. Everything got muddled. It
even got funny.

"If you call th Sanitati n D p rtment,
they'll c m and tak th d g away," aid the
man at th other nd. "Th y put th m in the
landfill."
Sh
ngup.
h
d to
Will.

uw,ntt pay 2 0?"
" o way."
" eith r do I. Thi hrimp alad i n't bad."
"Good com muffin, too."
"Southern style," aid Will, who fancied
himself a bit of a cook.' o sugar. ow if only
they'd leave the tea alone."
"Imagine ating a ummery lunch lik
this back horn . We'd b ha ing hot bean
soup," Myra aid. She'd been thinking
maybe they'd have to drive back to Phila
delphia after all. "The ground's till froz n
at home, isn't it?"
Will nodded.
Wet and cold, she thought. She didn't want
t? ~ut her friend' b dy into an icy grave. She
finished her la t tomato lice and got up to
phone again.
'1t' s my tum," aid Will.
"I'll go."
She tart d in on th Ii t of eterinarian .
Am ng th fir t t n nam th r wa on
woman, Dr. J n r n. Th nam r ch d
?ut to h r, lik h r m th r' oic calling h r
mat dusk for upp r. She had a hunch that
Dr. Green would not mention a landfill.
"Dr. Green' at lunch," aid an int llig nt
femal voice. "Thi i an, the v t' a i tant.
Can I h Ip you?"
Myra mad her pr dicam nt plain.
"Oh dear," an aid. 'What a ad thing to
have happen, and when you're far from
home."
It was the first expression of sympathy
Myra had had-even Dr. orton, who'd tele
phoned on their behalf, hadn't had anything
to offer about their loss. Coming from a
stranger in a strange city, it brought tears to
Myra's eyes.
"It's been hard," she said.
"We don't have the faciliti for crema
tion," Nan aid, "and as far a I know, and
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I'v liv d h r fort n y ar and worked for
Dr. r nth whol tim , n avannah v t
do. I buri d my cat in my backyard," h ad
mitt d. " tri tly again t ity ordinanc , but
that' wh r I want d h r t b . I'm ur you
don't want to int m1pt ur a ati n b driv
ing ba k to Phil, d lphic . But w ha ( big
r frig r, t r in th be m nt h r and we
could k ")p ur d g for y u. Y u uld pi k
him up n y ur way ba k fr m Fl rida and
pack him with dry ic in a tyrofoam gam
bo -they're le s than five dollars. Then you
could bury him at home."
Ice, again, Myra thought-no. '1'm not
sure that' what we want to do. Though it' a
kind offer."
"It do prolong everything. Oh, I know,"
an aid. 'We got an announcement the other
day from a guy we've had some dealing
with. He's a groomer and ha a kennel. I think
he' offering people places on his property
where they can bury pet . He got a clearance
from the city. Hold on."
an was back in a minute. ''Ye, Roy Gibb
is offering what I aid. His place is out in the
southea t uburbs. I've been there-it's nice,
some woods around his building, no markers
or anything. It's not exactly what you'd call a
pet c m t ry. I don't know what h charge ."
tting Mr. ibb ' numb rand thanking
an, Myra f lt a glimm r f h pe.
Roy ibb answ red th phone himself.
"It' $50," he aid, "and I'll dig the hole for
you. I'll show you a few pot and you can
choo e."
He gave Myra lengthy direction . She
watch d for ign whil Will drove-to fa t,
she thought, or mayb it wa ju t that v ry
thing was suddenly p ding up. ''That was
it!" she aid as they overshot an exit on the
Beltway. Will swore and pulled over onto the
shoulder. A truck roared by them, shaking
their car in its backwash. Cars whizzed by
after the truck.
'Tm not sure this is a good idea," Myra
said.
''We can find it," Will said. ''We just have
to go up to the next exit and come back" He
rolled down the window and stuck his head
out, waiting for a break in the traffic. He
Nexus
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war again.
"Im an, I'm not ure I can leave him h re."
Will I ok d ready to xpl d . "W 11, what
the h 11 do you want to d ?"
Myra
cry. "I don't kn
r
wa
·
to do, but al
· g
on
ay hould r ·
din
couldn't b ar
Jo
annah. H w
nd m
if
him down her
. H 'II
think I've abandoned him.
''We can drive home if you want," Will
said, more calmly but still with a trace of im
patience. "But it means no vacation."
Myra closed her eyes and kept shaking her
head-no, no, no. o to everything. I choose
none of the above.
"I don't want to leave him-anywhere," she
blurted. When she heard her elf say that, she
knew she'd hit the truth and that, therefore,
Savannah was as good as any other place. She
would never want Josh to be anywhere except
with them. She dried her eye and cleared her
throat of tear .
"Let's go to the next exit and backtrack,"
she said.
'1t' s okay?"
"Let's at least
his place."
"I think it' our b st shot. Maybe our only
hot." Will put th car in gear and tuck hi
h ad out th wind w again.
He's dead, Myra thought and if he' dead,
he' not going to come looking for me. If his spirit
does, well, a spirit can find me from anywhere.
After two more missed turns and one stop
for directions, the Butlers finally found the
right tr t, in a r idential area. Will had been
ubdued inc the top on th B ltway. Now
he aid, "I want to dig the grave."
"Yes," Myra said. She was pleased that
he'd thought of it. '1'll help," he said.
Roy Gibbs' kennel was a low building sur
rounded by shady woods. Its siding was
weathered gray wood. The yard was sandy
soil sprinkled with live oak leaves and pine
needles.
Myra completed the forms the girl at the
desk handed her. Roy Gibbs, whose lined
face, lean body and laconic manner could
have belonged to a South Dakota ranch
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hand, turned the poodle he was dipping
over to the girl and escorted the Butler out
doors.
"This way," he said.
"I want to dig the grave," Will aid. "We
both want to, if that's all right with you."
"It's fifty dollars, wh th r you do it or I
do."
"That's all right." Myra could tell by th
tarch in Will's voice that h didn't like any
hint that his desire to dig Josh's grave himself
was an economy measure.
Roy Gibbs' glance seemed to say they were
a couple of fools. Myra became aware of how
they must look to him, pale where he was
tanned, soft where he was calloused. She was
glad she was wearing a cotton turtle neck,
long cotton pants, and old running shoes. Will
had on his good leather boots, khakis, and a
new plaid sport shirt with long sleeves. As
usual, he was better dressed than she was, but
still not too fancy to dig.
Roy Gibbs apparently decided not to stand
in their way. He led them to an open tool shed
and handed Will a spade and an axe. "For the
roots." He gave Myra a rake. "So you can put
things back as they were." Shouldering a mat
tock, he led them around the end of the build
ing and into the woods. Myra, stepping over
catbriar and blackberry, felt the sw1 warm on
her back like a blessing. Below them through
the trees she noticed blue water, part of th
lake they'd seen on their map as they'd
struggled to get here. Josh liked all kinds of
water-for drinking, wading, swimming,
shaking off his coat in a spiral of spray.
Roy Gibbs walked through the open
woodland parallel to the shore, then stopped
near the base of a big live oak. "This is as good
a spot as any," he said. I like it, Myra thought.
We've found the place.
Will was scuffing his boot through the hu
mus, to get an idea of the soil.
'~ou have to go down a yard. City ordi
nance."
"Right," Will said. He unbuttoned his shirt.
His skin looked white and his undershirt even
whiter.
"Put the topsoil on one side and the subsoil
on the other. Then you can put them back in

the right order."
Will nodd d.
"Thi pot i p rf ct," Myra aid.
Roy Gibbs I ked at her without xpr ion.
Sh wished h 'd used m th r adjectiv .
''P r£ t" unded girlish and dumb. "
id. H tum and we lk
lat r," h
" dd duck," Will aid. H hun hi shirt
v r a bu h and tu k th pad into th
gr und. H mil d at Myra wh nit lid ea...,ily
into th andy oil. "I'll g t thi tart d," he
said. "Then we can go and get Jo h."
Will used the axe often on tough, eris crossed pine and oak root . As he went
deeper, the soil became more dense, more
day-like, and the root disappeared. Even the
subsoil was dry and friable, pleasant to the
touch. Myra was relieved they weren' t coping
with the heavy, wet, frozen earth at home.
They would have had to build a fire on it first,
to thaw out the top layer.
They took turns, though Will did the major
part of the labor. The weight of the earth felt
right to Myra a she lifted it up over the edge
of the grave and shifted her feet in the hole to
find the next place to sink in the spade. When
they thought the hole wa the right size an d
depth, they went back to the car and carried
Josh to the spot on hi dog b d. Will m ea ured
Jo h's b dy using th rake handle a a rul r.
"Too mall," h aid. "H ' bigg r than I
thought." He wip data mosquito and
jumped back into th hole to widen and
lengthen it, chopping down on the sides and
shoveling out the soil as it fell in big clumps to
the bottom. Will wa digging a true, quare
comered grave. It wa a talent Myra hadn' t
knownh had.
"Get up you lazy beast," she aid to Josh .
"Go jump in the lake. You can't lie there all
day sleeping."
Will smiled. His back above his undershirt
glistened with sweat. Myra ran her hand over
Josh's fur. Underneath the softness he was
hard as stone, like the cement flooring beneath
the shag carpet in the motel last night. Rigor
mortis, she thought, as in, "Dr. Watson, rigor
mortis has set in."
. It wasn't easy to lower the stiff, heavy body
mto the deep hole, but between them they

managed. This wasn't h r dog anymore,
Myra thought. Jo h had gon away and this
wa ju t what
ft, an unlit hou , a coat
d
h
.
how hi
b
d
f
1
hard, wanting n t t
the t b unc a ain,
wanting t
t him v r d. Wh n h
couldn't
ny trac f fur, h hand d th
hov 1 to Will. Quickly, th y fini hed filling
in the ub oil, then the topsoil in a mound,
then raked humus over the mound's sur
face.
'1t's a good grave," Myra said.
"He was a good dog," said Will. It was
Josh's eulogy.
The burial had taken an hour. They re
turned the tools, paid Roy Gibbs, and washed
their hands and faces.
"Let's get something to eat/' Will said
when they got back in the car. They found a
deli and bought food and sodas. They called
Myra's si ter to tell her what had happened
and that they would be arriving in Florida
later than they'd thought.
They sat in the deli parking lot with the
car doors open, wolfing down roast beef
sandwiches-Josh's favorite. Myra
thought-there's no whiskey, but this is the
wak . Sh wi hed they had a room nearby
o th y could go ther and mak love.
'Tve got a bli t r," Will aid, rubbing his
hand.
'1 liked that place," Myra said.
'We can stop here on our way back if you
want."
'1 don't think I'll need to."
"Me neith r. I also think I don't want an
other dog."
Myra met Will's gaze and nodded. ''He
wasn't just a dog/' she said.
Even with the doors open, it was getting
warm in the car. Myra took off her shoes.
Her socks were sweaty and dusted with
sand. She took them oft too, and shook the
sand off onto the asphalt of the parking lot.
Whan children die, or grow up and go
away, you don't go out and get new ones,
she thought. You go on to whatever's next.
Her chest was sore from crying. Tomorrow,

she knew, her shoulders would ache from
digging. Her to felt light and free.

Margaret A. Robinson has published three novels
Arrivals and Departures, Courting Emma Howe,
and A Woman of Her Tribe, as well as short stories in
Fiction Network, The Pennsylvania Review, and
Red.book. Her op-ed essays appear regularly in The
Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Night's Desires

Untitled

Jean-Marc Sens

Th p n fi ld of th b d
i a whit quar
where she lie
in the moon' attracti n.
Cars pass outside,
one by one.
Their beams swing
slash stripes through the window sash
-dark sheen pulled up over the night's hide.
My hands slowly ply the geography
of her arms and calve ,
round her shoulders,
and mark the overt crescent
of her flank.
The night grows tighter in her thighs
whittling, swaying my body
braiding deeper, bigger inside her.

Jean-Marc Sens writes from his home in Hattiesburg,
Mississippi.

Thomas Edwards
Thomas Edwards currently lives in Louisiana.
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Cathedral

Sleepwalk
Laura Albrecht

When th -. m( on ris s
Slow, looking bitt n
As it wan , the color
Of a fading tangerin ,
I will walk through
Your sleep and leave
My boot prints embedded
Black across your dreams,
Waver my fingertips
Through your curled
Eyelashe , pres my
Fast lips to your
Slowed breath rhythms,
Weave my dark hair to
Chains and wrap them
Around your bent neck.
I will shred your sheets
And hang the rags from
my teeth, white tangled
Flag falling limp,
Shining faintly in
The moonlight strained
Thr ugh your op n window.
And I will stand till
In your sleep, laughing
High through the night
So you wake chilled,
Curled in the lingering
Fog of my wake, the scent
Of my breath and the trace
Of my hand prints haunting
Your face, my wide awake
Smile spread, an aftertaste
Across your dry mouth.

..

. ..

Laura Albrecht's current interests range from a new
book of poetry to writing plays. She is a Wright State
alumna and has been published in Nexus and Flights to
name but a fe1.v.

Maciej Skawinski

MllcteJ S~nskz lwes in Wroclaw, Poland and has plwtograplred
~al senes on Romania, Poland, and outlying countries. Maciej
IS represented in the United States bi; David S. Hm1ng.
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Rave

Terrier
David Henson

Her mind i a dog off th I a h.
It craps in the neighbor' chry a.nth mum ,

nips at his

ikes, chews his news.

It prowls the night,

rousting garbage, yodelling with trains.
Once she caught the neighbor
good-girting it a juicy slab
and charged screaming in the nick.
She's why-bothered whistling it back it'll find a needlepoint of sleep soon enough.
Till then let it tree the stars,
leave its muddy tracks on the moon.

Jack Bowman

DavidHenson is an American and has been living and
working near Bmssels the past six years. He's had two
chapbook published, with work recently or upcoming
in Asylum, Laurel Revi w, Pudding, and The Little

Jack Bowman is a graduate student at Ohio State
University. He is a school teacher in Troy and a
photography teacher at the Dayton Art Institute.

Magazine.
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florals and other designs by Raoul Dufy

In Summer's Light

Shirley McKee

Mitch Wieland

ti u nowflak
inlaid in black
butterfly infu ion
purple bachelor button
poppies (red) with daisie
several broken wheat stalks

woodblock print
black sunflowers
black violets
skunktail leaves
red red rose
whirlpool
blackveined leaf
yellow tulip
purple giant
sweet pea in dirt
chry anth mum for t
pink r d black

barred iris
slit petal
blue and r d
dotted wi
torn, patched
indigo with black strands

if th re is color,
it hang b hi1 d , tiff urt, in
in a m d re t br z
flattened lik flow r
b tween paper
in wooden presses
with wing nut crew
swung in backward
right and left,
white and black,
perfume and tra h

arch

music in a tarni hed axophone
brush foot andal bare
in oil- lick d puddle
incense burned from
amethyst and em rald

time waiting b tw en
th mirag of a h
andth hor offir
the imprisonment
of eyelid

the syrupy w tn
of crush d ra pberrie
under a brandy flame

Shirley McKee i a Wright State U11iver ity alumna.

ndi's cut in th front yard, orb n
a leep in h r arms, fir ,fli de n ing ar und
th m lik th magi du t th, told i n y h, r
a ter u ~ t thr w. Th ·un i g n but till
th ky' full of col r d light, pa t 1 hade
that run and blend tog ther, parate in new
way . Enough light lingers over the grass to
see the look of concern in Cyndi's eye . She's
worried about me again.
A decad ago, ju tout of high chool, the
two of u liv d tog th r for a couple of years.
We never got marri d, but that was me. It's an
old story though, full of excu es like, 'We
were too young," or, 'We didn't know what
we wanted." Excuse that don't change what
happened anyway.
ow, in a rented trailer on a hill, the Ohio
farmland rolling in gentle swells around us,
we are her to try again. Between us there's
my nurnerou false starts, thou ands of mile
of drifting. She has her divorce and Corbyn.
Cyndi come out of the gath ring dusk,
lender in w m j ans, my fad d Spring t n
T- hirt ti d t h w h r pal tomach.
Corbyn' h ad r
on h r houlder, a fi tful
of h r auburn hair in hi tiny hand. She looks
down at where I sit on the trailer steps,
nudges a dusty big toe at my knee.
"I can hear the wheels turning from here,"
she ays. In th had w I can ee her mile.
"Only g d thought ."
Cyndi tou 1 my hair th way he do
Corbyn' . Sh rnov around me, up the steps.
'The sky just keeps on burning," she says,
looking back. The screen door slaps the frame
when she disappear inside.
Over the valley the sunset breaks up, now
smudge of violet haze across the horizon.
Here and there, lights in the box-like farm
houses come on. The warm yellow light from
their windows gives them the look of great
ships at sea.
I grew up in this valley. Spent my teenage
year on the two-Ian that snake through the

r pland. I ran them a if th d vil him lf
w r on my tail, lo ing in. I th ught nc I
had found a way out, I'd n v r 1 k back.
yndi slid d wn n xt to m . "Planning
your e ap ?" h a ks.
I try to act surprised. ''Why would I want
to do that?"
"You forget we grew up together, Martin. I
remember the signs."
She's got me there. She knows more than
anyone when I'm feeling restless, when I've
got that urge to move on. All my adult life I've
never been able to stay in one place for too
long. I think of saying something witty,
maybe try to sound nonchalant. Instead, I look
down at my hands.
''It's going well, isn't it?" she asks quietly.
I pull Cyndi close. ''Yes," I say, "it's going
well."
For a long time we sit, watch the full dark
ness come on, silent, still.

*

*

*

Sometime watching Cyndi takes me back
to our school day together, makes m fe I
happier ornehow. Today we're at the local
park. She dances out ahead of us, running
through the grass by the pond, chasing ducks.
She acts as if she's never seen a duck in her
entire life.
Cyndi turns and comes up to Corbyn with
long menacing steps. He's reduced to a gig
gling mass in my arms, a two year-old laugh
machine that can't stop.
"Tickle monster," she whispers, fingers
squeezing her son's ribs.
"Mommy, the rides," Corbyn says when
he's calm enough to speak. He points to the
other side of the park where the Ferris wheel
turns through the summer haze.
We walk along the edge of the pond, past
the young boys with their fishing poles and
their new punk haircuts. Even in this small
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town, the world eventually gets through. The
recorded music of th merry-go-round drifts
through the trees. Cyndi watches Corbyn
wander away from us, his head turning thi
way and that, curiou ab ut verything h
sees.
"H ' growing fa t," he igh .
I spread my arms wid . "Soon h 'll b
roaming the world, ailing the seven a ."
'Not funny, Martin." The playful edge leaves
her voice. "He's going to marry Robin Dunn, the
little girl from down the road. They'll live nearby,
happily ever after and all that."
"Sounds like Terry Grimm and Libby
Myers. The time we double dated with them
here. Now there was an ideal couple."
Cyndi laughs so hard Corbyn looks back,
wondering what he's missed. "Just like us,
right?"
"Good one," I say.
"You're right." She shrugs her shoulders.
"That wasn't fair. I can't blame you forever
now, can I?"
I skip a stone across the smooth glass of the
pond. "So, what ever happened to old
Grimm?"
"I thought you knew?" Cyndi says, sur
prised. "He joined the Peace Corps."
"Grimm?"
"After you left town. He came around one
day while I was at our old apartment, packing
my things. He said if you could get out, then
he could, too."
"The Peace Corps?" I picture Terry teach
ing villagers the finer aspects of raising com.
The thought pleases me.
"He just decided one day. The last I heard
he was in northern Thailand, working with
hill tribe people."
We pass the swimming facility and its con
crete block changing rooms. Dozens of
screaming children pack the kiddie pool, wa
ter flying everywhere. Corbyn points at the
Ferris wheel ahead and claps his hands. If
anything, the young boy knows exactly what
he wants.
"I bet you didn't realize you left such a
legacy behind?" Cyndi says.
In high school, I had been the one to talk
about leaving the area, seeing the world, as if

In Summer's Light

the answer t life' qu tion lay off in ome
distant plac . T rry' dr am had b en t buy a
house and marry Libby y r .
"I wouldn't call I a in t wn a 1 gacy."
Sh tak my arm. "You forget, around
her it is."
T g th r, w We Ik thr ugh th ntran c to
th amu m nt p rk, orb n 1 ading the way.

Often I wake in th night, lie there in the
smooth darkne s, and think. Cyndi's right
about that. I've always got omething going
on in my head, as if to figure everything out
would make things go my way.
Tonight the thoughts come at me like um
mer moths around a porch light. Cyndi's got
her warm body curled around mine, the heet
tangled and damp around our feet. Hot air
pushe down like it carries weight.
When I lived here before, nights like this
would find me up, out on the highway, racing
through the gear . I ran the twisting roads
until I had every curve, every downgrade,
and rise burned into my memory. Dark night
rushed at the wind hield. My headlights
stabb d only as far as the upcoming tr tch of
: that next
road. That' all I wanted t
tion of op n highway wh r , b yond my
light , th world wait d for m , a my t ry.
Cyndi stirs in h r 1 p. Sh
ttle again
into her dreams. Her son slumber in his crib a
few feet away. Their love for me seems o full,
so complete, I can actually feel it in the air
around me. I ki s her cheek, then lie back and
tare at the dark space above wh r I know
the ceiling to be.

*

*

*

My old pickup truck rattles and smokes as
I putter my way home. I've been in town do
ing substitute teaching at the middle school.
For the last three weeks, they've had me cover
for a teacher in the hospital. The lush farm
land slides past my open window, barns and
fields and houses etched on my mind from
long ago. Everything looks exactly the same,
as if time has forgotten about the area and

neglect d to pu h thing forward.
At the drive, I get the mail-lots of junk
ad with
i d in. Our neighbor
has 1 ft an
f The Watchtower.
Halfway u
·
· i taking down
th laund
bill
th n
c
a
I park
tl
w1
lop f
g
t
him to wh r
1
1
ba k t balanced on her narrow hip . We m ve up the
hill to th trailer.
''Your day?" Cyndi asks, watching her
bare feet in the tall green grass.
"Little Bobby Marks asked me who God
was again."
Cyndi laugh . "And?"
'1 told him I'd get back to him on that
one."
At the trailer Corbyn starts to quirm. I put
him down to take the steps on his own.
Sitting at the kitchen table, I push away
Corbyn' s impre sive stack of coloring books
so I can open new paper. I turn to the comics
and start on my favorite one first. Some days
to the comic and start on my favorite ones
first. Some days I never make it beyond the
cartoons, ju t pass the paper to Corbyn and
his waiting ar nal of crayon .
Cyndi ort through th mail. Sh to e an
envelop onto the Calvin and Hobbes trip I'm
reading. QUESTION AUTHORITY i
tamped aero s the front in bright red ink. The
post mark reads Bolinas, California. I set the
letter off to the side and return to my comics.
"Aren't you going to read it?" Cyndi asks,
curious at thi intrusion from my past. She's at
the count r chopping celery for a oup. Her
movements are stiff, as if she's forcing her elf
to stay in control. There's a sudden tension
that charges the air between us.
She drops a handful of chopped celery into
the pot. ''You can read it, Martin. I know you
want to."
I study the Far Side cartoon in front of me.
The truth is I'm not really sure I want to read
the letter. I can guess what Jeff will have to
say.
Cyndi bites her lower lip, watching me.
She shakes her head. 'Why are you here? I

mean, this isn't a cage, you know?"
I look up, surprised.
H r eye darken. "All that thinking you do.
When do you ever 1 t me in on some of it?"
'W talk."
"Talk? Sure w talk-ab ut th weath r,
the un ts." yndi pau . We'r at that
it damplac wh r th truth c m and d
age, float ut darkly on th ir.
"I want to know about u ," h ay .
'What about u ?" To lat . I under tand
how tupid that ound , how it wa n't what I
should have said. I have no idea what the
right thing to say could have been.
She forces a harsh laugh. "Oh, please. Let's
not act out every bad love story that's ever
been done."
'What do you want me to say?"
A single bright tear spills down her cheek.
Only a moment has passed, but everything
has turned bad, like something low and mean
and full of hurt has swept into the room.
Cyndi turns and pushes open the screen door,
storming off into the front yard.
At my feet, Corbyn sits oblivious to the
world. He's got a fleet of toy trucks parked
across the rug. I tear open the letter and
read:

Dear MarhJ,
So how's life back in "Green Acres?"
Knte and I really miss you. It's not the same
fighting the madness of the world alone.
HA! We did, thought, organize the hell out
of a protest against the Nuke plant up the
coast. No more glow-in-the-dark fish for us!
You would've been proud-Kate even sat in
from of one of the gates a la Allen Ginsberg.
Take care and corne back soon. We need
you!
Your Pal, Jeff
Before coming to Ohio, I'd spent a year
in northern California working for various
causes, feeling at times that I could change
the world. But after the elation had died
down, something remained inside of me, a
kind of blind ache that went bone-deep and
left me wanting. Toward the end, protesting
felt nothing more than yelling into the wind.
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I start to fold the letter. On second thought,
I hand it down to Corbyn. He looks up at m
with his mother's yes.
"Color this for me," I tell him.
Outside, Cyndi it on th front t p . Sh
tar aero th vall y. Standing b hind her, I
qui tly wait.
"One /' h ay , till I king ah ad,
''Mick crune horn drunk, a real m an drunk.
This was before Corbyn. He broke things and
yelled and told me he hated being married.
He said it was suffocating him, and then
passed out on the living room floor." Cyndi
shakes her head. "I just left the house-it must
have been near midnight-but I left and
walked around the neighborhood. It took me
a while to realize I was still in my robe and
slippers.
'What I remember most is passing these
houses, some with blue lights from the TVs
flickering against the curtains. Everybody
seemed so settled in. I walked around for a
few hours and then went home."
She glances up at me. "You see, I still had
that stupid idea inside of me. Still thought I
could have some kind of home. Even with
Mick stone drunk on the floor, with all his
fights and rages, I wanted what tho e other
people seemed to have."
"And now?"
Her laughter catches in my stomach. "I don't
know/' she says. ''I guess that was just little girl
dreams. I'm thinking now the idea of a home is
one very outdated concept." She tries to smile.
''It's one of those childhood creations they feed
you, like Santa and the Easter Bunny."
I stand there a moment, helpless. I should
say something-I know that-tell her every
thing will be all right and that we'll hold it
together somehow. The words stick in my
throat. I turn around and go inside.

*

*

*

At my grandparent's farm, we wash layers
of dust off my old truck. Soap glistens on the
faded paint. Corbyn's even doing his part
with a sponge on the dented chrome bumper.
Cyndi takes the hose and rinses off what
I've already washed. She's in a good mood

t

·

·

· ·

o imagine
v always

mo ") off
finished
h turns th h
pc rkl
v r wh r . h ht g d aim,
mo ing w 11, blindin rn in th pr, . I
cha h r fir t 1 ft, th n right. ripping the
snaky green h
, I r 1 h r in, hand ov r
hand. Her laught r fall lik ummer rain
She wraps her arm around my neck and
kisses me. Then, taking the ho e again, he
runs off chasing Corbyn aero the wet
grass.
My grandmoth r stand at the door with
two clean towels. "You two alway u more
water on each other than on that old heap."
"It's Martin," Cyndi says, drying her face
"He just can't be serious." She winks at me as
he wraps Corbyn in the towel.
Grandpa steps outside. He giv me that
stem look he uses when som thing' on his
mind. "Come on, boy," he says in a gruff voice.
With a talk of clover betw n his teeth,
Grandpa leads me down th lane and pa t the
barn. The w ather d wood shimmer in th
heat. Edging th fi Id , wave aft r wav of
com, y llow-t pp d and rip , float out
around u . W tak
at on th er aky g, te.
"Glad you'r h r , n/' h finally ay .
"Feels right."
Aero s the pastur , cow tand like statues
under the shade tre s. "Feels good to me, too."
Grandpa clear his throat. ''It' not a bad
place, you know? B n her all my life." H
pulls the talk of clov r from hi mouth, I t · it
drift on the wind.
"So what's it like out west?" he asks.
I shrug. ''I don't know, just a place, I guess."
"Help me out here." Grandpa scrunches
his brow like he does when he reads the news
paper. ''If it's nothing special then why'd you
leave in the first place?"
"Because it was a different place," I say,
knowing my grandfather's leading to some
thing. ''You know, more people, more car ,
more things going on."
Grandpa takes off his hat. " o, Martin, I
can't say I under tand that. I may b old,

but I don't think I'd have wanted all that
fu around m v n wh n I wa young."
Th br z wand r lazily through th
c m. randpa 1 ar hi, throat again, put hi
hat nhi had.
" h ' a go d oul, th, t fri nd of y ur '."
I 1 k v >r. "Did randm put you up to
thi ?"
randpa mil lik a littl boy caught at th
cooki jar. "I don't n d your grandmother to
help me ee what's going on." From his over
alls he pulls a flask, the worn metal colored
like a silver dollar. "Listen, son, don't think
too much on this one. All that schooling of
your ain't worth much when it comes to
knowing what to do." He passe me the fla k.
"So I've learned."
"And learned right, too. I've b en around
ixty-eight and one-half years. I've een a lot
of p ople in my time. You ain't going to find
many like h r."
Grandpa it , waiting.
"I'm still trying to figure things out," I say at
last. ''Decide what I want." It hits me that I've
been saying the same lin for a very long time.
My grandfather laughs. ''Young people are
alway spinning their wheels, thinking the
answer's going to fla h b fore th m like a holy
rev lation." He rap hi hard knuckl s against
my kn . "But 1 t m t 11 you, om thing
can't b figur d. You could wait to go ice skat
ing in hell and no an wer would come."
I pass the flask over to him. "Why do you
care o much what I do?"
"I'm ju t trying to ke p you from being a
damn fo l lik your fath r." He hake his
head. ''That boy wa n ver happy with what
was in front of his no . And what's he got?
Some condo in Florida, away from his family
and friends, the life he knew. Honestly, I don't
see how your mother stands it, both of them
wrinkling up like prunes in the sun."
From the opposite hill, a hawk takes wing
off the huge power line tower. We watch it
glide on the air, then tuck and turn in a wide
circle. In a moment it passes over the distant
woods.

*

*

*

Butter-yellow m onlight falls through the
op n wind w. B ide me, Cyndi draws v n
br ath a h I p . I lip out of b d and pad
ar und orbyn' crib by th do r.
Out id , on my t p, th land dip and
rolls in th moonlight. Th Warri k farm
how di tinctly at th bottom f th hilt twin
·ilo ri ing against th dark. A bat flit around
the curity pole near th ir barn.
The creen door creaks on its hinges. Cyndi
sits down next to me, her slip bright and
sheeny.
''Martin/' she says, "you've got to give it a
rest."
"I'm not thinking a bit. Just listening to this
all night cricket concert here."
Cyndi looks at her hands. ''I didn't ask
your grandfather to talk with you."
''I know."
''I'm pushing too much, aren't I?" She
yawns and stretches out her arms. "Every
thing seems so mixed together."
Down on the highway, a coal truck heads
to the mine on a midnight run. The whine of
its tires carries well across the valley. I shiver
in the heat.
''Lonely ound, isn't it?" I ay.
Cyndi nods.
"Do you r m mb r th trip my family
u d to tak ?"
''I rem mb r." She pokes at my knee. ''You
were always gone the first two weeks of sum
mer. I hated waiting for you."
"Dad took his vacation as soon as school was
out. He called them scouting trips. The idea was
to check out other jobs and schools and places to
live. We slept in rest stops along the way, with
me in the back seat and my parents up front."
''Where did you go?"
"I don't remember the places anymore.
Just towns in other counties, other states.
The only clear memory I have is the sound
of eighteen wheelers. They always woke me
as they drove in and out during the night. I
used to love lying there, listening to them
on the highway."
''How about now?"
Her question catches me off-guard. I shake
my head. "Those trucks don't sound the same
to me anymore."
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"Why?"
"I guess my image has changed of the driv
ers. I u ed to think of them as free pirit .
Modern day heroes." I look at her. " wall I
ee i tired, lonely m n wh n v r g t t r t."
Cyndi laugh . "Ther may b h p f r y u,
Martin."
Across th vall y, a n ighb r' d g bark
once and stops. Th ound di in lh dark
ness. For a moment, I imagin my life will
never change: moving somewhere to make
things clearer in my head, moving again for
the same reason, following some tormented
cycle over and over until someday there will
be no place left to go. Like the truckers, I'll
live only for the flash of the road sign
ahead, the white line cutting the highway
center. The thought makes me shudder.
"What's going to happen to us?" Cyndi
asks, as if to the night.
A sensation comes over me as gentle as the
sigh of a summer breeze. I stand up and hold
out my hand. In a moment of clarity, I know
what to do.
'We are going to find that home of yours,"
I say, the words surprising me. She slips her
palm into mine. "And maybe Santa and that
Easter character as well."
I pull her to her feet.

*

*

*

''What is God?"
It's the last day of school before summer
break and Little Bobbie Marks is at it again. I
look across the room of third graders to find
his tiny hand raised high.
"Bobby," I say, stalling. "If I wasn't able to
tell you last week, I don't think I can tell you
today." Thirty pairs of eyes pin me down at
the front of the room. Cyndi will laugh when I
tell her about this one.
"God's a really busy guy," I say. The last
bell rings and I'm saved yet again. The kids
spring from their seats, flashes of color as
they put away their books and gather lunch
pails. In an instant, they are out the door,
running for the shiny, yellow buses that
wait at the curb. I hit the light switch, close
the door behind me.

Out in th hall,
rincipal app ar in th
ru h of ·
walk t g ther to the
doubl
front.
"Th
m
·
, Martin. Lotf, of
par nt
nti
mu h th ir hildr n ta
m
"Thank you, M
th
o. "
Th
. ipal d
Ii
pi
vi . "I
hall
go."
"A truth. I wa a pint- ized de il like the
re t."
"I've heard you've been away, too. That
you lived out west." Peters tudie me, curi
ous.
''You're right again."
'What brought you back? ot many re
turn once they've gone away."
We tand at the door in the stream of chil
dren. ' o more reasons to tay away, I guess.
Lots of reasons to come back."
He nods hi head.
''Mr. Peter , will you have any full-time
positions thi fall?"
Peters touche my leeve. '1 like you a lot,
Martin. I might have omething if Mr . Sharp
retire . Will you be around?"
I xtend my hand. "I'll b around."
In th playground th aft m n un
throw long slanting ray a r
th blacktop.
A group of kid play a pickup game of tag.
Laughing, qu aling, th y d dg and run,
throw giant shadow aero s the ground. I
watch them a moment, thinking that, perhap,
if Bobby Marks were here, I could try to an
swer his que tion. Tell him omething worth
knowing.
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Bill Daniels

Mitch Weiland's is from Dover, Ohio and is studying
for his M.F.A. in Creative Writing at San Diego State
University. His short stories have appeared in Missis
sippi Review, Modern Short Stories, Portland Re
view, Riverwild, and Sun Dog: The Southwest
Review.

Bill Daniels is a senior Management student at Wright
State University. He recently spent ten days in Cuba
with aglobal exchange-environmental study group.
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BOOK EIGHT
(from the "BOOK OF APPROXIMATIONS")

11

AGood Fuck
James Heller Levinson

James Heller Levinson

Ag dfu ki
hard t find
and BAD BOY wa n't
x mpt from
thi bio-logi-cal d
ficiency this
void groin defunct
par-o-dy a
woman should sat-is-fy
he would say
rueful after a night
of med-i-ocrity
spend eye-cradling
the dark listening
to cat screams
rooting for them

When what is behind is
in front, thrust forward
as incontestable presence, blotting
first daylight with the indignity
of drag, that harsh which refuses to
disappear, circling the wagon train of
hope capsules with condemnation,
I

hitch to you, quivering
at this moment of connection, knowing
only you can get me out, knowing,
too well, that if you let go,
I cave, spiralling downward, flesh shredded,
scraped away, punctured irredeemably
by the tightening thorns
of her hate.
Is it sanctimonious to tell
how much depends on you? Is the
load of ballast too much to
bear? Do you tire of my pleas?
Take heart: Sisyphus had outlets un
beknownst to the gods: The seven trea ure of the earth
shall unravel in profound bursts
before you, uncompromising in
their recital, erupting the strut of
their dance over the leaden toes
of your precondition, altering
to their swirl you will assume
the gait of ease, the swallow lope,
so smooth
great distances are gained over the earth without
ever touching.

Bad Boy
she tell BAD
BOY after a long
weekend Bad Boy you
had six-teen or
gasrns didnt know you was
countin he said
this thursday we be
datin nine weeks
she said Bad
Boy leap to con
clusion women more
num-er-ic-ally mind
ded

James Heller Levinson lives in Chatsworth, California
and has published in Synaesthesia, Third Lung Re
view, Onthebus, Impetus, Chiron Review, Black
Bear Review, Nexus and others. His first book of po
ems, Pulled Apart, was published in 1989 btj Third
Lung Press, and his first novel, Another Line, by Wa
termark Press in 1990. An illustrated book of BAD
BOY POEMS has just been published by Bombshelter

Press.
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At the end each dancer darkens

*

Simon Perchik

Simon Perchik

At the end each <lane r dark n
b nd through somewh r hall w
and fronds floating on stag :the dam
can't hold and we are left to wim
upstream, barely enough water

I rak th way a kitten
1 ams t claw -the tabl '
half wo d, half tho
just b fore winter
-I get my back into it, cram
as if these garden bags
could button and keep you from freezing.

to remember where -the dancers
still clear, precise, scrambled
the way a nightmare must sense
how makeshift it is, weighs
almost nothing, not sure
which sleep will be its last

You are making tea again, one cup
set in place and the dry spoon
that would soon discover gunpowder
-bags could help, stacked
for that explosion always in slow motion

-to chaos! an offering :applause
that comes all at the same time
tells a story to the dancers
who suddenly can fly no further, how

taking years, is almost to your senseless stare
-you watch from behind a cage
while one bowl at a time seeps through
and trees too, beginning to curl
sharpen, bleed from their lips.

in a landlocked sky, long ago
extinct, grotesque birds
and growing monstrous -teeth! jaws
while their dreams, weaker, weaker
at last letting go and we lean
over these foot teps
who even before our eyes
are changing into a huge shadow
the way this still warm swamp
vaguely will remember the brilliance
there once was and rivers flowing past.

Simon Perchik's work has appeared in The ew
Yorker, Partisan Review, Poetry, The ation, and
Massachusets Review. A collection of his work,
Letters to the D ad has been published by St.
Andrews Pres.
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Camping

DAYTON, OHIO

Todd P. Dulaney

Diane Dunham

Ev n b ide th carnpfir
Sh d ni d hr x
Nippl hard b n ath plaid flann 1

On
at
ip

rn d I We in hicc g

Mill

When I awoke,
I was in a speeding car
leaving Dayton, Ohio shrinking in the rearview mirror
like a tiny nipple against the cold midwestem night.
Jazz doesn't live here, but only visits.

Through the Ragged Green Vinyl Curtain

I take one of a hundred asphalt tendrils
leaning earnestly towards the suburbs
reaching for soul in a soulless place.
My lawn has left me, and Paris calls.

Neon sign flashing
I'm wondering what it would be like
to point the car east
and drive and drive until I find it.

VACANCY upon her breasts

As I dress to leave

When We Were Six
Running barefoot through puddles
On a summer's day
Worms squish between our toes

T~dd P. Dulaney is a Senior at Wright State University
with a major in English. He recently married and plans
to graduate in June of 1993.

Diane Dunham is a full-time English major at Wright
State. She co-owns and operates a custom picture fram
ing shop in Bellbrook, Ohio, where she lives.
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May the Sun Shine Bright on Our Graves Today

Untitled

James Ladd
Scott Cooper
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Another Water Ritual
Richard Krause

Ron Calla han
Ron Callahan is a photgrapher and graphic designer
currently studying at the School of Life.

Th rush )f g ld into the mouth. You
would think h w, shaving hist th done
a ain. That it w
om thing p rman nt thi
time. Or that there wa omc fine pinning
taking place b tween him and her. A compact.
Maybe the raw power of the jet of straw
ended somehow in ingots that could be
shipped back to Europe, to Austria where he
came from, or ransom her first born from pov
erty. Or maybe thi water ritual was only the
start of s cret caches in Third World countries,
of hidden runways, of unmarked jets in the
night. The straw streamed down, sparkled in
his eyes like Midas ever counting, not
stretched on a bamboo hut floor, the falls not
above, the Grimm fairy tale elsewhere, a
Rumpelstiltskin gleefully dancing in the
warmth of her acquiescence .
It was neces ary that they undress. So deli
cately he removed one article of clothing after
another, and with each one it was like they
were taking another step back to the primeval
darkne into a cave of om primitiv r ach
of urop that tim had ngraved with th
mo t d licat lin drawing . Th removal of
the clothing was gentle, gentler than the men
who tore at her like wild animals eager to get
at her body, eager to draw from themselves
the stream of pleasure. And part of the excite
ment wa th woman avoiding the man for as
long a po sibl , pu hing him away, turning
coquetti h, giggling when they got too seri
ous, but none of that now. It was solemn and
silent except for the bumping on the light bulb
of a moth or two and one unnamable insect.
The undressing was almost hushed, sacred,
had she not been a trifle wary of what was
going to happen. But she felt calm at the same
time, giving, willing, knew from experience
the diversity of people. She had acquired
some grasp of human nature, had known in
stinctively he wouldn't harm her.
They stood naked before each other. He
extended his lips and held her arms in his

hand and ki d h r g ntly on th f r h ad
a if anointing h r, for h wa hort r than h
and h r darkne contra t d with hi unnatu
rally pale white skin. They stood there letting
the tension of their bodies mount in perfect
silence. He then moved her gently from him
and lay his body down flat on the bamboo
floor, face up. He reached up for her and
asked her to step over him and face away,
which she did. Then he told her to move
down closer until her back was just above his
face. Now relax, he said, as he lowered her
gently with his hands. Spin, spin, he said, but
she couldn't. Maybe she didn't have the
imagination. Or perhaps she imagined some
blond and large boned creature from his own
culture. Mayb jealousy played a part. Or the
spankings she received in childhood. Relax,
relax, he said as he stroked her gently with
arms like two divining rods. And still she
couldn't till he said, Imagine a field of wheat,
of golden grain, of it rushing down shoots on
a sultry afternoon. Of mu cular blue-eyed
boys and girls dancing in your sunlight. And
it wasn't o much the words but their timbre
that finally relax d her and the grain shoot
burst open and streamed down from her and
splashed on his face, up into his nostrils,
across his eyes till he opened his mouth and
right in splashed against his white teeth, onto
the gold fillings, down his throat all warm and
liquid and golden, splashed free of her body,
one moment straining, pushing, aching in her,
the next free and sometimes burning, stream
ing out of her with so much pleasure height
ened by the tension in her legs, her thighs, the
release of so much pleasure, voiding her com
pletely, disappearing into what was for him
the stream of life that would quench his pecu
liar thirst. And periodically he closed his
mouth to get all wet, doused, his chin drip
ping, the little trough of his neck filled to over
flowing, it beading the hairs on his chest and
up he pushed her till his forehead bore the
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Krause

force of its fall, into his hair it seeped and ran
down their roots. And she let out a gigantic
moan, Ah, Ah, as if her own pleasure was as
acute as his on this dark Philippine night, un
der the clearest star with th ocean ut id
permanentizing the rush of water long aft r it
c as d. The rushing would continu wh r v r
there was sea, or fountain, as he yelled out at
the point his mind disappear d into a white
foam of his own, hold me, hold me, as the
ocean seemed to crash against the hut before
the permanent silence of the water ritual
ended. The gold bullion was smelted and re
cast in both their minds in a scene that would
be locked away in a vault, in some secret
cache, transferred on hidden runways where
unmarked jets to nobody's surprise streamed
into the warm tropical night all over the archi
pelago unmindful of what had taken place.

Height of the Rockies
Gary P. Clairman

Barri ad bl
ing, r d lights fla hing b 11 ring morning train
whistl bl w , h 11 bright un fr m riv r b d parks pin gr v
whipp rwill, ing to ro ks only water can wrinkle, carv s canyons
through continents of skyward crashing granite peaks stab wollen
clouds bleed rain and snow that never melts from a skyheart of love's
dark shadow is power of the pine is mightier than the pen, as is the
sparrow knows the language of wind you hear first before you feel the
speed at which no time moves here trees grow in what once was the sea,
now this being mountain born from diamond ice-cut gems of rock, moss
and meadows full of forget-me-nots, sorrel and saxifrage pebble-sized
petal with spider on it and I grow smaller now than the silk of its
web, smaller still to enormous perfection drops of rain turn to
snowflake faces, all the faces that have ever been, each one uniquely
meaningless, so exquisite in our unimportant eternity we are questions
scratched on this rock with a twig - what does night say to stars? what
do flowers think of this snowrain? all the death spawned beauty,
manuscripts of bone and the mystery of nothing remains nameless in the
space of endless everything as snow becomes rain again rain becomes
snow, black bird from spruce bough chases crow through misty meadow,
river bed with its elk track speckled edge and the trees wrapped in
sheaths of shivering, shimmering ice, the somehow sun still shining
through the torm' s thunderheads hammer thoughts to breath, the world's
wordless m sage of precious life roars in silence here there is no
gri f, the flame by which I write mor real than any words, my handless
hand, the sunset's moonrise rainbows in the sky reflecting orange light
on the mountainside now dark with night and the solitude of spirit and
mind as thoughts without shape glimmer in moon shadows, shine darkness
in the darkness and I see I can only live one breathmoment to the next,
sing simply to the spirit of all things, shuffle my feet, dance a step
in this circle time parade and the forest whispers - dead trees fall on
still days - and the rain and the rain and the rain nurtures ages of
intricate tangles hold grass to stand against the world's winds, show
it the green and tender faces of truth - joy and suffering, suffering
and joy, and I reach for the coast, the edge, the end, and am born to
die again.

Gary P. Clairman is a poet and writer living in Guelph,
Ontario. His work has appeared in numerous North
American and international journals including Nexus,
Dandelion, Global Tapestry, Alpha Beat Soup,
Zymmergy, and Mondohonkamooga.

Richard Krause lives and works in Somerset, Kentucky.
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McFarland

the way of glass

wild flowers

M. McFarland

M. McFarland

we would all like to do it
see glass tops meant for plate and slam
until the shatter forms a patter

ab v timb rlin crudged low
by Id and thin du t
th
nde cent-d ending lop
b
to wild flowe

what happens in cheap kaleidoscopes
a picture made of someone's trash
tom into leaf mold, bacteria enlarged
cells smudged and sated on each other
dark nuclei the eyes of worms flick and wink
and shooting through it all the painful lines
glass mercury in a brain

of un

blooms catch, flame in the pure
cold sputter of goat-fat light
golden paintbrush leaps to sedum red
rushes wild-toed to fire the grass
of parnassus slope to lope
light runs along the top of light

I'm not sure there isn't something good here
fine like sticks in dust
fine like glue and pod
the mother grabs the boy and hurts his shoulder
trying to hold him back
his body bows forward in intent

fathers save your sons
in narrowness they dream
not of flowers do they dream-seek
down meadows but wander as telemachus confused
through misshapen boulders of the shore
budding shoulders to false test
they draw bows against dead fish
pupils stilled from too long
on horizon, a tarburst scar
brown, sizing-up eyes flick
in alty air and blink a thought o bound
it breaks like pume like tear of birds
coating the gray skin or rocks

real nipples

teach your sons to take, as gluttons
to look, as gift-given
to leave in boats that crest on
slopes of sun fruit wood plow hard-running
across gentians baring them
as on upraised fingertips away
the taking of journey
light on a mountain
teach them to leave

women know the apostasy of breast poems
nipples like moles they long live with
it is the other dapple, the speckle, stipple
rippled skin of abdomen they most
secret hide
wingbuds bump in ruined
skin
it is from here the nerves will zing
that they grow wings that they plead
with lovers to hotkiss into form
divisive muscle over a used womb shrunk
a weak balloon this is no man's land

M. McFarland resides in Ohio and has previously
published in Nexus.
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Communion

A Corner of Tampico

Karen O'Keefe

Taylor Graham

Yournam liv
onmyt ngu
I ample you daily
and
like a delicious aftertaste
you linger long
after being
spoken aloud

In this n ighb rh d, if you wait,
th women will walk back fr m ma
and r 11 up th m tal sh pfront
and fire up marisco stands.
This is the time for wishing
chopped chills and the mean
smell of hot,
when only limping dogs
and one-eyed solemn cats
keep the street,
the men all lost remembering
whatever it was last night
and the boys bound
in their notions of becoming,
the girls adrift
in the waves of their hair.
Listen. The street keeps its own
dreams, called puddle and shine
and the one way
the sea wind~ this time of morning,
blows.

Taylor Graham's poems have appeared widely in small
press publications, including The Beloit Poetry Jour
nal, Bitterroot, Sequoia, Southern Humanities
Review, and Yale Literary Magazine. Taylor's work
has also recieved nominations for the Pushcart Prizes
and the Science Fiction Poetry Association's Rhysling
Awards.

Karen O'Keefe, a graduate of Wright State University,
holds both a B.A. and a M.A. in English, and is
currently working as a technical writer.
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Shopping

Double Laughter

MarkTaksa

MarkTaksa

I'm t lling you I njoy hopping
and lovers have alway 1 v d buying,
even in th day wh n a thi f h ad
warned from a gate and bread
was too scarce for people to get tall.

Th jailk per jokes
about th ward n' plot
to tint on fo d, the plumber's
plot to plug urinals.
A thief should love
pain, the jailkeeper banters.
Laughing, the prisoner's
mouth is a shut gate.

In villages of mud and stone,
people made friends on the way
to the market. Shopping was a necklace
around a person's expectations.

He escapes through steam
in a laundry house to an airport
where a woman does not
question the grin opening
like a flower on his face.

Shopping was play when houses
held sweat of every villager,
when communities moved like patches
on a shirt, when people sang
in the shelter of each other's words
and women threw stones at bandits
after their husbands had no fists.

He says he will pay
for tickets by playing cards
with the woman's money
and they will be lucky lovers.

Holding each other, we decide together
as we did in the flower pond when leaves
were our clothes. Among aisles of pumpernickel
and cake, we go toward what is sweet.

The woman spits,
life must not take back
what it has given her,
and grip her purse a if it were
a rope to another afternoon.

Mark Taksa's poetry has appeared in Mississippi
Mud, Pacific Review, The Panhandler, B City and
Nexus, with poems upcoming in Xavier Review,
Wild, and Poetry Motel. Truant Bather, a collection
of thirty-nine pages of Mark's poetry, was published by
the Berkeley Poets Workshop and Press in 1986.
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The Lonely Tree (Ripped Paper)

Natura Naturae
W.B. Keckler

Sh r raggy r ck fac furth r up the highway.
Fae th riv r with ochr ou v in f color. Ru t.
Dried blood. Shore rocks (rounded) feign a sympathy
with bone. If you wait a few months, icicles will form
from melt off the bluff, then freeze at night into
jagged stalactites. Clear as silver in moonlight.
Plata pools in a dead mother's navel. A killed
hooker named Phoenix, left alongside the river
with its Indian name. Susquehanna.

Michele Sherry is a third year Biology major at Wright
State University with interests in writing and drawing,
and a long history in equestrian sports.

W.B. Keckler is a poet, screenwriter and playwright
residing in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. He is a member
of the Paper Sword, Harrisburg's literary arts group,
and co-edits Logodaedalus, a post-modern journal.

Michelle Sherry
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Reflections

Loss of Virtue

AllenH. May
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Allen H. May is a member of the Image Co-op at Front
Street Studios. He was born and raised in Dayton and
has an active interest in the downtown Dayton scene.
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A Sort of Faith
(haiku 18-after M.A. Henn)

into which city
(Section Four from DISPLAYSPACE #7)

Robert P. Beveridge

Hank Lazer

Snow pil d in drifts
in this Minne ota grav yard:
the wind blew hard last night,
hard enough
to rattle the bones in their coffins.

int whi h ity (prop r nam capitaliz d) r nd v us w when i thought you were
going to die i did not want to go back to see you again in large part inland port
track lighting for a gallery effect potting you on a clear plastic tray among
the electrodes & monitors "i don't want payment until you're satisfied" appetite &
stare belie tests which say the disease may have begun "formerly we had the hegelians,
and now the nihilists" finish what you star nothing funny about "only joking" says
the rabbit hiding in the bushes chirping like a bird in the interest of waiting
for what should not be here to appear does it even make sense to ask who lays claim
to a greater realm of truth mr. bailey & his son david rebuilt the playhouse so that
in years to come my son might better to begin now the process of edging away

Even on days like this
you will find him here,
clutching a handful of jonquils
to place on his wife's grave.
Today
he has removed his gloves,
is sifting snow
to reveal her headstone
hoping, maybe,
'
the bladed winds
would have etched a new line:
"he was faithful
to her memory''

Hank Lazer has two new books of poetry
Doublespace: Poems 1971 - 1989, and
INTER(IR)RUPTIONS. DISPLAYSPACE
is part of lOxlO, a long work-in-progress.

Robert P. Beveridge's poetry has appeared in Exquisite
Corpse, Malcontent, Haiku Headlines, and New
York Quarterly. He lives in Doylestawn, Pennsylvania.
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Warrior Flute
Raymond Two Crows Wallen

Th flut

antioch

f my warri r pirit,

dan e m ba kward
Warm, m i t pla of my birth,
and b yond.
Through sacred fore t of tumbled timber ,
read as runes
Telling different things,
from different angles.
Sparking memories, older than old,
and newer than this moment
Foretelling and retelling,

Writers' Workshop of Yellow Springs
JULY

1 0 -1

7,

188 3

Novel, short story, poetry, writing for children,
screen and playwriting; editors and agents.

The cycles and menstruation's of human kind...
And of Mother Earth ...
That ever growing wound,
Through which we may gain great knowledge,
.
or great grief.
The ever deeperung bond of human sufferings,
and human joy.
The sacred binding of the grain,
The Rainbow and the Snake.

George Ella Lyon
Joe David Bellamy
Imogene Bolls
Ralph Keyes
Herbert Martin
Mary Grimm
James Thomas
Stanley Plumly
Joyce Carol Oates

A clever diffu ion of light by rai ed ticks and stones.

6

Call or write for brochure: Susan Carpenter, P.O. Box 494,
Yellow Springs. Ohio 45387.

1

8

/

7

8

7

9

1

1

2

All inv ntion, gr at and small,
falls by the wayside...
Ignorant bliss swaths over me now...
Lik~ midsummer's tide on a beach sleeper,
or like sweet gardenia thickens the night air...
...Deep in the forest now,
a fundamental silence exists.
The bustle of bird and bee.
Beak breaking bark ..
A rustle of green things growing,
in the breath-breeze
of loving Mothe; Earth ...
All this, is life's heartbeat,
. . . . .
of which you and I are a part.
If It IS drnurushed...then we are diminished.

Raymond Two Crows Wallen is a
mixed blood Cherokee and a non
traditional freshman Cultural An
thropologtj major at Wright State,
returning to school after several
careers. He is also a member of the
Unity Committee at WSU.
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AIDS Foundation
Miami Valley
- A Service Organization -

The evergreen

♦ Housing

in a harsh

environment

1993 - International }@orofthe Indigenous People
4th Annuallnter-lnbalArts Expen'ence

lives
precarousl y.

October9-la 1993
Haros East Exhibit Hall, Dayton/ Ohio
SalurdCJY✓ 10am. -8p.m.
SundaY✓ 10am. -6p.m.
Showcase Artist: Ce Tan /Gi

Beaten by winds,
it leans,
but does not

♦ Education
♦ Respite Care

♦ Nutrition

uproot;

For Further information callor Wlffe
Miami Vaffey CouncilofNative Americans

it twists,

P,Q Box6J7

Dayton/ Ohio 4540l-D637
{513)275-8599

but does not

A Non-Profit Organization

It becomes

break.

unique,

♦ Buddy Program
♦ Hotline 223-AIDS

♦ Client Care

beautiful,
and more strong;

♦ Risk Reduction

because of
the adversities
it withstands.
Nexus
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SthAnnual
Keeping the Tradition Pow Wow

THE CATSKILL POETRY WORKSHOP
August 1 - 8, 1993

1

e 11191/;c~

•Chase Twichell •Stephen Dobyns •Jeffrey Skinner
•Carol Fro t •Richard Frost •William Matthews
•Sarah Gorham
•Michael Water
and others

~

Hands on workshop for adults, undergraduates and
graduate students to work with professional writers,
editors and publishers in a supportive atmosphere.
Office of Special Programs
HARTWICK COLLEGE
Oneonta, NY 13820
607-431-4415

at the Blue Jacket Outdoor Drama
Xenia,Ohio
June 26 & 27, 1993
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Native American Singing, Dancing & Foods
Crafts- Jewelry, Silver, Beadwork, Baskets, Pottery, Rugs, Bl~ets
Children's Activities - Traditional Games, Beadwork, Storytelling

Kennylrwin

0

Head Veteran Dancer
Owen Ducheneaux
Head Man Dancer
Jasper Mithlo
Head Woman Dancer
Suzanne Tewawina
Host Drum
Prairie Island

Ken Smith

Graphic Designer/ Freelance Artist

en
I
C/)

7555 Turtle Creek Dr.
Da~on, Ohio 45414

0

n::

David S. Hwang
Character Portraitist

•

Res
-13, 23 -7128

1-

.....J

:_,?:::,.:,.,y f
Z6/J1,

Master of Ceremonies

Q

i

Grand Entry at 12:00 noon
This is an alcohol & drug free event.
No imports or sacred objects allowed
Vendors - Registration required
The Miami Valley Council
for Native Americans
P.O. Box 637,
Dayton, Ohio 45401-0637
(513) 275-8599

tudio

513/ 228-2846

"Pow Wows Still

U)

Make Good

(513) 890-3490
>

6702 Shull Rd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424

M ediane.
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STORIES by
Melissa Boyce
Phil Condon
Maria Amparo
Escand6n
Yasunari Kawabata
John Keeble
Margot Livesey
Stephen Peters

Mark Jarman

Dabney Stuart
EXCERPT from
Ursula Hegi's
new novel
The Salt Dancers

,4):.~)i

-@;~,;.f,S:\·.
..(>J,').·...-,.
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~

POEMS by
Karen Alkalay-Gut
Carol Frost
Brendan Galvin
Linda Hasselstrorn

AN ESSAY by
Sydney Lea
SPECIAL ISSUES
Czech & Slovak
writing (' 92)
Canadian women
writers(' 93)

$6-45 current issue
$20 one year
$35 two years
$46 three years

Prairie Schooner
201 Andrews Hall
U of Nebraska
P.O. Box 880334
Lincoln, NE 68588

and much
morecall or write
for your
subscription

(402) 472-3191
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The Chestnut Br~ Company
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Shatt the Arts
nmded through
Ohio Arts Council

Leon Bates, piano
with the WSU Jazz Band
and University Chora/,e
Wednesday, May 25, 1994
8 P.M., Victoria Theatre

Subscribe now! Tickets are available
at the Wright State University Center
Box Office, 873-2900.

International music and dance
Sunday, March 13, 1994
3 P.M., Victoria Theatre

•

Winner ofthe 1992 Naumburg Award
Thursday, April 7, 1994
8 P.M., WSU Creative Arts Center

■ BAlTU
World percussion
Sunday, April 24, 1994
3 P.M., WSU Creative Arts Center

■ AMAN

·..

Awadagin Pratt, piano

■ Oaire Bloom
Shakespeare's women
Wednesday, October 13, 1993
8 P.M., Victoria Theatre

Versatile and unpredictable
multi-instrumentalists
Saturday, January 8, 1994, 8 P.M.
Sunday, January 9, 1994, 3 P.M.
WSU Creative Arts Center

----

~--·!!'

■

Rambunctious physical, theatre
Sunday,September19, 1993
3 P.M. and 7 P.M., WSUFestival Theatre

-~ -:::.::·-=
-·· ..

...__

Seattle Mime Theatre ·

6-

All WSU achiles
•• accessible to
people with <isabilles

f.iio

Wright State University

~ Dayton, Ohio 45435
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Taking Note:
From Poets' Notebooks
Philip Booth
Sharon Bryan
Douglas Crase
Guy Davenport
Rita Dove
Stephen Dunn
Carolyn Forche
Reginald Gibbons
Allen Grossman
Donald Hall
Anselm Hollo
Garrett Hongo
Donald Justice
X.J. Kennedy
William Matthews
Mekeel McBride

ct
Ed Abbey

Exploring
the Contemporary
Literature of the
American West
Fiction-Drama-Poetry-Essays-Reviews

Icons/Iconoclasts in Western Literature
(Fall 1992)

Language
(Spring 1993)
"The Road Trip"
(Fall 1993)
Death in the West
(Spring 1994)

Mary Blew
Charles Bukowski
Leslie Leek
Clay Reynolds
Suzanne Wong Scollon
Lawson Fusao lnada
Jean Yamasaki Toyama
Ron Watson
Judy Matovich
Stephen Lyons
Charlotte Wright
Gerald Locklin
Florence Blanchard
William Studebaker
Karen Swenson
Jame Hemesath

Excerpts from the Notebooks of 32 American Poets
A Special Edition of Seneca Review

Ron Scollon
P ter Wild
Ron McFarland
Ann Ronald
Bruce Embree
Frank Chin
Arthur Winfield Knight
R. M. Davis

Kim Stafford

Please send me

P te Fromm
_ _ _ _ copy/copies of Taking Note at $9.95 each.

Bill Hoagland

---------------- - - - - Gerald Haslam

Order now!

_ _ Please enter my subscription for 2 years for $15.00 and begin it with Taking Note.
(Seneca Review is published twice yearly, spring and fall.)
Make check payable to Seneca Review, and mail orders to Deborah Tall, Editor, Seneca Review,
Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456.

_$15.00 per year _$13.00 gift subscription or renewal
_$38 three years
r----Se-n_d_S_u_b-sc-n-.p-ti_o_n_s- -

Become a Friend of The Redneck Review
Patron $100 or over
Supporter $50
Contributor $25

J.D. McClatchy
Heather McHugh
Jane Miller
Robert Morgan
Lisel Mueller
Mary Oliver
Gregory Orr
Alicia Ostriker
Michael J. Rosen
Liz Rosenberg
Vern Rutsala
Peter Sacks
Laurie Sheck
William Stafford
E leanor Ross Taylor
Rosanna Warren

& Manuscripts to:
Penelope Reedy, Editor

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Redneck Review
2919 N. Downer Ave.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Milwaukee, WI 53211
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Jam
Janice
Robert
John
Naguib
Fred Mani 
Charlie Me
David Mou

Lo

ord
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november
James Norcliffe
"Th r ar only tw ort f knowl dg :
and th oth r
n the t rv th prin
whi h h Ip t un tth m."
Br cht

she is furtive with her secrets
will not share her recipe
for . herbet
the sky is barred like a butcher's apron
the smell of barbecued meat
fills the garden
he points out the ancient crafts:
crazy paving dry stone walls
& shakes his head
guests hold the long-stemmed
afternoon delicately
sipping at it
the absence of licorice and white pap r
is noted with regret and
a pang of nostalgia
the n w world is di sected carefully
the knives have serrated edges
and bone handles
a bird squawks in its cage
there are smudged lips a secret
fizz under the tongue

